?
•____

The firm now has in hand over sixty projects, each worth more than
•
£1 million, but its expansion has so outstripped its internal commun
ications that many of our staff are unaware of work outside their own
sphere of activity.
It is the objective of this first edition to
supply some of this information by giving a complete list of major
current jobs with a brief description of a selected few at home and
abroad. iture issues will probably be briefer.
•
The red—hot news of the moment is that we have been given the
Manchester-Sheffield Motorway to design. Passing through the Peak
District it will be a challenge similar to M6. An office will shortly
be set up in the Manchester area from which both this, the Brigg
Riby Road and the Scunthorpe Southern Brpass will be administered.
•
Princess Alexandra unveiled a plaque at the Administration
Building, Kowloon on the 21st October to commemorate the opening of the
mile-long tunnel which the Hong Kong Post-Herald described as linking
‘Hong and Kong’. A few copies of the brochure, specially printed for
the occasion, are obtainable from Morris Hopkins, who also has brief
descriptions of the other jobs listed here (for inspection only).
You know about our Civic Trust Award for N6, but did you know that
•
we have just received an award under the Structural Steel Design Awards
Scheme for the new BEA Hangar at Heathrow? We are also in the top
six for an award from the Financial Times (Industrial Architecture
Award) for the same project.
The recent installation of a DMAC digitiser follows on that of a
•
Calcomp Flat Bed plotter last year to put us in the vanguard of computeraided automated draughting of topographical surveys and the plotting of
structures and roads. The digitiser records the grid coordinates of
structural members and terrain data on punch cards. The computer
manipulates them according to requirements, which include plotting
instructions on magnetic tape for use in the plotter. A display board
of new techniques in ‘System—Draughting’ was exhibited on the Association
of Consulting Engineers’ stand at the Public Works Congress and
Exhibition at Olympia, earlier this month.
•
A draughting Section has very recently been formed with the
immediate responsibilities of producing drawings either by hand or by
automation for all structural sections.
•
Constructive comments for this and future issues will be very
welcome. Have you any good photographs?
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BRIDGES

TUrIELS

Estimated
Job Ne.

TITLE

CLIDGE

Year of
Ccmpletien

Constructicn
Cost
£ Ilillion

6014

Glasgow Comprehensive Highway Study

51.5

City of Glasgow Corporation

65040/B Townhesd Interohange, Stage II, Glasgow

City of Glasgow Corporation

1976

64206

Kendal Link, Westmorland

Department of the Environment

1974

2.9

64210

Belfast—Castledawson M22, N. Ireland

Hinistry of Development
N. Ireland Government

1975

10.3

6587
65870)
£5871)

Hong Kong Cross Harbour Tunnel

1972

19

66702

Lagos-Ibadan Expressway, Nigeria

Nigerian Federal Ministry of Works
& Housing.

1976

25

66705

Apapa Road & Ijora Causeway, Nigeria

Federal Military Government
of Nigeria.

1975

14

67042

M62 Motorway

Department of the Environment

1975

15.4

67075

Renfrew Motorway Stage I, Sootland

City of Glasgow Corporation

1976

14.7

67710

Northern States Roads Study, Nigeria

Internationml Bank for Reconstruct
ion & Development

1972

68036

Teesside Parkway

Department of the Environment

1974

68071

Lincoln West Relief Road

Corporation of Linooln

69028

Mutrah Sea Road, Oman

Sultanate of Oman

1975

69029

Brandon Street Bypass, Motherwell, Sootland

Motherwell Town Council

1974

69123

Keswiok Northern Bypass

Department of the Environment

1974

1.9

69703

Lagos-Ibadan-Ilorin Reoonstruotion, Nigeria

Nigerian Federal Ministry of Works
& Rousing

1974

5.8

70009

Napier Mole Road Bridge, W. Pakistan

Karachi Port Trust

1972

70091

Stafford Inner Relief Road

Borough of Stafford

70153

Ayr Motorway, Stage I, Sootlsnd

City of Glasgow Corporation

1976

2.5

1975

1.5

The Hong Kong Cross Harbour
Tunnel Co. Ltd.

9

8.5

S
1.3

1.5

70705

Truck Terminal, Apapa, Nigeria

Nigerian Federal Ministry of Works
& Housing

70710

Baisa-Gombi-Juisets Road, Nigeria.

Nigerian Federal Ministry of Works
& Housing

71020

Road Construotion, Substitution of labour
for Equipment, India.

International Bank for Roads and
Develnpment

1972

71135

Archway Road, London

Department of the Environment

1978

5.2

71178

Sounthorpe Southern Bypass, Linoolnshire

Department of the Environment

1977

6.6

71708

Dualling of Trunk Road, lagos, Nigeria

71713

71805

9

Nigerian Federal Ministry of Works
and Hnusing

4.8

Ibadan Bypass, Nigeria

Higerian Federal Ministry of Works
and Housing

9

4.8

Tsuen-Wan Castle Peak Romd, Hong Kong

Government of Hong Kong

71806

Thailand Feeder Roads

Government of Thailand

72026

Malawi IBRD Road Study

Government of Nalawi

1975

72081

AlS, &‘igg-Riby Road, &inoolnshire

Department of the Environment

1978

72087

Bristol Southampton Feasibility Study

Department of the Environment

1974

Tea Roads, Kenya.

Ministry of Works

1974

9
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F
F
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9
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STRUCTURES

Job No.

TITLE

CLIENT

Year of
Completion
.

Estimated
Con
struction
Cost
£ Million

67046

New Charing Cross Hospital, Bulham.

Charing Cross Hospital Board.

1977

67089

Bloomsbury Square Garage, London.

London Borough of Camden

1972

68054

Caroone House, London.

Sun Life Assurance of Canada

1972

1

68061

D.N.A. Engineering Base, Phase III
(for description see Pontifact No 28)

British European Airways

1972

3.2

70071

New Office Block, Bishopsgate.

Baring Brothers, Banque Belge

1977

9

70079

Dashwood House, London.

City of London Real Property Co Ltd.

1974

4

70150

Notherwell Commercial Centre

Neale House Development

1978

3

71079

Royal Military College, Sandhurst, Phase II

Department of the Environment

1977

1

71100

Monmouth County Offices

Monmouth County Council

1975

4.5

71120

Sultan’s Armed Forces, Risail, Oman
Phase II Development

Departoent of Defence
Sultanate of Oman

1973

5

71155

London House, London

City of London Real Property Co Ltd

1975

3

72006

Waring & Gillow Development

Amalgamated Investment & Property
Co. Ltd.

72018

Coutts Bank, London WC2

Coutte & Co.

72072

Monico Development

72073

Artillery Mansions Development

)
)
)

72077

Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square

)

72122

Orchard Square Development, Singapore

land Securities
Investment Trust Ltd

20

6.5
1

10

1

5
30

Orchard Square Development
Corporation (Pte.) Ltd

40

AIRPORTS

Job No.

TITLE

CLIENT

Year of
Completion
.

Estimated
Con
struction
Cost
£Million

,

66800

Brunei Airport

Government of Brunei

1972

6

69049

Kai Tak Runway Matension, Hong Kong.

Government of Hong Kong

1973

10

70662

Hanyuki Airport, Kenya

Government of Kenya

1973

2

71148

Mombasa Airport, Kenya

Government of Kenya

1974

7.6

72017

Kota Kinabalu Airport, Sabah

Government of Malaysia

1976

9.7

CIVIL

Job No.

TITLE

CLI21’

Year of
Completion

Estimated

r
r

tion
Cost
£ Million

5880

Plover Cover Water Scheme

Government of Hong Kong

1973

Gusau Water Sopply, Nigeria

North-Western State, Nigeria

197

71C16

Prestatyn Surface Water Sewerage, Stage 2

Prestatyn Urban District Council

1975

79705

lana Water Supply, Nigeria

North-Central State,
Nigeria Water Board.

1974

5

7CC94

Mukullah Naval Base, Muscat.

Sultanate of Oman

1973

2.3

70707

Ketsina Water Supply, Nigeria.

North-Central State,
Nigeria Water Board.

1974

1

71116

Sandwich Sewerage & Sewage Disposal

Sandwich Borough Council.

1975

1.5

71159

Gravesend Sewage Disposal Works

Gravesend Borough Council.

1975

1.5

70803

Berth Ho 1

Modern Terminals Ltd

1972

6.5

71801

Berth Ho 2

Kowloon Container Warehouse Co. Ltd

1973

5.5

718C0

Berth Ho 3

Sea-land Orient Ltd

1973

5.5

71664

Kenya Coast Water Supply Project

Kenya Government and Mombasa
Pipeline Board.

1976

13

12

65761
7C7o6
67C31

1.ChrHCont1x

TRANSPORTATIOH

TITLE

Job Ho.

C
C
C

PLANNING

CLIENT

Year of
Completion

.

Estimated
C
sction
cost
£ Million

69128

Crimsby County Borough Council, Norfolk

Grimsby County Borough Council

1973

70005

Cheltenham Planning Study

Cheltenham County Borough Council

1972

71069

Greater Leicester Traneportation Study

Leicester City & Leicester County
Council

1974

71083

Aylmer Hoad-Fklloden Way Study

Department of the Environment

1973

71119

Wycombe Area Transportation Study

Books County Council & High Wycombe
Borough Council.

1974

71164

Marrow Route Studies

Greater London Council

1974

72032

National Model Development/
Birmingham West Orbital btudy

Department of the Environment

1972

72045

Whitehall Traffic & Highways Studies

Ministry of Public Buildings & Works

1973

72058

Islington Link Road Study

London Borough of Islington

1973

72098

Dover-Folkestone Transportation Study

Kent County Council

1974

.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF A EW PROJECTS

6587

65870

-

—

65871

—

The Hong Kong Cross—Harbour Tunnel

A twin 54 ft diameter welded steel tube tunnel, 1.15 miles long,
using
inch stiffened steel plate, containing dual two-lane carriageways each 22 ft wide and traffic headroom of i6’—o”.
It connects
Victoria with Kowloon and has a daily traffic capacity of about 80,000
vehicles.
It was built in 15 units, each with a concrete keel and
lining and sprayed concrete exterior, which were sunk one at a time
onto a screed of crushed stone on the prepared harbour bed and joined
to the previous unit.
-

In addition to the tunnel and approach roads, the contract includes
ramps between tunnel portals and approach roads, the toll plaza, the
north and south ventilation buildings and the administration building.
A feasibility report was submitted in 1961; in 1965 we were
appointed for design and construction, again in association with Freeman
Fox & Partners; in 1967, Costain International Limited supported by
Raymond International Inc., and Paul Y Construction Co. Ltd., of Hong
Kong, formed a consortium which won the contract against strong inter
national competition. Negotiations were interrupted and the 3 year
contract was not signed until mid—1969.
For further information, apply to K.W. Innes or D.J. Verran.
67089

-

Bloomsbury Square Underground Car Park

This is a unique 450—car, 7-storey, 160 ft diameter, drum—shaped
structure. It consists of a pair of interleaved spiral access and
parking ramps 52 ft wide, wound around a central services core, housing
a dual system of lifts, stairflights and toilets, the whole built
within a circular diaphragm-wall.
The independent ramps for entry
and exit are interconnected through the central core at alternate
floor levels, enabling all traffic to flow in one direction only.
Great care was taken with fire precautions, a unique system of
smoke dissipation having been incorporated in the structure, by the
adoption of the conclusions of smoke model tests carried out at the
Royal College of Science at Shrivenham.
The ventilation plant produces 7- air-changes per hour on the up
ramp and 4 on the down ramp, together with an increased pressure in
the central core, providing a smoke-free escape structure in the event
of fire.
Willment Brothers Ltd. were the main contractors and a noteworthy
feature of the job was the close co—operation between Contractor,
Engineer and Architect, leading to the smooth and efficient execution
of the project.
Environmental standards have been improved by the special attention
given to re—landscaping of the existing gardens and the area above the
structure.
For further information, apply to D.E. Thorp or A.B. Pinigan.

72017

-

Kota Kinabalu Airport, Sabah

The Government of Malaysia has accepted recommendations put forward
in our 1970 report to develop this airport to full international standards,
to handle traffic up to 1980, with provision for further development to
1985.
The Phase I programme for strengthening and widening the existing
runway and extending it on reclaimed land, is about half completed.
Phase II consists of a parking apron with associated taxiway and
road links, terminal building, control tower, aircraft maintenance
facilities, cargo centre and fire station, navigational aids and
lighting.
A conceptual plan of these works, which will be earthquake—resistant,
will first be submitted to the Client for approval, but a three—year
Contract is programmed to start in mid—1973. Robert Matthew JohnsonMarshall & Partners, the Economist Intelligence Unit, Preece Cardew
and Rider and Malaysian Sub—Consultants are also involved. Approximate
costs are Phase I £1.7 million, Phase II £8 million.
For further information, apply to W.A.D. Sterling or J.R. Powter
71664

-

—

Kenya Coast Water Supply Projects

In many parts of this coastal belt, 120 miles x 50 miles, containing
the city and port of Mombasa, with a population of 285,000, water demand
is already exceeding supply.
Six reports on augmenting this supply have
been submitted since May 1971 when we were appointed, of which the first
five dealt with the rapid and comparatively inexpensive augmentation of
local supplies at specific places. Our recommendations for the latter,
including a small river intake and treatment works, wells, booster
stations, new mains and a service reservoir are being implemented.

L

The sixth report submitted last July dealt with alternative schemes
for increasing the water supply of the whole of this coastal region from
a major new source. These included a 136 mile pipeline from a spring,
impounding reservoirs on two alternative rivers, desalination of sea—
water and abstraction of water from the River Sabaki, the second largest
river in Kenya. The last named was recommended and has been accepted;
instructions to proceed with design to contract stage are awaited.
It
will have a capacity of l6mgd and will entail a fabridam, river intake,
raw and filtered water pumping station, 140 miles of trunk main, booster
stations, break pressure tanks, service reservoirs and distribution
systems. We are also proceeding with the master planning of the long
term development of the Sabaki River for water supplies, irrigation and
any other viable purpose.
For further information, apply to R.P. Whiting.
71069

—

Leicester Transportation Study

As part of the work involved in preparing an Urban Structural Plan
for the Greater Leicester Area, we are currently involved in a large
land-use/transportation study designed to test various land-use and
transportation strategies using traffic forecasts obtained from the
CITY traffic model. We are carrying out a wide range of land-use and
transportation surveys to provide data upon which to base the future
traffic predictions.
For further information, apply to M. Watson or J.M. Stamper.

L

71065

-

Aylmer Road

Falloden Way Study

We have been engaged to carry out a study in North London of a
kilometre length of the main urban route from London to the North, with
a view to improving traffic conditions.
The physical state of the road
and high traffic volumes necessitate major improvements and alterations
in alignment. The main objective of the study is to find the best route
for existing and future traffic (which includes a large proportion of
heavy commercial vehicles) through a heavily built-up area of generally
high environmental quality. A subsidiary objective is to re-route
traffic, at present using residential streets, on to improved main roads.
For further information, apply to N. Watson or J.M. Stamper.
71100

—

Morimouth County Offices

The programme for this work has been phased in accordance with the
Client’s instructions. Phase I, designed and constructed, is a straight
forward 2 wing, 8 storey office block. Phase II includes for i6-m
Vierendeel frames for a clear span garage area. There are also office
blocks, a council chamber etc. The first part of Phase II is complete
and the second part is due to start within 6 months. Phase III consists
of 2—5 storey offices, Council Chamber and suite, assembly hail, lecture
theatres, etc.
Included with this project are land drainage, roads, car parks,
boiler house and main underground service duct. There is also an
underpass entrance to a low—level car park.
Architects
: Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners
Quantity Surveyors : Franklin & Andrews
Service Engineers
:
Steensen, Varming, Mulcahy & Partners
For further information, apply to P.B. Edwards of J. Cassell.
66705

-

Apapa Road and Ijora Causeway, Lagos, Nigeria

Four miles of urban motorway consisting of dual 2, 5 and 4 lane
carriageways, of which 2- miles are elevated to clear service roads
and two railway crossings.
It connects the mainland end of the new Eko
Bridge directly with the docks, industrial areas and the growing suburbs
of Greater Lagos.
The elevated structure is of prestressed concrete, using both in situ
and precast construction, with columns at about 100—l2Oft centres. As the
site is recently reclaimed swamp, much of the motorway at ground level, as
well as the elevated structure, is on piles. The Firm has carried out
detailed geometric designs for the whole project, designed an elevated
structure and the piled part of the road at ground level and arranged
for supervision of construction.
For further information, apply to T.G. Hancock.
6014

-

Glasgow Comprehensive Highway Study

Since the completion of the Highway Plan for Glasgow in 1965, we
have been engaged in a continuing exercise on forward motorway planning.
At the moment, the principal workload is the preparation of preliminary
designs for the 1975-80 Road Programme which includes 26km of motorway
and expressway at a total cost of the order of £51.5 million, and for the
south and east flanks of the Inner Ring Road at a total value of approxi
mately £45 million. An increasingly important aspect of this trpe of
planning is the Public Participation Programme in which the general public
are informed of the Authority’s proposals.
For further information, apply to M. Watson.

71116

-

Sandwich Sewerage and Sewage Disposal, Kent

The scheme consists of bringing all sewage to a central pumping
station, where, after screening and disintegration of solids, it will
be pumped 7km. to a point of disposal 4km. out to sea. An interesting
feature of the scheme is another pumping station in the industrial
area which is 8m. diam. in plan, which will be constructed above
ground level and sunk lOm. into the soft silts as a caisson.
From the older parts of the town, surface water enters the sewerage
system, resulting in heavy flows during periods of rainfall. At the
worst of such times, when the capacity of the main pumps is exceeded,
the excess flow passes over a weir and is then pumped into the river.
The scheme also includes some collecting sewers in the town, some of
which have to be constructed in narrow streets bounded by old houses.
For further information, apply to R.P. whiting or R.H. Pilcher.

E

Potential Jobs in the Pipeline
For most overseas work these days, which is open to international
competition, we have to put in a prequalification/capability statement,
which, if accepted is followed by a detailed proposal. This gives our
general experience in the field of engineering service required, how
we would tackle the work with sequential work and time charts and
curricula vitae of all members of the team we would engage on the work.
It is in fact an important report which either gains or loses the job.
Proposals have been sent in for the following projects, the results
of which we do not yet know:- Khorramshalzr Bridge, Iran; Diani Tourist
Report, Kenya; Jos
Maiduguri Feasibility Study, Nigeria; Jeddah
Traffic Study, Saudi Arabia; Kelang Port Study, Malaysia; Teheran
International Airport Prequalification; Second Feeder Road Study,
Thailand; Nicosia and Famagasta Water Supply, Cyprus; Limassol
Stormwater Drainage and Sewerage Scheme, Cyprus; Penang Airport,
Malaysia; Oman Water Resources Survey.
-

and last, but not least, the fascinating
72O9

—

New Office Block, Basingstoke

The structure is a 4-storey, R.C. Building, 128 ft. by about 87ft. with elevations of brickwork and double glazed windows.
It will
be fully air-conditioned and heated by the ‘heat recovery system’.
Although detailed arrangements are not yet finalised, drawing offices
will in general extend the whole length of the building on both sides
and be on the open plan system. A central core section will house
conference rooms, toilets, stairs, and a lift. Offices for two Partners
will be on each floor.
The offices are located about 7 minutes walk from the station, bus
terminus and new shopping precincts.
Initial car parking facilities for
90 cars will be provided on the west and north sides of the site, but
these may be extended.

[

[
[

Planning permission has been obtained and tenders are about to be
It is hoped that construction will commence at the end of
invited.
January 1973, with a contract period of about 15 months. Plans will
be displayed shortly in a reception area.
Architects:
Sydney Clough, Son & Partners
Q,uantity Surveyors:
Langdon & Every
For further information, apply to R.F. Ready.
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ESTEEDAY
•
20 December: Contract let for Ouse Bridge (M62) now being redesigned
due to new Nerrison rules. Completion due in July 1975 at a total cost,
with ancillary roadworks, of £6.7 million.
2 January: Works commenced on Kendal Link, being 4 miles dual 2-lane
•
carriageway with an interchange, 15 bridges, and 2 miles of side road
diversions.

•
6 January: Official opening of Apapa Road and Ijora Causeway recon
struction project, attended by Mi. Grace. Work commenced on 1 April 1967;
agreed completion date 51 March 1975; contract sum £11.855 million. Eight
miles of carriageway of which 4.8 miles are elevated in addition to 7.5 miles
of service roads.
•
11 January: First patients admitted on completion of Phase 1, New
Charing Cros3 Hospital, Thilham, to be officially opened by the Queen, 22 Nay.
Photographs in 6th Floor Reception.
•
27 January: The Governor of Hong Kong officially opened Kwai Chung
Container Terminal Berth 1, where the first ship had docked on 5 September.
•
50 January: Shanes Viaduct to Artresnahan section of M22 Motorway,
Northern Ireland, opened to traffic; construction of last section
Ballybentrach—Sandyknowes (N2) commenced 1 December 1972 and due for
completion March 1975.
•
50 January: Archway Road (Al), North London, Improvement Scheme
released to the public. A 1:500 scale model of this one—mile dual 5—lane
carriageway scheme has been displayed at public exhibitions. Compulsory
purchase orders are being prepared and a Public Inquiry will be held in the
autumn.. Construction of this £7 million project is programmed for 1975—77.
•
1 March: Inaugural ceremony for construction of Teesside Parkway
(attended by Messrs. McDermott and James), which actually started on 1 Feb
ruary. This will be 8 miles long, dual 2—lane carriageways with 20 bridges
and underpasses, costing over £9 million, and due for completion in 1975.
•
14 March: The contract for the New Office Block at Basingstoke was let
to Willrnent Brothers and Matthew Hall & Co. Ltd. have been appointed as
nominated sub-Contractor for the services. Excavations have progressed at
an excellent rate and concrete to the first column foundations was poured
on 8 March. Progress reports and photographs will be available from time to
time on 6th Floor Reception. Completion is scheduled for June, 1974. It
may be of interest that Roger Willment, Managing Director, was in our Civils
Section in the late fifties working on the Shell Centre.
•
1 April: A contract was let for strengthening Pearls Airport Runway,
Grenada. A search for suitable material was supervised by the Soils Section.

•
5 Nay: His Majesty Sultan Q,aboos bin Said bin Taimur officially opened
the new £1 . 55 million Mutrah Sea Road in the Sultariate of Oman.
•
flEA Hangar: The BEA Hangar at Heathrow which was submitted for the
Financial Times Industrial Architecture Award 1972 received a commendation.

TODAY
•
A new office has been opened in Stockport from which to administer
the Manchester-Sheffield (Iiongdendale) New Route. Weather stations are
being set up which include fog-measuring equipment called Visirange, just
invented by the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Ilarwell. The Brigg
Riby Road and Scunthorpe Southern :Bipass will not however now be run from
here as reported in the last issue of ‘Today’.
•
Royal Festival Hall Flood Prevention Investigations reveal that the
existing walls connot resist more than l5in. of water pressure. Steps will
be taken similar to those at Shell to ensure watertightness for the interim
period until the Thames barrier is constructed.
•
Huddersfield Royal Infirmary: A post-graduate Medical Education Centre
and a Resident Medical Officers Block are under construction. The former
is of two-storey load bearing blockwork with hollow-block floor. A new
tracked diamond sawing technique with very low noise level and high cutting
accuracy is being used to cut a hole for a fire escape in the existing wall.

C

•
Bishopsgate Development includes an iS—storey and an 8-storey office
block with deep basements for plant, car parks and swimming poe1. A number
of proposals for the former have been investigated and work has recently
commenced on the one selected. The work will go out to tender in 1974 and
will involve a
year contract.
Queen Charlotte’s and Chelsea Hospitals for Women: This project
•
involves a number of alterations and extensions to the two hospitals
including an operating theatre and 7—storey obstetrics wing. It will go
out to tender later this year and the contract will be for 1 years.
•
Stafford Car Park is being construóted over an 8-metre deep peat bog;
1 metre of gravelly sand will be deposited and covered with 20cm. of wet
mix macadam. Vertical and horizontal gauges and standpipes will be
installed to measure movement and water levels. This 6—month contract
went out to tender in April.
•
21—25 Victoria Street: Mter the Bank Manager found himself
contemplating a large crack in the loo wall, it was a £1,000 three-week
job following the discovery that the basement outer walls had settled 4in.,
shearing the transverse walls and fracturing the floor slab along the
building face. A recommendation of Acrow props as appropriate for its two—
year life before redevelopment was rapidly rescinded when a void was
disclosed beneath the basement, leaving slab, drains, manholes and secondary
wall footings all suspended. The slab is now being reconstructed with
underpinning as necessary.
•
The Bristol—Southampton Feasibility Study will analyse the relative
merits of upgrading the existing route or providing an entirely new one.
Use will be made of the latest regional modelling techniques during the
analysis and prediction stages.
•
GIJC Bus Route Studies cover schemes for express bus services and busonly streets in North Central and South Central London. The objective is
to improve the conditions for shoppers and reduce pedestrian accidents by
banning traffic other than buses, taxis and service vehicles from busy
shopping streets.

L

•
A development of the computer-aided draughting system will be the
acquisition of a Visual Display Unit which will enable the draughtsman
to check and modify the drawing while digitising. When satisfied with
the drawing he will be able to store the information on a permanent file
and then plot part or all of it as and when required.
•
Since the Computing & Automated Draughting Division was founded at the
beginning of the year working hours have been extended to 8.00 am. to
5.45 p.m. to provide a more comprehensive service. Engineers with small
urgent card punching requirements can now have immediate service between
10.50 and 11.50 a.m. This is a pilot scheme which may eventually
necessitate the extension of these hours.
•
A new development in automated draughting is the ability to plot
accurately onto a photograph a perspective view of a structure to the scale
of the photograph.
SOILS SECTION
•
The Soils Section has a finger in a great many (mudi) pies, but was
not mentioned in the initial issue. Out of 45 recent and. current works in
hand, the following present particularly interesting features:
•
Abbotsford Farm, Ilkeston, Derbyshire: A new housing estate built
on up to 40 feet of unconsolidated material infilling reclaimed opencast
coal pits. Some houses have been demolished.
•
Aberfan Landscaping: We have been advising the Parents & Residents
Association on the removal of the disaster tips and on new drainage
measures within the village. This work has just been completed.
Dashwood House Foundation Instrumentation: CIRIA has awarded us a
•
research contract to pay for the provision and installation of instruments
in the foundations to measure the amount and distribution of load carried
by the piles and raft.
•
East Melbourne, Checking Tank Foundation Designs: Newly constructed
concrete raft foundations for propylene oxide have been found to be
significantly underdesigned. New foundations have been rapidly designed
and built in time for the arrival of the first supply ship.
•
Grand Buildings, Trafalgar Square: Level surveys are being made to
monitor settlement of the building from Fleet Line Station tunnels and
escalator shaft under and adjacent to it.
•
Intra Motors, Lagos: Large settlements of a 4_storey piled structure
necessitated its eventual demolition. Analysis proved it to be due to
very large additional loads resulting from negative friction.
•
Keswiek Northern Thjpass: One interesting problem is the rock slope
stability at one abutment of the Greta Viaduct near a large ancient
landslide where the possible use of 1000kN rock anchors is being considered.
Kota Kinabulu Airport Final Design (Phase 2): The site is located
•
on a swamp underlain by deep alluvial deposits, and. a trial embaaent has
just been built to check their compressibility. In addition to the abnormal
soils problems, earthquake effects have had to be allowed for in structural
design.
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M62 Motorway, Rawcliffe-Balkholme Section: The Hail Farm Peat Area
will be surcharged (and instrumented) to reduce post—construction settle
ments, thus saving about £400,000.
•
Peter House, Manchester: A proposed tunnel forming part of the
SELREC Rapid Transit System (tube railway with overhead electrics) will
pass under a building founded partly on piles, partly on pad footings,
in Bunter Sandstone, which we designed some years ago. We are giving
advice on a survey of condition and settlement measurements.
•
Ramsgate Car Park: Fill and. brickearth containing cellars and
foundations underlain by Chalk suggest that piles are the most suitable
foundation for this multi-storey car park.
Scunthorpe Southern Bypass: Geotechnical work has included an
•
assessment of detailed geology, slope stability calculations, investig-.
ation of the usability of excavated materials and ground water problems.
To assist in understanding these complex conditions infra—red. colour
aerial photography has been used.

‘%___

•
Shell Tankers tJX, Warehouse Development Foundations: A Link 51
Racking System is to be installed in the warehouse. This is very sensitive
to any differential settlement which may be caused by the heaving loading
imposed. We had to be very careful therefore to ensure that the piled
foundations did not allow for any settlement. Also involved were the
filling of an old dock and changes to the anchor system of the river wall.
•
Shrewsbury, Repairs to Weir, River Severn: A masonry—faced rockfill
weir has become increasingly damaged in recent years by internal erosion
and river action. We have designed for the Borough Engineer remedial
works consisting mainly of a reinforced concrete facing anchor-bolted to
the underlying sandstone and. with numerous filter-backed weepholes to
provide controlled drainage.

[
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•
In addition to the above, geotechnical aspects of the following jobs
are currently being handled by the Soils Section:—
•
A18 Brigg Bypass to Riby Cross Roads; Apapa Truck Terminal; Archway
Road (Al) Widening Study 1971; New Offices, Bishopsgate, E.C.2;
1 Cornwall Terrace, N.W.1; Coutts Bank, Strand, W.C.2; 17 & 19 Daci’e
Street, S.W.l; Dashwood House; Glasgow Traffic Consultancy; Gravesend
Sewage Works; Great Nigeria House, Lagos; Hunterston Projects; Islington
Link Road; Kendal Link; Keswick Northern Bypass; Lagos-Ibadan Expressway;
London House, E.C.2; Naidstone New Car Park; M25/25 Notorways (Checking
Bridge Design); Napier Mole Road Bridge; Oldeaaii-Nwanza Highway, Tanzania;
Reiifrew Motorway; Orchard Square Development, Singapore; Teesside Parkway;
Northern Oman Water Supply Investigation.

()
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TOMORROW
•

Since the last issue the following proposals have been submitted:—

Afghanistan Aviation Development; Shannon Bridge, Limerick; Transport
Survey of Midwestern State, Nigeria; Roads Design, Saudi Arabia; Bristol
Airport Development; Dacca Master Plan, Bangladesh; Lagos Mass Transit
Study, Nigeria; Gallo-Kofra Road, Libya; Izmir Transportation Study,
Turkey; Plinouth and Environs Transportation Study.
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•
New Office Block, Basin,gstoke : Since the last newsletter, progress
on the construction of the new offices has been very good. The third floor
was virtually completed at the end of August and ‘topping-out’ is expected
to take place on or about the 21st September.

(V

Assuming all goes well with weather and other factors, the structure should
be weathertight by the beginning of November. Matthew Hall, the Services
Sub—Contractor, returned to site in mid—August to commence internal carcassing.
The firm is taking advice from Consultants on landscaping and open planning.
Accoustics form a very important part of the plan. Parties of staff will be
taken to inspect other buildings planned in a similar way.
Progress photographs taken each month are displayed on the sixth floor notice
board.
•
Manchester-Sheffield (Longdendale) New Route : Topographical surveys
let to BKS (west half) and Faireys (east half). Faireys have now flown and
machine plotting from the aerial photography is in hand. BKS have just flown.
Panchromatjc colour, infrared false colour and possibly multispectral aerial
photography.
Meteorological survey and alignment studies have begun. Detailed sophisticated
study of ground instability, drainage, structural geology and mine workings
to be carried out, breaking new ground in site investigation work. The first
of the preliminary investigation contracts has been let to Poraky Ltd. and.
tenders are in for boreholes and peat-probing. Kendal office shut and staff
moved to Stoclcport.
V

V

o
Nervion Viaduct, Bilbao : 75ft. high R.C. retaining wall shaped in
plan with cantilever columns and shelves supporting the end span of a major
bridge has developed cracks. We have carried out extensive space frame
computer analyses to determine the three-dimensional effects of the shape
and have just submitted an interim report. Slag backfill may be expanding
chemically causing increased stresses.
•
Dekhelia ‘B’ Power Station and Desalination Plant : The design of what
will be the largest power station in Cyprus with an eventual output of 480
megawatts includes major marine works for the intake of sea water at a rate
of 360.000 gallons per minute.
•
Wallasey Embankment Reconstruction : Stage I of the reconstruction of
this major sea defence work dating from 1829 is in progress. It is about two
miles long and protects about seven square miles of Wallasey, Birkenhead and.
Hoylake from inundation by high tides. A new apron, wave wall, crest access
road and facing work are included. Documents for Stage II will be prepared
later this year.

•
Nanyuki Airfield, Phase II : This design is for mess and sleeping
accommodation for officers, sergeants and other ranks in three separate
blocks. Each block has a one—storey and a two—storey section, with suspended
floor slabs and in—situ R.C. beams. The two-storey officers’ sleeping
quarters consist in plan of a series of interlocking hexagonaJ. modules, each
of which is a bedroom. There is double roofing for thermal insulation while
foundations have to be below the cottonsoil which has a disastrous coefficient
of expansion. Asked in mid-Nay to produce general arrangement drawings by
the end of June the last drawing was despatched on June 29.
•
Garment Factory, Zamoc, Poland : In association with Murray Ward &
Partners, Sanders & Forster and Rossor & Russell, we submitted a quotation for
a 1 COrn x 54m single-storey, steel-framed, air-conditioned building which has
been successful. The overall project value is £480,000 and our function in
the consortium is to provide project co—ordination and management service.
•
Study of the Substitution of Labour and Equipment in Civil
Construction : Following the completion of Phase II of this study, which was
primarily concerned with the collection of productivity data in India, Nepal
and Indonesia, the World Bank wish to accelerate the pace of the stu.dy. They
presently contemplate a number of experimental projects in various developing
countries incluiing, possibly, Mexico, Ethiopia, India and Indonesia, together
with parallel studies of a number of on_going projects. It seems likely that
SWICP will play a leading part in this phase. Our first assignment is the
establishment of a team in India to study works carried out. by the Border
Roads Organisation. The team will be mobilised in Kashmir at the beginning
of September and will conduct a three-month study of a road being built at an
altitude of about 10,000 ft. Thereafter, the team will probably move to the
heavily—forested north-eastern frontier area.
•
P3211 Test Facility for BEA, London Airport : In association with
John Laing Construction Ltd. and Central gineering Company of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, a quotation is being submitted for the development of a new engine
test bed to test P3211 engines which power the Lockheed Tn—Star. Our
responsibilities are to carry out the design of the building and services
therein which are being undertaken by Scott & Houghton.
•
Bus Studies for the Greater London Council : We have been given three
jobs by the Greater London Council, namely a market research study of an
express bus service between our office and Hackney, the engineering analysis
of the same route and a pedestnianisation scheme similar to the Oxford Street
scheme in the Walworth Road, South London.
The Hackney—Oxford Street Express Bus Route is the first of a series of
express buses which the GLC Planning Committee had dedicated itself to
implementing. There are a gneat number of technical problems to be sorted
out, particularly what effect the express buses have on other road users and
on the environment, and we are proud to be associated with a pioneering scheme
of this nature. In the work done so far, it appears that the politicians are
a little too ambitous and. that the practical solutions will involve lower bus
speeds than the TJTE had originally put forward. If this scheme is not a
success it is likely that the LTE will abandon their plans for introducing
further express bus services. The studies involve extensive surveys of the
existing situation, an analysis of the physical problems along the route, an
analysis of the effect of bus rionity measures, and many meetings with
different bodies involved.
The Walworth Road pedestrianisation will be along the lines of the Oxford
Street scheme with the exclusion of traffic other than buses and. taxis between
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certain hours. One of the interesting features of the project will be what
is Imow!1 as “abort chaos” provision. In the event of the scheme going very
wrong we shall have to take it out within 24 hours.
•
GLC Lorry Route Studies : We are about to be appointed by the GLC to
investigate the very- complex problem of lorry routes in the whole of the
northern half of London. This study which has a fee of approximately £80,000
spread over two years will involve the production of 50 separate local orders
restricting lorries and approximately five area orders along the lines of the
central area order which will come into effect later this year. In this there
will be severe restrictions on lorries over 40 feet.
Plymouth and Environs Transportation Study : We have been appointed
•
to carry out a £350,000 transportation study of the area. Our fee out of
this total will amount to approximately £270,000; the Local Authority will
provide some members of the team. The oject Manager, R. Rakusen, and two
members of the team have already taken up residence in the office in Plymouth
and we expect this team to grow quickly in the next few months. During the
survey period we shall be employing approximately 100 local people and the
processing will be carried out in London. The study involves investigating
a number of different solutions to the traffic problem ranging from “bus
solutions” to “car solutions”.
It is a requirement of the job that we do most of the computer work
on the Local Authority’s own computer and for this we shall be translating
our suite of 1108 transport plarming programs to the IBM 370 computers which
are in operation with the Local Authority. We expect to send one or two
programmers to Plymouth to complete the conversion.
Bangladesh Transport Study : The data collection phase of the study
•
is completed and. it should have been analysed by the end of August. It
includes inventories of the road rail and river transport systems, airports
and soils. 0 and. D studies and traffic counts have been made of road rail
and river traffic. A large scale allocation exercise will be carried out in
September—October, followed by more detailed consideration of viable projects.
•
Mombasa Water Supply, Kenya : The Kenya firm has been instructed to
proceed with the design of the Sabaki River Scheme to which World Bank is
contributing to the estimated overall cost of Kf 16 million. This project is
believed to be the biggest overseas water scheme currently being handled by
British Consultants.
Work on this road has been in
Ny-en-Thomson Falls Road, Kenya
•
abeyance for two years, but the Kenya firm has now been commissioned to
complete its design and to produce contract documents.
Following the completion of the
•
Lilongwe-Cha.mpira Road, Malawi
Road Study, TJIWP have asked the Malawi firm to undertake the detailed
design of this road which is about 125 miles long and is expected to cost
about £2 million.
Ghana Road Study : The Ghanaian Government has been negotiating a
•
loan for the rehabilitation of the main roads which were the subject of
this study carried out by us in 1970-71. We have already prepared documents
for the prequalification of contractors, and. we expect to be appointed. to
supervise the work.
•
Lagos—Ibadan Expressway, Nigeria : This project is out to inter
national tender and is attracting attention from firms in Germany, France,
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Italy, Holland, Yugoslavia, Brazil and Israel as well as here in U.K. It
is expected to be let in three contracts with a total amount of £20—25 million.
•
Ikorodu Road, Nigeria : The Ibadan office is well advanced with the
desiga of road improvements between Lagos Island and the start of the
Expressway at Ikeja. The work is extremely complex and includes the
relocation of a major bus terminal and a new spur road to Ikeja Airport,
besides several miles of improved roads in one of the most congested areas
of Lagos.
•
Biliri-Karim Lairedo Road, North-Eastern State, Nigeria
We first
investigated this road, which connects the plateau with the Bernie River flood
plain, in 1963. The route is on the existing track, except that it will now
cross a steep spur on the ed.ge of the flood plain instead of going round it,
thereby reducing the length of the road by several miles.
•
High Security Prison, Risail : New commission comprising a single
and two-storey cell and administration complex. About £400,000 gross value.
•
M62 Lancashire-Yorkshire Motorway, Rawcliffe-:Balkholme Section
Following on the Ouse Bridge Contract the east and west roads have been let
to Clugston Construction Ltd. and Sir Alfred McAlpine & Son respectively.
The value of the three contracts is about £12 million.
•
Detailer/Draughtsnien and Technical Training Scheme : A systematic
training scheme for detailers and technicians is being started this autumn.
A number of school leavers are being recruited in the Basingetoke area and
coimnencing at the beginning of September, they will be given three months
concentrated training in the basic principles of draughtsmanship and rein
forced concrete detailing. Following satisfactory completion of this course
it is anticipated that these trainees will form the nucleus of a new
draughting section based in the Basingstoke pilot office. They will be
supervised by a number of experienced technicians and/or engineers and Will
work on the production of reinforcement working details.
•
Promotional Activity :
still awaited :

The results of the following proposals are

•
Khorraxnshahr Bridge, Iran; Jeddah Traffic Study, Saudi Arabia;
Teheran International Airport, Iran; Water Resources Survey, Oman; Shannor
Bridge, Limerick; PrvtLncial Airports, Sudan; Penang Port Study, Malaysia;
A]. Ain—Sohar Road, Oman; Riyadh Ring Road, Saudi Arabia; GHQ for the
Jordan Armed Forces; New Terminal Building at Vigie Airport, St. Lucia;
Industrial Survj of Western State, Nigeria; Dharan—Dhanku.ta Road, Napal;
Alexandria Airport, Egyptç Lisbon Airport Prequalification, Portugal; Lagos
Mass Transit Study; Scunthorpe North Western Orbital Study.
•
We have also expressed interest in the possibility of carrying out
works in Australia, Canada, Chile, C-reece Indonesia, Italy, Lebanon,
Pakistan, Singapore and. Yugoslavia.
•

We regret we have no news from Hong Kong.

(
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FISHING FOR NEW BUSINESS
Three years after International Professional Consortia
successfully promoted the fisheries study for the regional
development authority in north-east Brazil, the job got
off the ground (or into the water).

Ir

Last January, Michael Chalmers joined the consult
ants’ team, headed by the Economist Inteffigence Unit,
based at an office in Recife. To study the potential for
a modern fisheries industry EIU are investigating the
markets in the region which has an area equal to western
Europe; the Japanese consultants, Mitsui, are out at sea
surveying the fish resources, and SWKP are at the interface
between the other two consultants examining the ports
and marine works required along a 2,000 mile coastline
for the purpose of landing the fish.
The report will be published sometime in 1975.

OIL FROM TROUBLED WATERS
We asked G.M.J. Williams to describe our involvement in
North Sea oil projects. He writes:
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Without doubt, the North Sea will be one of the
largest fields for the construction industry during the
next decade. Capital expenditure connected with oil
production will run at the rate of at least £600 million
per annum. Half this figure is likely to be represented
by the permanent production platforms which will
stand over the oilwells in very exposed situations in
the sea, and we hope to obtain an increasing amount of
work connected with them.
The design and construction of these platforms is
usually the subject of package bids, so that consulting
engineers are not being called upon to give the full range
of their usual services. However we now have a team
working under D.E. Thorp advising two oil company
groups on the evaluation of the alternative proposals
they have received for production platforms in the
Thistle and Ninian oilfields. Both fields are off the
Shetlands where the sea depth exceeds 150 m. with
waves that can be as high as 30 m.
The production platforms which concern us are of
the ‘gravity’ type constructed mainly of concrete in

sheltered water on the coast then towed floating to their
permanent position where they are sunk to stand on the
seabed, relying only on their weight to resist the waves
and wind. Obviously they incur a new range of very
interesting problems with which we hope to be
increasingly involved.

HELICOPTER HANGAR
Described by the managing director of British Airways
Helicopters Ltd. as “an event of considerable significance
in the development of British Airways’ oil-related
activities in Shetland”, the ceremony of cutting the first
sod for the new maintenance hangar at Sumburgh
airport took place on July 3, with SWKP’s Peter Rutter
in attendance.
The hangar, for which we are the consultants, wifi
accommodate either two Sikorski S61 helicopters or
one S61 and one S65. It will provide improved mainte
nance facilities for the helicopters which are used on
contracts for the oil industry.
Measuring 50m x 35m, the hangar will incorporate
workshops and offices. We are also responsible for
designing the adjacent apron. The doors will have a
clear opening of 24m and a clear height of 8m.
This new project is an extension of the maintenance
facilities also designed by SWKP for the Scottish area
of BA at Dyce airport, Aberdeen.

CHANGING PARTNERS
The overseas partnerships must forgive us if we use
this news bulletin to broadcast to the home front
changes in their organisations: in the past we have not
had any official medium for this purpose.
We understand that in Hong Kong earlier this year
Andrew Maslowicz was taken into partnership and
Robin Osborn became an associate.
More recently in Africa, Charles Seale and Stephen
Cotterell were made associates of the firm in Kenya
and Ron Viapree an associate of the firm in Nigeria.

—
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Having retired, Mervyn Johnston has become a consul
tant to all three African partnerships of which he was
formerly a partner.

WELL ON THE ROAD TO PROSPERITY
Design is nearing completion of the 400-mile road across
the libyan desert from Jab, 200 miles south of Benghazi,
to Kufra. Kufra is an oasis in the Sahara which has
recently become the site of a vast agricultural develop
ment thanks to the discoveryof water 200 metres down.
The job is to be divided into three construction
contracts; the Nigerian partnership will provide the
libyan Ministry of Communications with the three
sets of contract documents at monthly intervals from
the end of November. We understand that the job will
not go out to tender but that the Government will
negotiate with contractors.
International mixture

This project was promoted by the UK partnership
(730531P) and SWKP Nigeria were appointed to the
detailed engineering of the road in October 1973
(73715). A design office was immediately opened in
Tripoli with six occupants on average. The office
was headed by Ron Viapreee until his recent move to
Ghana when he was succeeded by Barry Paget, an
associate of the Hong Kong partnership who used to
be in charge of the branch office at Bangkok. The
controlling partner is Pat Vulliamy based in Nairobi.
A final ingredient of the international mixture is to
be a contribution by the Athens branch of the UK
partnership where Achille Calzetti is producing the
working drawings and arranging the printing and binding
of contract documents.

to 200 metres and is reasonably fresh. An early estimate
of the reserves was approximately equal to the annual
discharge of the River Nile so that, even with a tenfold
increase in present rates of extraction, the life of the
aquifer should be 500 years. The whole economic
enterprise of the desert farm, according to the authors
of the article, is based on the year-round fattening of
sheep on high quality forage, mainly berseem clover
grown under a rotary sprinkler system.

CONTRACTORS SLOW IN COMING FORWARD
From an international field of a dozen contractors who
had prequalified for the £3 mfflion Napier Mole road
bridge contract for Karachi Port Trust, only four applied
for tender documents.
The contract went out to tender on July 1 and
construction should begin by the end of the year.
For the time being at least, the SWKP commitment ends
at the contract stage.

MALAWI PLANS ‘TRUNK’ ROAD

In Malawi the Viphya Pulpwood Scheme depends for
its raw materials on coniferous forests located about six
hours’ drive from the capital, Lilongwe.
The Government is opening a pulpwood mill at
Chintechi on the shore of Lake Nyasa in 1978.
Meanwhile SWKP Malawi are planning a 200 km. road
system for bringing the wood to the pulp mill. These
are to be primary routes capable of taking 35 ton trucks;
the local authorities will be responsible for secondary
and tertiary routes going right back to the tree stumps.
Willie Scott, who is in charge of the Lilongwe office,
is the engineer most involved, but assistance with the
bridgeworks is being given by the UK firm.
In July Ken Weir from Basingstoke spent just over
a week on the Viphya carrying out a recce of bridge
sites. A.S. McDermott also visited about that time.

Derek Bew called at Basingstoke during his leave and
told us that SWKP are expecting to be appointed to the
supervision of construction involving six men per contract.
Staff Services will have the sympathy of us all when they
try to find 18 men to go on site in the Sahara next year.

For the hydrological studies required, Zach
Matthews, who recently retired, has been engaged by
the African partnership as a temporary consultant.
He will go to ‘Nyasaland’ where he first started working
for the firm 24 years ago.

Water for five centuries

A report to the client is due in the autumn before
detailed engineering is begun.

An article in a geographical magazine explains how
a ‘fringe benefit of the oil boom in libya has been the
development of a water resources and agricultural
project in the Saharan oases of the Kufra basin’.
Water was located in an aquifer within the Nubian
sandstone and power pump wells established at the
desert farm. The water is pumped from depths of up
Page 2
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The value of the road across the desert is estimated
to be £80,000 per nnie, so that by Christmas a team of
only a half a dozen engineers will have designed over
£30 mullion worth of work in 15 months a remarkable
achievement indeed.
—
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AND A NEW Al RPORT
The SWKP agreement with the Malawi Ministry of
Transport and Communications for the design of
Lilongwe International Airport was signed by
F.W. Spencer on August 5. This followed the
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submission of a proposal (prepared in London) by
SWKP Malawi, in association with Murray Ward &
Partners and Preece Cardew & Rider, on June 7.

F

The job will start on August 31 when Charles
Scale, the project director, arrives in lilongwe. The
project manager is to be Willie Scott. Construction is
programmed to begin late 1975 with completion by
the end of 1977.

BEA HANGAR ISAPICTUREOF SUCCESS

F
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The film ‘A Hangar for the Eighties’ was entered by
SWKP for the First South African Festival of Building
Films. Made by the Laing Film Unit, the film’s
subject is the new servicing hangar for BEA at London
Airport which came into operation just three years
ago.
Entries were divided into five categories; the one
for building methods was most appropriate for the
Laing film which showed how the 3,000 ton roof
structure was prefabricated at ground level before
being jacked up the four corner columns. The film
festival formed part of the Third South African
Building Research Congress held at Durban from May
13 to 16 and was attended by F.M. Bowen.
Before his return, Mr. Bowen sent the following
cable:
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SWKP were commissioned by the Brunei Govern
ment to carry out detailed design and to prepare contract
documents for international tender for an airport with a
12,000 feet (3,660 m.) long runway, a parking apron and
associated taxiways, capable of accepting the Anglo-French
Concorde.
The civil engineering construction took place in the
swamp and jungle-covered Brunei countryside under humid
and steamy conditions, supervised by a team of engineers
and technicians drawn from Britain, Hong Kong, Malaysia
and Brunei. It involved massive earthworks in difficult
soil and rainfall conditions and extensive river diversion
and other drainage works before the asphalt and concrete
aircraft pavements could be built.
Part of the runway was completed and commissioned
on November 11972 when a Singapore Airlines Boeing
737 on a direct flight from Singapore was the first
passenger jet aircraft to land in Brunei. On March 26
1973 the whole of the 12,000 feet long runway was
completed and temporary passenger handling facilities
were constructed on part of the apron to serve until the
main terminal buldings were completed.

‘TO LIGHTEN YOUR WEEKEND OUR FILM WON
TROPHY FOR BEST IN CLASS PLUS SUPREME
AWARD FOR OVERALL BEST IN FESTIVAL’.

The official opening ceremony marked the full
completion of the project with the commisioning of the
permanent passenger terminal.

OUR TEAM LEAVES BANGLADESH

FIGHTING TALK

The Bangladesh transport survey has been substantially
completed. A draft report has been submitted to
Government where it had a favourable reception and
the SWKP team based in Dacca has been disbanded.
John Henley, the former leader of the engineering team
in Bangladesh, has crossed the border to join the ranks
of Labour Substitution in India.

Maurice Watson tells us that he is accompanying Henry
Grace to the International Road Federation regional
meeting in Budapest next October with a view to making
‘an onslaught on environmental planning behind the
iron curtain.’

The final report on Bangladesh is due at the end of
October and will be written in the UK by Peter Arlidge,
the EIU project director, in collaboration with John
Gandy.

NEW Al RPORT OPENED BY SULTAN OF
BR UN El

-

SWKP were appointed consulting engineers for the
project in 1967. A feasibility study the previous year
had resulted in a recommendation that the existing
Brunei airport was not suitable for extension and that
a new site should be developed.

“The B$64,000,000 (10.5 million) international airport
located five miles from Bandar Sen Begawan, the capital
of the oil-rich state of Brunei, is to be officially opened
by His Highness the Sultan of Brunei on July 18th, 1974,”
wrote Stanley Elliott in a draft for our PR consultants to
release to the British press.
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This is a follow up to John Stamper’s study tour of
Eastern Europe last June. Henry Grace is a director of
IRF.

AIRFIELD PAPER GOES TO PRESS
The paper by Charles Scale and Gordon Wilson entitle4
“Planning, design and construction of an airfield in East
Africa” has now been published both as a conference
booklet and as an article in the journal Highways and
Road Construction. The paper was presented at the
ABG 20th International Conference at Bad Meinburg,
West Germany, last February.
The foreword states that ‘since the project is a
military airfield this fact has precluded reference being
made to certain planning considerations, design,

features, construction costs and such details as runway
length, etc., which would be usual in a paper dealing
with a civil airfield project’.
Those who are curious and would like to know, for
example, where the airfield is, should look up 70662 in
the job list. The airfield came into operation on schedule
on April 1.

WORKING LIKE BEAVERS
The Kaduna branch office of the Nigerian partnership
has been engaged over the past year on the detailed
design of the Sokoto River barrage. A report outlining
proposals for the barrage was submitted to the Ministry
of Works and Survey, North Western State of Nigeria,
in June 1973.
This job is linked to the Gusau water supply scheme,
construction of which (under SWKP supervision) was
completed by Costain (West Africa) Ltd. earlier this year.
The proposed gated barrage across the Sokoto River is
about one mile from the new treatment works; it will be
developed in three stages to provide a supply of ten
million gallons per day in all seasons of the year,
sufficient for Gusau’s likely requirements for the next
25 years, according to the report.
The project includes an earth dam, a bridge incor
porated in the barrage and a 24 feet wide access road
along the top of the dam and over the bridge. The
total cost will be about £2 million. C.E. Rowand is the
water engineer responsible and he has combined
supervision-in-chief of the Costain contract with the
design of the river barrage.

HONG KONG HIGHWAY
“At £18.5 million the Tuen Mun Road Stage 1 project
in Hong Kong must be one of the highest value single
contracts for which SWKP has been solely responsible
on design and supervision”, writes Joe Lindsay from
Hong Kong.

ON TRAFFIC DUTY
Still based in the West One area, a section of Maurice
Watson’s planning department is working on transport
ation studies for the GLC and the DoE.
Peter Holland is engineer.in-charge at Dolcis House,
New Bond Street. His team are working on several
projects including bus lane and bus route investigations
and determining express bus routes for the GLC; noise
studies for both the GLC and the DoE are being carried
out with the help of IC! Acoustics and Wilson & Womersley.
And the team are awaiting comments on a draft report
sent to several London boroughs before submitting their
final report to the GLC on proposed new lorry routes
north of the Thames.
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David Jones at Dolcis House is producing documen
tation for our transportation planning programme to be
used by other firms through Scicon’s computer facilities.

SKELETON SCHOOL RISES IN FULHAM
Higgs & Hill, the main contractors for the new Charing
Cross Hospital at Fulham (opened May 1973), began
construction last June of the £1 million medical school
on the same site.

[

Our client on this project is the University Grants
Commission and SWKP’s structural engineers are Philip
Edwards and Joe Cassell.
The contract was put out to tender at the beginning
of this year and the last detailed drawings were completed
at Scott House. David Weller, in charge of our other
commitments on the Fulham hospital site, is supervising
construction of the medical school. The architect is Ralph
Tubbs, who also designed the main hospital complex.

BANKING ON BUILDING IN BISHOPSGATE
Construction begins in October of the £20 million
Bishopsgate development for Banque Belge and Baring
Brothers.

Kumagai Gumi (Hong Kong) Ltd. will begin
construction on October 2. The contract will provide
a six-lane link between the new towns of Tsuen Wan and
Tuen Mun. The value of Stage 1 will be increased to
£21 million when the Sham Tseng Viaduct contract is
let next year.

This four year building programme is being under
taken by Sir Robert McAlpine & Sons, who are now
pricing bills of quantity. Architects are Gollins Melvin
Ward & Partners; Geoff Moore at Bedford Square is senior
engineer.

MOVING MOUNTAINS

SMOOTH MOVE

A £4.6 million roads contract for the Government of
Kenya will be put out to tender later this year. Peter
Erridge and his team in Nairobi completed design work
in June for the 97 km. Nyeri-Thomson’s Falls road.
Construction will involve heavy earthworks through the
foothills of the Aberdare Mountains.

Just for the record (and for the information of staff
in such far-flung outposts as Brazil, Poland, Sabah and
Wallasey Embankment): the office move to what our
new neighbour, Thomas de la Rue, calls the coppertopped emporium, was completed on time in June.
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Bill Sterling took charge of departures from Winsley
Street and Trevor Hancock of arrivals at Scott House.
They both worked extremely hard to make the passage
painless and are to be congratulated on a remarkable
success.
Enough of this domestic news, lest we be accused
by Pontifact of poaching on their preserves and then we
might end up in the Scottie (or dog) House.

SCICON
Scicon are opening a computer bureau in Basingstoke
and will use the SWK1 data link.

LUNCH A LA JUANITA

-
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Because the Scott House conference room was not
ready, the senior engineers held their July meeting
at the Basingstoke Sports Centre. Unfortunately
refreshments were not permitted in the committee
room.
The following day the associates took the initiative
by holding their meeting at Oliver House where Juanita
Bell, MW’s new secretary, turned her hand to a splendid
working lunch.

day representative.
B.I.G. has just formed a small working party of five
members to criticise the local sub-regional plan, part of
which has recently been made public. The group did
not realise that SWKP were professionals in this field, but
when we admitted the fact they insisted we should provide
the chairman of the working party. Maurice Watson has
volunteered and he will have under him four enthusiastic
amateurs: two district councillors (one a former mayor)
and two top men in the field of personnel management.
Ironically we put up a proposal last September for
the said Reading! Wokingham/Aldershot/Basingstoke sub
regional study (73117JP) but the job went to Cohn
Buchanan & Partners.
If you can’t join them

—

beat them!

NEWS FLASHES
Mervyn Johnston and Archie Evans retire.
Labour-substitution team mobilises in Indonesia.
Maureen Preston joins rival consultants, Ove Arup,
while Tony Finigan returns to the fold.

INVASION REACHES EXETER
NEW HATS FOR OLD?

L

L
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SWKP’s occupation of the south.west continued when
Exeter was captured at the end of June, thereby
extending the bridgehead established at Plymouth a
year earlier.
The successful proposals for Exeter and area
transportation study were submitted to Devon County
Council on May 28. We told the county engineer, the
same client as at Plymouth, that the two cities share
many common problems.
We shall open an office in Exeter for the study and
Chris Wright (according to Maurice Watson) is most likely
to be the engineer-in-charge. The Exeter office will be
quite a separate organisation from that at Plymouth
although technical information will be exchanged between
the two.

SWKPJOINSTHE BIG BOYS

L

A change of name for one of our clients: owing to
the reorganisation of local government, Monmouthshire
County Council is now called Gwent County Council.
However, our project for them is still known as
Monmouth County Hall.
The first two phases of this contract will be
completed at the end of this summer as the final phase
(three) goes out to tender.
The complete £5 million contract covering 36,000
sq.m. includes office accommodation and parking space
for 400 cars. The more dramatic work, the council
chamber and public rooms, begins next winter.
Construction of phases 1 and 2 by Cubitts; archi
techts are Rober Matthew, Johnson.Marshall & Partners;
services engineers are Steenson Varming Mulcahy &
Partners.

The Basingstoke Industrial Group is an association corn
prising 40 Basingstoke firms which brings pressure on
the local authorities in such matters as housing, public
transport, etc. It also encourages members to participate
in community affairs. BIG. is affiliated to the
Basingstoke Chamber of Trade and Commerce.

Remember the P & 0 Building in the City described
in the movie title as “built from the top”?

We have recently joined the group: F.W. Spencer is
the partner concerned and W.M. Hopkins is the day-to-

One of the tenants there is the Italian International
Bank, which was incorporated in Februaty 1972 and is

WAY-OUT JOB
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owned. equally by four of the leading banks in Italy.
The bank started in London on the fifth floor at P & 0,
but arranged to move to the upper ground floor at the
end of 1973 for the extra space.
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As mentioned elsewhere, it is the same team again
which is now doing the double in Bishopsgate for nextdoor neighbours, Baring Brothersänd Banque Belge.
Double, Double, toil and trouble? We hope not!

SWKP were asked to return to the scene because
the proposed access to the upper ground floor direct
from the street involved cutting away some of the
structural members designed for P & 0 a decade ago.
However, problems connected with programming
contract arose and our modest little task
general
the
escalated with an appointment to project-manage the
entire £700,000 refurbishment. The result must be one
of the most way-out jobs the firm has ever had.
The original team of consultants was disbanded at
the end of 1973 and a new one formed in January 1974.
Two members of the original team, Studio G.P.R. Roma
(the Italian designer) and Murdoch Design Associates
(the London-based firm who are producing the working
details), were then joined by the new Q.S., Wakeman
Trower & Partners, and SWKP.
No expense has been spared in the marble halls at
IIB and Joe Cassell, who is handling the job, can now
identify a dozen or so decorative stones imported from
Italy. There is a great variety of other materials on
view from tinted glass to stainless steel, from leather
to velvet. Trollope & Colls, the main contractors, are
employing some of their most skilled craftsmen at the
bank to produce the fixtures and fittings designed by
GPR/MDA. An example is a wall-cabinet for the
directors’ dining-room, the top of which is a marble
surface 4m long by im deep, which has painted glass
doors and will cost well into four figures.
—

“The problems normally associated with carrying
out a refurbishment job of this size have been made
much worse,” Joe Cassell told us. “The client was
advised by the original team to move into this area
while only the most preliminary works had been done.
Thus we have had to organise the contract so that it
could be carried out with the client’s staff attempting
to work at full pace. It would in our case have been
equivalent to moving into Scott House with no carpets,
no ceilings, temporary lights and men on ladders and
scaffolds working around, alongside and even overhead
at times.”

BATTLE HONOURS
and now after all the news, here is some
editorial opinion.
The colours of the Rifle Brigade hang in Winchester
Cathedral, embroidered with regimental battle honours
down the years. We too have had our triumphs in times of
war. We were trapped in the Eastern Region of Nigeria
and made a courageous escape the long way round. We
were chased out of Jordan by tanks.
We evacuated both staff and families from East
Pakistan (as it then was) and, now, John Taylor is
safely home from Cyprus, having got away four days
after Makarios bolted and 24 hours after the Turks
invaded. We had no need to return to Biafra because we
had just completed the work. We have recently been
negotiating a return to Jordan to do the same thing
there. We did return to Bangladesh to finish the job.
We have not the slightest doubt that we shall be back
in Cyprus too.
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While SWKP are engaged by the upper ground floor
tenants, we are, of course, holding a watching brief for
the landlord, the Peninsular and Oriental Steamship
Company. In addition to structural matters, this involves
referring any architectural, matters which might affect
the building as a whole to our old colleagues on this
site, Gollins Melvin Ward & Partners. (Those new to the
firm may not know that the same engineer/architect
team was responsible for the Commercial Union head
office, next door to the P & 0 building, which won the
BCSA Special Award in 1970.)
Written and produced by Denise Harvey (Sidney-Barton Ltd.) and Morris Hopkins Printed by Basintoke Press Ltd.
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KESWICK, OCTOBER 8:

[

The £3’% million 4.8 km. Keswick Northern Bypass is
reaching an interesting stage with exactly one year to
completion. Main contractors Tarmac now have the haul
road in operation along a disused railway to move
excavated material from the east end of the job to fill
at the west end.
The contract prohibits construction traffic through
Keswick so that, without the railway line, substantial
borrow and spoil operations might have been required.
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It is an odd sight, standing on the platform at
Keswick station as the express tippers of Earthstrip, the
earthworks sub-contractors, thunder through. Earthstrip
have their offices in the station’s waiting room.
According to resident engineer Brian Cook, an
exception to the traffic ban through Keswick may be
made so that gravel from Grange in Borrowdale can
be imported. The National Trust, which owns land at
Grange, is pressing for the removal of gravel from the
river bed which has built up, and so threatens flooding
of the surrounding land. The decision to lift the traffic
ban was sufficiently serious for RCU director Don Dean
to visit Keswick last month.
Progress becomes more apparent the further one
walks along the line from the site offices at the west end.
Filling of embankments over the soft compressible ground
near the offices has hardly begun, but at the other end of
the job the 220 m. long Greta Bridge is taking shape well.
The piers of this structure are rising beside the river bed;
stacked alongside is £200,000 worth of Kwikform
falsework ready for assembly as support for the in—situ
deck 30 m. above the water.
The first area of asphalt wearing course has just been
laid at Brierly Interchange on one of the slip roads. This
will be used in the diversion of traffic so that the temporary
connection into A66 at the east end of the bypass can be
completed.
Mike Heddon, SARE Roads, told TODAY that he
expected Tarmac to bring the diversion into operation in
the near future another step forward along a road
which is making good progress.
—

one carriageway by Christmas. If this were achieved, he
predicted that liquidated damages would be waived.
The weather in Cumbria this year, as elsewhere, has
played swings and roundabouts. Eight inches of rainfall
on the site in September had to be offset against a
drought lasting from mid-February to the end of June,
including the astonishing month of April when only
six-hundredths of an inch of rain fell. Unfortunately
the contractors did not take full advantage of the dry
spell while it lasted.
A tour of the 7 km. length of road revealed not only
lack of progress, but several disappointing details. The
selection of stone from Holm Park quarry for facing the
wing walls and abutments to bridges has been unfortunate.
The use of far too many small pieces has produced a
pebble-dash effect. This is particularly apparent at the
railway bridge.
Another detail which jarred was the landscaping, or
lack of it, at Brettargh Holt Interchange. According to
Ted, the opportunity had been missed for daylighting of
cuts around the outside of the roundabout adjacent to
National Trust land. Ted said that early in the job he had
tried to persuade the National Trust to accept this, but
at the time they had been hostile to the idea.
A TRRL team was on site testing the pavement with
the Deflectograph a sort of self-propelled Benkelman
Beam. This elaborate kit was developed by the French
and consists of a Berliet truck with a deflection beam
assembly located beneath. While the truck moves
continuously, the beam stops and starts. Deflections
are measured as the rear wheels of the truck loaded
to 3175 kg. each overtake the beam.
—

—

—

TRRL are particularly interested in Kendal Link
for this purpose, because it is one of the only roads in
the country where four inches of hot rolled asphalt is
being laid over a wet mix road base. Ted Purver suspected
that a correlation was being sought between surface
deflection and wearing course stripping, a prevalent
problem on much recent road construction.
One TRRL man said that deflexions on this job were
very small indeed: an augury that it will be all right in the
end on Kendal Link.

KENDAL, OCTOBER 9:
FACING THE CHALLENGE
The 21—month Kendal Link Road contract, due for
completion last week, is six months behind schedule.
Resident engineer Ted Purver told TODAY that Brims,
the main contractors, were being pressed to complete

From Bedford Square Douglas Thorp told TODAY that
work on the £11 million Coutts Bank development in
The Strand will begin next month.

SWKP’s association with this project has stretched
over many years during which the GLC proposed a major
road be put through the site; the DOE listed the building
for preservation of the famous Nash facade; SWKP did a
transportation study of alternative road alignments and
opposed the GLC at a public enquiry. The result went
against the GLC proposal and the bank will now have a
new building behind the original facade.

Last April SWKP were appointed sole consultants for
the Broadhurst job. Handled by the UK partnership, the
design was undertaken largely by Norman Childs and
Zach Matthews on frequent visits to Botswana. Roger
Whiting told TODAY that one of the African partnerships
will probably be responsible for supervision-in-dhief.

Virtually a reinforced concrete structure, the building
will be constructed within a diaphragm wall set 10 feet
behind the facade and will take three years to complete.
A point of interest is the original Chinese wallpaper
which has been carefully removed from the old building,
by diamond sawing through the plaster, and will be re
hung in the new building’s board room.
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MOVING ALONG THE HIGHWAY
D on Breakey in Glasgow told TODAY that Balfour
Beatty Construction (Scotland), contractors for the
Renfrew section of Glasgow’s urban motorway network,
have just begun pouring concrete for the first deck slabs
of the four-carriageway Scotland Street viaduct.

F

The £13.5 million contract for the 3.3 km. stage one
section of the motorway is due for completion in the autumn
of 1976.

A RAILWAY RUNS THROUGH THE MIDDLE
OF THE HOUSE
Facelift

In the City of London the Dashwood House and London
House projects are well underway.

The Scottish company are putting the finishing touches
to their plan to turn three miles of the long-disused, and
now derelict, Forth and Clyde Canal in Clydebank into
an amenity for the Burgh’s citizens. The canal at one time
had a water depth of about 10 feet, but is now
partially filled with debris and silt and in places the banks
have collapsed, becoming a death-trap for children.

The £4 million Dashwood House building,due for
completion in December, is a conventional tower block
of reinforced concrete about 60 m. high and will
eventually be occupied by Barclays Bank.
London House, an 11 -storey office block on a storey
high cruciform structure, also a £4 million project;
is located above the Fleet Line tube on the proposed site
of the new Fenchurch Street station.

—

Contractors Taylor Woodrow Construction attracted
interest from the press last June when they placed about
2,650 tons of concrete in the basement the largest
quantity of concrete ever to be poured in the City of
London in a single day. The concrete arrived ready mixed
in 270 lorries.
—

The nine feet thick raft is supported on cylinder
piles between which the Fleet Line tunnels will be built.
Escalator shafts are being constructed now and they
penetrate the raft en route to the tube running
lines.
All design for 1ondon House basement has been
agreed with the LTE and their consulting engineers Mott,
Hv and Andersnn.

BUILDING IN BOTSWANA
Tenders for construction were invited this month for the
first stage of the development of Broadhurst, a district
of Gabarone which was one of the three towns originally
studied by Wilson & Womersley with support from SWKP.
The Broadhurst development involves implementing
the roads, sewers and sewage disposal proposals contained
in the report submitted last December to the Government
of Botswana.

The plan is to reduce the water depth to about threeand-a-half feet by infiuing,and to provide sloping banks
with a gabion edge on one side so that those who
inevitably fall in can get out easily.
Footpaths are planned along one or both sides, with
a number of linking footbridges, seating and play areas.
To retain the semi-rural aspect of some of the ‘reaches’,
reeds will be replanted at the water edge and there will be
extensive plantings of birch and other native trees.

TROUBLE—SHOOTING TRIO
One particle of fallout from the 0DM transport survey
of Bangladesh, recently completed by EIU/SWKP, is an
appraisal by the Asian Development Bank of the
allocation of funds for the Bangladesh Railways.
The transport survey revealed that the railway
system is on the verge of collapse. Bruce Marshall,
railway expert in the now disbanded SWKP team, was
invited by ADB to join the appraisal mission. He arrived
in Dacca on October 1 to start a three weeks tour of
inspection before going to the bank’s headquarters at
Manila.
This is only the second appointment ADB have
given us. The first also involved the services of a single
expert for a short period: two years ago Lance Dodd
travelled to Malaysia from Hong Kong to sort out a
construction problem on the East/West Highway.
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Jimmy James has also been in the mission fields
on behalf of the World Bank in Lesotho. Remembering
his involvement in the early stages of the labour
substitution study, the bank asked for Jimmy’s
assistance in identifying labour-intensive work for
thousands of unemployed Lesotho miners. After three
weeks in South Africa and three days back at Basingstoke,
Jimmy is now spending a month in Washington drawing
conclusions for the bank.
—
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The last of our missionaries is David Newell, who
went to Ecuador for the World Bank. He joined a
headed by an OAS official (Organisation of
American States) and his purpose was to advise the
mission
Government on works which will create job opportunities,
including road construction. David departed in midSeptember and got back this week.

The caterers we hired for the occasion go by the
name of ‘Sarah and Mary’. A close look at the small print
on their headed paper reveals that Sarah Corbett and Mary
Brown are Hampshire farmers’ wives. They must handle
many of the local wedding receptions because their
volume of business is sufficient to qualify for VAT
registration. Best plate on the buffet was cheesecake.

Mercury Personified
Best story of the party: International footballers Channon
and Osgood, who live at Woking, commute to Southampton
on the same train as many of our staff travelling from
London. One morning the two footballers and our
senior partner arrived late at Woking Station just in time
to hear the final announcement of a platform alteration.
The three set off together on a mad dash across the
footbridge. Several witnesses aboard the moving train saw
the end of the race Channon and Osgood finished
second and third.
—

SWKP TWENTY YEARS AGO
1954 was an historic year. On New Year’s Day the firm
of Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners was born.
Since then only one ampersand and one comma have
died.
BNS was still bread and butter in 1954, with a
string of factory and office buildings at Pontypool
under construction and more at both Pontypool and
Doncaster on the drawing board.
Jack Parker now a partner of Husband & Co.
won a silver medal over the high hurdles at the
European Athletics Championships in Berne,
Switzerland.
—

—

The African enterprise extended from Nyasaland
into the Sudan, with appointments in both roads and
airfields.
The construction cost of SWKP-designed works
was £2.3 millions and the number of staff employed
was 75.
Design of the firm’s first bridge in Britain, at
Tuffley in Gloucestershire, was begun.
Mike Earwaker, Morris Hopkins, Ken Innes and
Pat Vulliamy joined SWKP.
In 1954 Shell was still only a murmur if held up
to the ear.

SWKP AT HOME
The Scott House reception for 300 staff and wives took
place on September 20. Ted Cox organised the labour
force to deal with temporary heating, lighting and
draughtproofing in the back yard, all the professional
marquee men in the town being preoccupied with the
Basingstoke Show that weekend.

No wonder Hg is the chemical symbol for
quicksilver.

ARTICULATE OPINIONS
The Department of the Environment appointed our
planning division in June to undertake a national lorry
route study. The question is: is it feasible to specify
strategic routes for lorries throughout the country, thus
keeping juggernauts off narrow village streets?
Other recent planning appointments are a traffic and
parking study for St. Michael’s Hospital, Hampstead;
studies of pedestrianisation in Morden and Blackheath,
and further work on the Waltham Cross to Oxford Street
express bus route to put the service into operation.
Chris Wright and Roger North are leaders of the SWKP
team based at the new Exeter office where the £200,000
transportation study is being undertaken jointly with
Devon County Council.

SCOTT HOUGHTON AT LARGE
Scott Houghton are soon to be involved with the testing
and commissioning of building services at Scott House,
says Louis Rikker.
A few other projects that the company are involved
in at present include: the siting of the gas main through
the Hong Kong Cross-Harbour Tunnel, for which Scott
Houghton have submitted proposals to the Hong Kong &
China Gas Company; vibration studies for the Basingstoke
District Hospital where, with the help of sensitive
measuring and recording instruments, the source of
vibration has been identified and remedial work put in
hand; designing mechanical and electrical services for the
new Liongwe airport terminal building, and advising on wind
loading/structural stability for the offices on the

Bishopsgate development for Banque Belge and Baring
Brothers.

AMERICAN SLIPS
Returning from the Third jinternational Congress of the
International Society for Rock Mechanics, John Sutton
called at Basingstoke on October 1.
He told TODAY that the theme of the congress,
held at Denver, Colorado, was in itself all-embracing,but
afterwards a tour of the north-western states concentrated
on landslides some of them 50 km. long!
—

John’s news from Stockport office was that analysis
of traffic data for the Manchester-Sheffield route had to
be completed before the technical appraisal report could
be submitted to the RCU. The report would be accompanied
by a draft of our proposals for public participation. Both
documents would then have to be passed by the RCU to
DOE headquarters for approval before public participation
could take place.
At this rate public participation a prominent
milestone in the total road project could not happen
before February 1975.
—

—

headquarters office block for the entire industry.
On the Zamosc project air conditioning and
ventilating contractors Rosser & Russell signed the
contract on behalf of the consortium, which includes
SWKP as project managers and architects Murray Ward.
If the consortium is successful with the shoe factory
contract, Rosser & Russell will assume the same role.

IE

R & R contract engineer Roger London met
representatives of the British United Shoe Machinery
Company at Scott House just 48 hours after Vodek’s
return from Poland. George Buzuk, a Polish-speaking
partner of Murray Ward, came along to meet the shoe
men from Leicester and to talk to their Eastern Europe
representative Richard Jasinski needless to say, another
Pole.
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The consortium’s bid for the Warsaw shoe factory
is about to be submitted. We expect a quick decision
because the work must begin on site mid-1975 so that
the structure will be completed and ready for the
installation of shoe machinery 12 months later.
Main competition for this job is expected to be from
West Germany.

THE ANSWER LIES IN THE SOIL
BOUQUETS AND BRICKBATS
ESAMS (Malaysia), the management consultants with a
UK base at Camberley have recently been appointed by
the Federal Government of Malaysia and the State of
Perak to undertake the Trans-Perak development project.
This is an agricultural potential study of an area along
the west coast of the Malaysian peninsula which contains
much low-lying swampland not yet sufficiently
developed for oil palm or rice production.
The study requires 100 man-months and ESAMS
are supplementing their own expertise with Howard
Humphries’ engineers, dealing with hydrology and
infrastructure, and an SWKP soils surveyor.
Tim Hunt is our man in Perak; two weeks ago he
arrived at the consultants’ base camp at Ipoh to start his
six-month stint. The whole project is expected to last
a year.

WE MAY HELP POLISH SHOES
After his visit last month to the garment factory at Zamosc
in Poland, Vodek Prylinski returned to base with a new
enquiry: the Polish Leather Industry wants a factory in
Warsaw which will produce 2,000 pairs of shoes daily.
(The Polish Leather Industry is a nationalised body
controlling all applications of leather rather like the
British Steel Corporation.)
—

The proposed site is ready for occupation and,in
addition to the factory, it must accommodate a

r

Maurice Watson wrote to TODAY advising that news
is not news if allowed to age before disclosure in other
words TODAY should appear frequently, even though
this means a shorter bulletin than No. 4. Several other
people have made the same suggestion and TODAY accepts
this.
—

Maurice went on....”much information can be
obtained by telephone and in the event of poor co-operation
it would be perfectly reasonable to resort to ‘Mr. X
refused to comment’ or similar tactics”.
“It follows that such editorial freedom should be
offset somewhat by the inclusion of a letters column”.
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TODAY supports this opinion in general
principle, and, as regards letters, it seems that Maurice
has set the ball rolling. However in the interests of
brevity, future letters, like the above, will not be set out
formally and will, if necessary, be reduced to the essentials.
One of the Consultants visiting Basingstoke a few
days ago said that TODAY was good as far as it went,
but it did not cover all the real news of SWKP. Why had
he learned only that day what was going on in Singapore
when it should have been published in No. 4 six weeks
previously? TODAY accepts this as valid criticism and
will endeavour to gather all the important news in future
whether it be good or bad.
That, after all, is what brings a newspaper to life.

Written and produced by Denise Harvey (Sidney-Barton Ltd.) and Morris Hopkins Printed by Basintoke Press Ltd.
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HONG KONG JOB IN THE PHILIPPINES

THE MILL ON THE LAKE

SWKP Hong Kong have been appointed by the Depart

A two month blitz on the design and contract documents

ment of Public Highways. Republic of Philippines, to
the Third IBRD Highway Project.

(

World Bank and the Government recently completed
various feasibility studies as a result of which 560 km.
of national roads were identified as economically
feasible. Detailed engineering of these roads will now be
undertaken by the Department of Public Highways
(DPH) with financial assistance from World Bank and
technical assistance from consultants. In the latter role
SWKP will help DPH with the organisation, planning
and co-ordination of the design work.

SWKP’s client is Jaakko Poyry and Co., the Helsinkibased timber consultants with associates in Sweden.
The appointment dated from the beginning of
when the Scandinavians invaded Scott House.
October
After the briefing, the detailed engineering spanned from
mid-October to mid-December by which time all the
documents had gone for printing.
—

According to the proposal prepared at Star House
now a
and submitted on October 21, Ron Hedges
will act as project manager
resident partner in Kenya
and can expect to work in Manila for 16 months. For
the preparation of the proposal Ron had a brief visit to
the Philippines during the first week of October.

This concentration of effort involved a maximum of
17 at Scott House, two architects from Murray Ward,
and about five men from Gardiner & Theobald, whom
SWKP have engaged to assist with the quantities.

WORK LOAD

cent of the total cost of the mill) and the three year
construction period is programmed to begin in June.

—

r

for the Viphya Pulp Mill in Malawi has just been
completed and the job went out to tender at the end of
the year.

—

According to returns for the ACE Overseas Brochure
submitted by the various Partnerships last August, over
£400 million worth of SWKP-designed work in
overseas territories is currently in hand.

The value of the civil and structural works is £10
million (which probably represents only about 25 per

The structures are generally concrete-framed, with
truss roofs, and the tallest building is the recovery boiler
house which will stand 55 metres high. SWKP are also

responsible for the design of all the infrastructure,

(

including an effluent pipe extending four kilometres
into Lake Malawi.

A breakdown shows that the value of work up to
contract stage is £203 million and of construction in
progress is £210 million. The latter figure includes £55
million fo- Lagos—Ibadan Expressway, although SWKP
are not actually engaged on supervision of this project.

at Scott House, told Today that he has seen an augury

These Figures do not include the value of studies and
reports, or of design projects for which the cost of
construction is less than £100,000.

for the success of the job, not in the stars, but in the
telephone numbers. Jaakko Poyry’s UK office at Sidcup
has the number 6161; Gardiner & Theobald’s office
number is 61061, and Scott House is, of course, 61161!

Tony Finigan, one of the senior engineers involved

When the value of new work in Malawi and Ghana,
not reported to ACE last August, is added on, the over
seas total is increased to £448 million.

Anyone with recent 11-plus experience might like
to write down the next term in the series.

The ACE brochure, to be published jn April. will
attribute £42 million worth of this overseas work to the
UK Partnership. A rough estimate of major projects
by the UK Partnership and the Scottish company in
progress on the home front is £200 million, so that the
grand total for SWKP worldwide is £650 million.

NEWS FROM THE FAR EAST

GOOD HEALTH
Mr. Sang has gone to his relations in Scotland to
convalesce after an operation last month. We wish him
a speedy recovery and hope that Hogmanay cheered
him on his way.

From SWKP Hong Kong Today we have gleaned some
interesting news:

New Homes for 50,000
We have been engaged by Messrs. Wong Tung &
Partners, architects and town planners, to prepare
schemes for the site formation and infrastructure of two
proposed redevelopment projects in the North Point!
Quarry Bay districts. Work on site for the first phase of

each redevelopment is expected to begir immediately.

The redevelopments are at Braemar Reservoir where
multi-storey accommodation will be rovided for 4.000
people, and Taikoo Dockyard where a total population
of 46.000 will be housed in a residential/commercial
development similar to the Mel Fon Sun Chueri estate on
the mainland (adjoining our Lai Chi Kok Bridge).

The Guardian concludes that “The logical
extreme of lED is the windowless building. But
where it has been built, as in America, there is
little doubt that people have suffered by losing
their awareness of time and space because of
their lack of contact with the outside world.

Our designs for Braemar Reseivoir, including
proposals for the diversion of streams presently running
into the reservoir, are now well advanced. Preliminary
proposals for the phased redevelopment of Taikoo
Dockyard are in the course of preparation and include
the design of an oil-site central screening plant and
submarine outfall for waste disposal.

“There are, in Britain, about 40 lED buildings,
but none appears to have gone to the American
extreme”.

Floating Factory
SWKP have designed and supervised the formation
of a 5-acre site for a proposed factory (on south-east
Tsing Yl) where marine engine components will be made.
About 60 per cent of the area was reclaimed as a spoil
tip in 1969 and formation of the remainder meant
constructing 1.000 feet of seawall and further reclamation,
for which the contract sum was HK$7.7 million.
Construction of the seawall involved dredging a
trench in the sea bed, backfilling with decomposed
granite and placing a rockfill mound and precast concrete
blocks. Site formation work began in October 1973 and
was substantially completed by June 1974.
The first factory building, due to be completed in
February, is to be founded on a post-tensioned concrete
raft. SWKP were asked to investigate possible foundation
arrangements and submitted a report in June. Piling
work commenced in August and was completed by midOctober.

*

From a report on the FIDIC annual assembly
in Capetown:
The conference highlighted how little effort
is being made by consultants to grasp the
principles of intermediate technology. Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick, working to a research brief
from the World Bank, reported that attempts to
combine traditional labour-intensive methods
with modern equipment are often so inefficient
that to finish the project more capital is needed
than if the contract had been let to a fully.
equipped contractor.
Effort is now being concentrated on
designing new tools to boost labour-intensive
productivity and techniques to improve manage
ment and supervision of large labour forces.
Developing countries often insist that technical
and management training is part of the
consultant’s brief, and this role is to be re
examined by FIDIC.

(New Civil Engineer, October 10)
*

The Brandon Street by-pass which will remove
traffic congestion in the centre of Motherwell and
lay the way for the pedestrianisation of parts of the
town’s main shopping centre was opened to traffic
yesterday.

WHAT THE PAPERS SAID
Brunei Airport was British designed.

(Basingstoke Gazette, July 26)
*

*

By far the largest growth area in Hampshire is
the GLC overspill town of Basingstoke. Agents
Pearson & Son report a very strong demand for
office space with enquiries becoming more
concrete since Christmas 1973. Most of these are
London companies who are interested in the
one-off buildings around 50.000 sq.ft. At
Churchill Way, Eastrop, Rank City Wdll are
developing 64,000 sq.ft. The rest of the space
is mostly owner-occupied by such names as
AA, SWKP, Thomas de a Rue, Wiggins Teape and
Cyril Sweett & Partners.

(Estate Times, August 29)
*

*

On September 24 The Guardian published an
article on Integrated Environmental Design, a
feature of which is a heating/lighting/ventilating
system of the type incorporated by Scott Houghton
& Co., in the design of Scott House.

The by-pass designed by consultant engineers
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick and Company (Scotland)
of Glasgow, and built by R. .i. McLeod
(Contractors) Ltd. Glasgow, replaces the direct
junction of the A73 Hamilton—Newbouse Road
and the A71 Lariark-Glasgow road at Motherwell
Cross, by-passing Brandon Street (the former A71)
to form a one-way ring road round the shopping
centre in the Motherwell Cross area.

(Project Scot/arid, October 31)
*

*

From a report on the Public Works Congress:
“If there is to be proper land use in our cities
the
and
preservation of our agricultural and
recreational countryside, tall buildings are
essential”, Philip Edwards, an associate of
consulting engineers Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick and
Partners, told a congress session organised by the
Institute of Structural Engineers.

(Municipal and Public Seivices Journal,
November29)

Spotting Trains
The main ground investigation contract worth HK$10
million for the Mass Transit Railway System was
completed in July and the reports were forwarded to
Freeman Fox & Partners who are the Hong Kong
Government consultants for this project.

Cut-backs at Kai Tak
The Kai Tak Airport runway extension and associated
electrical works were commissioned on June 1 A new
Instrument Landing System for Runway 31 has been
installed and the asphalt overlay, together with some
800 feet of the extension, has been grooved. Minor
works and maintenance are now in progress; the total
value of the project is about HK$160 million.

Doug Thorp told our reporter that finite element
naIysis on a computer had been used to determine
tensile stresses on the inside surface of the shell. As a
result SWKP are advising client on remedial work on
this chimney
the tallest in Great Britain.
—

And, prevention being the best cure, the North of
Scotland Hydro-Electric Board have since asked us to
advise on the design of a chimney for Peterhead Power
Station.

.
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A revised brief has been received to proceed with
the design of a sophisticated lighting system for the
north-west approach and a new automatic taxiway
routing system. This part of the work should be
completed this year (1974).
The link taxiway section of the airport road
tunnel has been completed but work on the main tunnel
section has been considerably delayed owing to the
contractor’s liquidity problems. It is hoped that these
will soon be overcome and that the job will regain its
momentum. The cost of work completed and in hand
is about HK$68 million.
Other parts of the project (ventilation, east ramp
and east connexions) have been delayed as a result of the
current economic stringency. The estimated value of the
delayed work is about HK$33 million.

LEARNING THE ROPES
Our second group of Basingstoke school-leavers have
just completed their three-month training course at
Daneshill office, according to senior engineer Derek
Verran.

L

The 15 trainees, all aged between 16 and 18
(including three girls), began their course at the
beginning of September. Senior technician Dick Brown
(“Uncle Dick” to the trainees) has taught them the
rudiments of drawing, simple arrangement work,
reinforced concrete detailing and they are now ready
to begin production work.
I
The Daneshill office, from where the SWKP training
scheme was launched in September 1973, has now closed
down.

HIGH STACKS
A report has been given to the South of Scotland

Electricity Board on undesirable wind and solar
effects on the 800-feet high chimney at Inverkip Power
Station.

IRAQI DATES
One country where SWKP promotional activity has been
concentrated for the last six months is Iraq. Two
proposals back in the summer were unsuccessful, both
in collaboration with Nazih Taleb of Beirut and his
Iraqi associate, Mohamed Ali Sarraf: one was for a study
of the Baghdad—Basra Railway and the other for the
location and design of a jumbo jet hangar at Baghdad
International Airport.
We still wait hopefully for the outcome of two more
recent proposals. The Iraq Expressway is a project on
the grand scale comprising over 700miles of dual
carriageway stretching from the Syrian border in the
north-west to the Arabian Gulf in the south-east.
The country covered by this route varies from a
barren desert at one end to the fertile land between the
rivers Tigris and Euphrates at the other; several major
river crossings are involved. A tborough reconnaissance
was made before the submission; Henry Grace, John Gandy
and Achille Calzetti, together with representatives of
Brian Moorehead & Partners, visited Iraq. On a second
visit Mr. Grace delivered the proposal to the Ministry
of Works and Housing on the closing date, November 23.
The last proposal was for a 300-bed psychiatric
hospital in Baghdad and was despatched, on December
2, to the Director General of Buildings by Hospital
Design International, a consortium to which SWKP
contributes the structural expertise. There are four
competitors for the hospital job, including two other
British firms.

A PASSING SUCCESS
One hundred and ninety-two candidates, all of whom
had at least one pass, were named by the Basingstoke
Gazette in the first A-level results from Queen Mary’s
Dollege, Basingstoke, since it became a sixth form
..ollege two years ago.
The total number of passes was 419. This means
the average number of passes per candidate was 2.2
(not counting those who did not pass in any subject
perhaps there were none).

—

The number of Grade A distinctions included in the
passes was 65, a ratio of distinctions to passes of 1 in 6.

HIGHWAY SUPERVISION
GRAMMAR SCHOOL
A copy of the quarterly bulletin Going Metric has
landed on Today’s desk. It is a mine of fascinating
tion:
info
Telephone trunk charges are now based on two
distance rates: up to 56 km. and over 56 km.
Metric packs of pasta are now being marketed
by.
Racing atWatford Dog Track went metric on
October 14.

r
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Carpets should be retailed in metric from
February 1975.
“Our chip frying baskets are now available in
18 cm. and 20 cm. sizes. The chips taste the
managing director, Astex, London.
same”
—

“John Wayne has recently bought a metric size
bed from us. He found the traditional British
bed too short” bedding consultant, Heal’s,
London.
—

FILM TIME
The Partners saw a preview of the film Hong Kong
United at Scrnt House on December 10. Based on
material obtained from the two contractor’s films of the
construction of Cross-Harbour Tunnel, Hong Kong
United was produced by Brian Gibson and tells the story
of the project from the consultants’ viewpoint. By a
hapy coincidence both Stanley Elliott and Joe Lindsay
from Hong Kong were in Basingstoke at the time of the
preview.

The first half of 1975 will see construction start on
four roads projects in Africa and the Middle East, all of
which will require SWKP supervisory staff. The largest
of these is the £30 million Jallo—Kufra road in Libya
(described in Today No. 4).
John Warburton, who spent six years with the firm
on the M6 Motorway ri Cumbria before going to the
Eastern RCU at Bedford, has rejoined SWKP to be
resident engineer on the first Libyan contract and, later,
to assume an overall CRE role when the other two
contracts are also in progress.
Ted Raikes is already on site in Ghana waiting for
assistance to supervise 850 miles of road rehabilitation
financed by the World Bank. John Gandy told Today
that, so far, three out of the 14 contracts in Ghana have
been let.
In Malawi, where because of thetwo jobs up on
the Viphya and the international airport design —SWKP
interests are soaring, construction is about to begin on
the Lilongwe—Kasungu road. This is part of one of the
two routes in Malawi, totalling 255 miles, which SWKP/
EIU studied for the World Bank in 1972/3. The detailed
engineering of the Lilortgwe—Kasungu road was carried
out in Malawi under Willie Scott.
—

The last of the four highway projects, which, taken
together, are going to stretch the staff resources of the
UK and African Partnerships in the next few months, is
the Safi-Aqaba road in Jordan. This is the 110-mile 2lane carriageway which had to be abandoned in the
middle of construction when war broke out in 1968.
Henry Grace went out in November to negotiate our
return to the Hashemite Kingdom to finish the job.
This time the contractors are Chinese.
NOSTRA CULPA

Brian Gibson Productions also made Circle into
Square, the film of Bloomsbury Underground Car Park
which had its premiere at the Institution of Civil
Engineers on April 1 last year.

Today apologises for the indiscreet reporting of one
project under construction which resulted in the
withdrawal of No. 5 and its sitbsequent reissue.

LOWLAND FLING

TALK TO ROTARY

GMJ Williams, Esquire, proposed the toast The City of
Glasgow at the Trades House of Glasgow Annual Dinner
on October 9. This was the 369th anniversary of an
institution founded in 1605.

Ken Phillips was a guest speaker recently at a Rotary
Club lunch in Basingstoke. He explained the role of the
consulting engineer and why SWKP came to Basingstoke.

At the high table, known as the Deacon Convener’s
Platform, on the right of the Deacon Convener of the
Trades of Glasgow. sat the Lord Provost, Sir William
Gray, who replied tc Mr. Williams’ speech. Next to Sir
William sat Mr. Williams, then Lord Strathclyde. one
• baronet, five knights and a dame before the next
esquire.

BANKING ON EUROPE
Among recent new projects we have started work on a
major new building for the European Investment Bank
Luxembourg, and also on an office block in Fenchurch
Street, for the City of London Real Property Company,
the architects in both cases being, Denys Lasdun &
Partners.

Mr. Williams showed Today the exotic menu but
siad that; with the speech hanging over him, he dared not
take full advantage of all five wines served.
VBasingsfoke Pies., Ltd.
Written end produced by Denise Harvey (Sidney-Barton Ltd.) and Morris Hopkins. Printed by
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CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
SWKP, Malawi, are awaiting instructions from the
Government to proceed with the detailed engineering at
Liiongwe International Airport.
Their preliminary report, submitted last December,
has been approved. The estimates totalled £17 million.
Willie Scott is project manager for the new airport
and his deputy is a newcomer to SWKP, Trevor Carnahoff,
formerly with Northrops in Singapore. Associated
consultants include Murray Ward & Partners, Preece
Cardew & Rider and Scott Houghton & Company.

overall responsibility for all new works at the airport. But,
in due course, supervision of the terminal buildings will be
handled by Joint Production Architects, a combination of
the Nairobi-based architect, Richard Hughes, and the West
German Institute for Tropical Buildings which has a
permanent branch in East Africa.
The original design of the airport terminal was under
taken by the Gollins Melvin Ward Partnership.

CANDIDATES FOR THE COUNCIL CHAMBER
Tenders for the £3 million final phase of the construction

of Gwent County Offices reached the County Council last
week.
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On January 11975 Lilongwe officially became the
new capital of Malawi.

John Sims told Today that five contractors of national
standing were putting in bids.

TENDER REPORT FROM OUR JET SET

fl
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Tenders are in for the civil engineering works for Phase Two
of Kota Kinabalu Airport, covering the terminal area. Bill
Sterling told Today that SWKP had reported to the client
on the tenders and the decision on contractors is now
imminent. The estimate for the civil contract was £5.5
million, including earthworks, pavements, drainage and
piling for the buildings.
Invitation to tendr for the £4 million buildings
contract is expected from the Government of Malaysia in
the next month or so. Architects are Robert Matthew,
Johnson-Marshall & Partners.
John Eddison, now acting project manager in Kota
Kinabalu, will be the chief resident engineer for Phase Two
when construction begins.

L
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Meanwhile, back at Mombasa Airport, negotiations for
the construction of the £2.5 million terminal buildings have
been completed with the Japanese contractors Mitsubishi
Corporation. Work will start in May.
SWKP were first involved with Mombasa Airport in
1970 when the Kenya Ministry of Power acid
Communications appointed Studiengruppe Luftfahrt
to carry out a feasibility study based on a 20-year forecast
of air traffic. The report recommended up-grading the
existing airport to full international standards with
provision for jumbo jets on direct flights to Europe.
Last April the Kenya Government signed a £7 million
contract with Mitsubishi for construction of the new run
way, taxiways, apron and service roads, so the contractors
have been on site for almost a year already.
Gordon Wilson is the chief resident engineer with

This, the most challenging phase of the job, includes
the council chamber and assembly hail. The construction
period is two-and-a-half years so completion should be
around Christmas time 1977.
Architects are Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall &
Partners.

TAKING THE TANGLES OUT OF LAGOS
TRAFFIC
Design of the £1 million plus Maryland Flyover at Lagos is
progressing well in the Bridges section at Basingstoke.
The flyover will carry the lkorodti Road and, through
grade separation at the.Maryland junction, will enable traffic
heading northwards from the centre of Lagos for the
Ibadan expressway to avoid entanglement with Ikeja Airport
traffic.
Tea Pemba gave Today some details of the flyover:
each of the two-lane carriageways is carried on an independ
ent structure 264 metres long; there are seven spans
averaging 38 metres in length; the structural depth of the
continuous prestressed concrete box is 1 .8 metres; the
retaining walls for the ramps at either end are to be
constructed in mass concrete.
Meanwhile, SWKP, Nigeria, report that the contract
for the reconstruction of Ikorodu and Airport roads to
provide dual carriageways south and west of the Maryland
junction has been awarded by the Federal Ministry of Works
and Housing to Petra Monk.
This firm is the Nigerian branch of the British
contractors A. Monk & Company, and the £17 million job
is their first in Nigeria.

PARKING AT THE SEASIDE
The firm’s car park work in Kent is nearing completion.
Costing £400,000 each, the two above-ground, multi
storey structures will both provide 400 parking spaces,
in four storeys at Ramsgate and in five storeys at Margate.
Derek Verran told Today that the contractors hope to
finish Ramsgate by Easter and Margate by mid-summer.

ALL OUR TODAYS
F. W. Spencer visited Singapore at the end of
February to advise the Government on aviation
matters. SWKP prepared a master plan for Singapore
International Airport in 1969.

The remainder of the project, which comprises 400
kilometres of road between Al Kharj and Abqaiq,lies in the
general area between the capital, Riyadh, and the Gulf of
Bahrain. The first of the construction contracts, at the
Abqaiq end, has already been let. The major length, from
Alkharj eastwards alongside the railway, will cross a difficult
25 kilometres of sand dunes en route to Harad, and then
sweep northwards to the Hofuf Junction.
Still at the design stage, completion of contract
documents for this section is anticipated by the end of this
year. The whole project is due for completion by 1978.
Jim told Today that the section of road he had just
been dealing with would be much more heavily trafficked
and therefore of a much higher standard than the lengths
further inland. Although the map showed a road parallel
to the railway between Al Kharj and Harad no such road
exists at present, despite the 20 or 30 vehicles which daily
struggle across the desert.

Willie Scott has been promoted to associate of
SWKP Malawi.

BANK VAULTS LIFTED

Dorsch Consult of West Germany have been
appointed consulting engineers for the Iraq Express
way (see Today No. 6).

Construction of the Banque BeIge building in Bishopsgate by
contractors Sir Robert McAlpine & Son Ltd. began with
excavation for the basement in February, four months
later than forecast in Today No. 4.

Planning division plans to brush up its Spanish
for promotions in Latin America.
John Sutton flew to Lagos in the last week of
February to deal with geotechnical developments
on the Lagos—Ibadan Expressway.

Geoff Moore explained that there have been modifica
tions to the basement which is now of a more conventional
design and goes down to two levels instead of four.

MERGE ON THE HUMBER

Bloomsbury Square underground car park has
been entered for the Heritage Year Awards admin
istered by the Civic Trust. 1975 is European Architect
ural Heritage Year.

Tenders were returned to the Department of the Environ
ment at the end of February for the construction of the
seven kilometre, dual three-lane M180 Brigg Bypass
motorway.

Mike Slinn has gone to Hong Kong to complete
the design of the Tuen Mun Road. The first stage of
construction began last October.

The North Eastern RCU recently invited SWKP to take
over responsibility for this job by reviewing the design and
supervising the construction. The estimated cost is £7
million and the 27-month construction programme will
begin in April.

George Milligan has had his Ph.D. thesis accepted
by the University of Cambridge.

This appointment consolidates SWKP’s position on the
south side of the Humber, linking the forces already engaged
on design of two other lengths of the east/west route
between Grimsby and the Ml.

THE ROAD TO DAMMAM
Last January Jim Cocksedge visited the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia to vet the soils and materials documents for the
road between Abqaiq and the Arabian Gulf at Dammam.
This road is part of the £27 million project for which
SWKP, Kenya, are collaborating with the local firm
Saudconsult. Sixty kilometres long, along a completely new
line, the road will have dual two-lane (ultimately dual fourlane) carriageways. The contract documents have now been
submitted to the Ministry of Communications and the job
will be put out to tender shortly.
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To the west is the Scunthorpe Bypass where David Flint’s
section is well advanced with the design, and construction
will follow about ore year behind Brigg Bypass.
To the east is the Brigg—Rigby route, at present
designated A18 Trunk Road, but is a potential extension
of the M180 Motorway. This road is the subject of
public participation next month so a construction
programme has not yet been fixed.
In January 1971 SWKP reported on a feasibility study of
the road requirements in the whole South Humberside
area taking into account the proposed new Humber Bridge.
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DUNG ENESS STRESS

r

Mick Lawrence left SWKP last week at the end of three
and-a-half years on site at Dungeness B Nuclear Power
Station. Mick’s main preoccupation was with the two
prestressed concrete pressure vessels. The concreting was
substantially completed when he left. The stressing
programme is now about to begin in earnest.

F

Carbon dioxide gas will be used to transfer heat from
the reactor core to the boilers. As the working pressure of
the gas will be 450 lbf/in
2 within each 66 feet diameter
pressure vessel, containment depends upon prestress loads
of 800 tonnes in almost a thousand steel tendons.

j
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Boiler design problems have delayed the project, but
operation of the power station is now predicted for 1977.
The net electrical output will then be 1200 megawatts.
SWKP’s clients are Atomic Power Constructions Ltd.,
who are CEGB’s main contractors at Dungeness. Principal
contractors for building and civil engineering works are
Balfour Beatty.

FEEDING AT FULHAM
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Charing Cross Hospital’s dining-room block was topped out
on January 17. In attendance at the small ceremony was
Geoff Moore, the senior engineer involved at Bedford
Square.
The £2.75 million building has a relatively large plan
area for its height which contains four storeys over a base
ment. The dining-rooms will accommodate all the staff at
meal times and the kitchen will help to feed the 650
patients in the adjacent 20-storey ward block (the two
buildings are connected). The first sitting for dinner is
expected to be early in 1976.
The architect is Ralph Tubbs; contractors Higgs & Hill
have been on site at Fulham continuously since 1967. This
must be approaching a record for a SWKP-supervised site,
held, surely, by Sir Robert McAlpine whose Mousetrap
type run at BNS Pontypool spanned well over a decade in
the ‘forties and ‘fifties.
Resident engineer at the hospital is David Weller who
has turned his attention to the Medical School now
approaching topping-out stage. Soon he will also be involved
in supervising the chapel construction, planned for completion
at the same time as the adjacent dining-room block.
The third of the three 1 5-storey staff residertial blocks
at Charing Cross Hospital was completed in February.
Contractors for these buildings were Walter Lawrence & Son.

SWEET PEAT
In Stafford an earthworks trial has just been carried out to
investigate anticipated problems when the town’s Inner
Relief Road is built next year over an area of peat bog.
Staffordshire County Council authorised the £20,000
trial which was undertaken by Tarmac Construction Ltd.,

and supervised by SWKP’s David Jordan, over a three week
period. A week of further trafficking has been arranged for
the end of March.
The revised programme for the £3 million road gives
the tender date as August 1975 with construction spanning
from January 1976 to June 1978. Potential main contractors
were invited to attend the earthworks trial and the response
was very good.
Jim Cocksedge gave Today a list of some of the items
checked during the trial: access for contractors’ plant to the
peat area; use of the haul road as a foundation for the deck
slab where the permanent road has to be supported on
piles; during excavation of shallow-lying peat, whether the
hole would stand up and what material losses in backfilling
to expect; whether the smell of excavated peat would cause
a nuisance to the nearby hospital, or to locals when hauling
the peat from the town to a tip outside.
A specialist went all the way from the Department of
Trade’s Warren Springs Laboratory in Hertfordshire to
assess the odour pollution.
The result was negative
doesn’t stink.

—

the peat from Stafford

ORIENTAL PRINT
An article by Joe Lindsay was published last December in
Asian Building & Construction under the heading Tuen
Mun Road: Hong Kong’s First Rural Motorway.
It goes without saying that the text was excellent, and
the three diagrams which appeared were well presented.
Unfortunately they all related to Tsin Lung Tau Bridge. The
publishers could not find space for a key plan of the route
which, doubtless, was offered to them, and would have
added considerable interest to the readers.

Today checked on the circulation of Asian Building &
Construction which is 13,500, so Mr. Lindsay obtained
some far-reaching publicity for SWKP and set an example
for the staff in the UK where there has been a noticeable
decline in article-writing in recent years.
—

Another excellent publication emerging from Hong
Kong recently was a full-colour, gate folded leaflet
produced by the Cross Harbour Tunnel Company as a hand
out to drivers paying their toll. One page reflects to a great
extent the brochure prepared by the consultants and
contractors for the royal opening in October 1972. The
reverse contains a series of colour pictures, a list of tolls
and charges, the tunnel by-laws, aids to safe driving and
some fascinating statistics.
In the first two years after the tunnel opened the
highest vehicle count on any one day was 49,085 (on
January 24 1974); 3948 vehicle breakdowns were attended
to by tunnel staff; 71 accidents involved personal injury
(including two fatalities) which is one accident every
556,231 vehicle miles.

TALL STORY

The headline, with little journalistic licence, can be
translated LOOK NO MEN A ROPE CARRIES THE
EARTH.
—

Chris Fitt,on the site staff at Ouse Bridge, wrote to Today
referring to an item in issue No. 6. He pointed out that the
chimney at Inverkip Power Station (at the mouth of the
Clyde) is not the highest in the British Isles. That honour
falls to Long Drax which tops out at 850 feet.
“We are particularly conscious of this error,” Chris
continued, “as we are able to see the Long Drax chimney
from the site office window”.

FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS
Preparation of the new-look SWKP brochure is making good
progress at last and the predicted publication date is now
September. The last such brochure was released circa 1960
and went out of print a decade later, some years after it
went out of fashion.
Design of the new brochure has been entrusted to Bloy
Eldridge Limited and the project is being personally
directed by Neville Eldridge, who numbers amongst his
clients Japan Air Lines and Reed International.
Although only appointed to handle the brochure as yet,
Eldridge has been asked to have a preliminary look at all
the SWKP printed material, from letterheads and report
covers to compliments slips and calculation sheets. The
object is to provide a consistent SWKP image to a world
wide public which is becoming increasingly critical of
standards of presentation.
Plans for the brochure to date assume 48 pages of A4 size,
perfect bound, comprising mainly full-colour plates, and
divided into half a dozen sections covering the main fields
of the SWKP practise. Text will be limited to a general
introduction, written by former Sunday Times science
correspondent, Timothy Johnson, and captions to the
pictures. In this way there will be very few pages in which
colour does not predominate.
The philosophy of the Promotions Management Group,
inspired by G. M. J. Williams, is that a run-on of the colour
plates should be printed, without text, for future use in
proposals for particular jobs or in general capability
statements in specific fields of engineering. In both these
cases, the documents would be loose-leaf and capable of
accepting text of any length in juxtaposition with the
pictures.
Also under consideration are specialist brchures in the
same general style as the main one, but incorporating some
black and white photographs and diagrams and a larger
proportion of technical text. Titles anticipated are, for
example, Scott Houghton & Company and Low-cost roads
in Africa and the programme for this series would be on
going as the need arose for each speciality.

The translation continues:—
Under contract to the World Bank, SWKP are undertaking
a study to identify and evaluate techniques which are suit
able for civil construction works in Indonesia, with
particular emphasis on road and irrigation works.
SWKP are currently carrying out experiments with varying
combinations of labour and equipment on a part of
Kalibawang main canal on the Kali Progo irrigation project.
The experiments aim to improve the efficiency of man
power, in order to find construction techniques which are
applicable to labour abundant situations.
For this purpose, SWKP have recently been studying the
use of several items of simple equipment, such as a counter
weight crane for moving excavated earth or rock down a
slope and a concrete filled drum drawn by bullocks for
compacting excavated material.
These simple tools are being tried out on the excavation of
the Kalibawang main canal beyond the Kemukus tunnel
which is being excavated by the Indonesian contractors.
This tunnel, 96 metres long, passing through the hillside,
has already been completed over a length of 35 metres.

LEARNED SOCIETY
Professional papers by SWKP authors covering a broad
spectrum of highway engineering have reached Today
in the last month. Henry Grace attended a conference on
low-cost roads organised by the Arab Engineers Federation
in Kuwait during the last week of November. He delivered
a paper entitled Low-cost roads in desert areas.
Peter Halls was a joint author, with representatives of
Costain Civil Engineering and Redpath Dorman Long, of a
paper on the design and construction of the Ouse Bridge
which carries the M62 Motorway. This paper was
presented at a meeting of the Yorkshire Association of
the Institution of Civil Engineers at Wakefield on 5th
March.
The last two papers received have been prepared for a
symposium on the engineering behaviour of glacial
materials, organised by the Midland Soil Mechanics and
Foundation Engineering Society, to be hald at
Birmingham University from 21 to 23 April. The joint
authors of both papers are Jim Cocksedge and David
Hight. The titles are Artesian conditions in glaciated
landscapes and their influence on the stability of road
cuttings and Some goetechnical aspects of road design and
construction in tills.

LOOK NO MEN

Judging by the references given at the end of the latter
paper, it is a work of considerable scholarship no less
than 13 publications are listed and there is mention of
six SWKP authors.

We enclose a copy of a cutting from a local Yogyakarta
newspaper with an approximate English translation, wrote
Harold Insley of the Labour Substitution Study Team in
Indonesia on 19th February.

Written and produced by Denise Harvey (Sidney-Barton Ltd.)
and Morris Hopkins. Printed by Basingstoke Press Ltd.
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1975

Current Major Jobs
(Construction cost exceeding £1 million)

UNITED KINGDOM
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Value
£m

Completion
Year

Location

Project

Stage Now

HUMBERSIDE

A18 Brigg—Rigby Trunk Road

Pre-Design

13

1981

HUMBERSIDE

Scunthorpe Southern Bypass

Design

12

1978

HUMBERSIDE

Brigg Bypass

Not yet let

7

1977

HUMBERSIDE

M62 Motorway: Rawcliffe to Balkholme Section

Constrn.

13

1976

LONDON

Archway Road (Al) Widening Scheme

Pre-Design

5

1980

STAFFORDSHIRE

Stafford Inner Relief Road

Design

3

1978

CUMBRIA

Keswick Northern Bypass

Constrn.

3.2

1975

CUMBRIA

Kendal Link Road

Constrn.

2.9

1975

CLEVELAND

Teesside Parkway

Constrn.

6.3

1975

CO. ANTRIM

Belfast—Antrim Motorway:
Ballybentragh—Sandyknowes-

Constrn.

3.9

1975

GLASGOW

Townhead Interchange

Design

5

GLASGOW

Ayr Motorway

Design

4

GLASGOW

Renfrew Motorway

Stage 1

Constrn.

14

1976

LONDON

British Airways Engineering Base, Heathrow Airport

Constrn.

1

1975

LONDON

Banque Beige

Constrn.

5

1977

LONDON

Baring Brothers

Design

LONDON

Dashwood House

Constrn.

4

1975

LONDON

London House

Constrn.

4

1976

LONDON

Coutts Bank, Strand

Constrn.

12

1977

LONDON

Queen Anne’s Mansions

Constrn.

11

1975

LONDON

17/19 Dacre Street

Constrn.

1

1976

LONDON

Wellington House

Design

4

1977

LONDON

Grand Buildings

Design

6

1978

LONDON

London Electricity Board Headquarters

Design

8

LONDON

Charing Cross Hospital, Fulham

Constrn.

14

1980

LONDON

Medical School at Fulham

Constrn.

1

1976

GWENT

Monmouth County Offices

Constrn.

6

1978

KENT

Dungeness ‘B’ Nuclear Power Station (civil works)

Constrn.

25

1976

KENT

Sandwich Sewage Disposal

Design

2.5

KENT

Gravesend Sewage Treatment Works

Design

1.3

1978

MERSEYSIDE

Wailasey Embankment:

Constrn.
Not yet let

2 2

1977

—

—

Stage 2

Stage 1
—

—

Stage I
Stage 2

further works

14

—

F

OVERSEAS
Location
HONG KONG

Project

Stage Now

Value
£m

Completion
Year

Kai Tak Airport Runway Extension

Constrn.

14

1975

Kwai Chung Container Terminal

Constrn.

12

1976

—

Berth 5

Austin Road Extension

Constrn.

1.1

1975

Airport Road Tunnel

Constrn.

9

1976

Tuen Mun Road, Stage I : Main Contract

Constrn.

18

1977

ShamTseng Viaduct

Design

1.5

1977

Plover Cove Water Scheme

Constrn.

15

1976

Tuen Mun New Town Development—Stage I

Design

15

1980

Tsuen Wan New Town Development

Design

30

1982

Redevelopment of Taikoo Dockyard and Braemar
Reservoir for Housing

Design

5

1983

Lower Lam Tsuen River Training Scheme

Design
(suspended)

2

PHILIPPINES

Third IBRD Highway Project

Design

THAILAND

Thai Feeder Roads

NIGERIA

30

1978

Constrn.

7

1976

ApapaTruckTerminal

Constrn.

1.5

Lagos—Ibadan Expressway

Constrn.

56

Dual Carriageways in Lagos

Design

30

Ibadan Bypass

Design

18

Rehabilitation of Rural Roads

Constrn.

27

Great Nigeria House, Lagos

Not yet let

2.5

Sokoto River Barrage, Gusau

Design

1.2

Zaria Water Supply

Constrn.

6

Katsina Water Supply

Constrn.

5

GHANA

Road Rehabilitation Programme

Constrn.

10

1978

KENYA

Mombasa Airport: Runway, etc.

Constrn.

9

1976

Mombasa Airport: Buildings

Not yet let

2

1976

Karitina—Kiriani—Kagumo Road

Constrn.

1.6

Nyeri—Thomson’s Falls Road

Not yet let

4.6

Tea Roads Phase 3 (1000 km)

Constrn.

9

National Bank of Kenya, Nairobi

Not yet let

1.4

Mombasa and Coastal Water Supply

Design

Lilongwe—Kasungu Road

1977

[

1976

26

1978

Constrn.

3

1977

Lilongwe Airport

Design

6

1977

Viphya Pulpwood Scheme: Roads

Design

8

1978

Viphya Pulpwood Scheme: Mill

Not yet let

10

1978

BOTSWANA

Development of Boadhurst

Constrn.

LIBYA

Gallo—Kufra Road

Constrn.

30

1977

SAUDI ARABIA

Alkharj—Abqaiq Road

Design

27

1978

JORDAN

Safi—Aqaba Road

Constrn.

3

1977

OMAN

Sultan’s Armed Forces Headquarters

Constrn.

24

1976

PAKISTAN

Napier Mole Road Bridge

Not yet let

3

1977

EAST MALAYSIA

Kota Kinabalu Airport Phase 2

Not yet let

8

1978

MALAWI

1.1

Today acknowledges the assistance of the United Kingdom and Overseas Associates in
preparing this supplement and requests notification of any corrections or additions.
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Today

NEWJOBS
The Ministry of Communications in Libya has
given the design of two more roads to the Tripoli
ofFice of SWK Nigeria this year. The Shwarif
BuNgem road stretches 150km eastwards from
the Charian-Brak road, the north-south axis in
Tripolitania already designed by SWK, and the
Zawilah-Tmassa road is a 70km length situated
south of Brak. These additions bring the total of
SWK roads in Libya to 2285km with an
estimated construction cost of over £500 million.
None has been constructed yet, but the
thousand kilomett’es in Cyrenaica, fromJalo via
Kufra to Uweinat on the Sudanese border, has
been ready for contractors since August 1976.
New major fee-earning jobs for the UK
partnership in the last three months include
aircraft pavement rehabilitation at Doha
International Airport for the Qatar Ministry of
Public Works; a third coastal power station for
the Electricity Authority of Cyprus, to replace
l)ekhelia B which was stopped in 1974; and
offices in I)uncan Street for the London Borough
of Islington, the first phase of which will provide
100,000 square feet of accommodation.
SWK BY NUMBERS
SWK numbers have halved in Scotland and
almost doubled in West Africa in the last year,
according to a worldwide census taken in May
1977 which enabled comparison to be made
with similar figures for March 1976. In this
period the grand total increased by 2% from 903
to 923, a stability reflected in the figures for the
SWK population in East Africa and the Far East
which have hardly changed.

.

The Nigerian numbers were 76 (compared with
45 the previous year) with the office in Ghana
contributing an additional 31(18) and that in
Libya 16 (9). This expansion meant that the
three partnerships in Africa totalled 255,
compared with 282 for the Hong Kong
partnership. Apart from a branch office of three
men in Manila, the latter population is
concentrated within a 15 mile radius of Star
House, whilst Vulliamy’s circle has a radius of
1500 miles, Tripoli and Lilongwe being 3000
miles apart.

26th
August
1.977

Chartered and graduate engineers have dropped
marginally from 374 to 367 in the year, but
inspectors of works have increased by 10% from
94 to 104 and administrative staff (including
drivers and messengers) by 8% from 185 to 201.
One category that has shown a marked change
is that of chainman and/or field labourer and

this is entirely due to the recruitment by the
Athens office of 20 chainmen who now comprise
exactly half of Achille Calzetti ‘s payroll. Lest
anyone should think that Achille is running a
labour agency in downtown Athens, the
explanation is perfectly simple: these men are
working on the vast programme of road surveys
now going on in Libya.
FACES & PLACES
Robin Osborn has been taken into the Hong
Kong partnership and Richrd Denton-Cox
promoted to associate there, and Ron Rakusen
has been made an associate in Nigeria: all facts
recorded in the reprint of the green sheet giving
SWK Addresses & Information to be issued in
September. Other information notified recently
for this purpose included: E 0 Measor and R \V
I-lawkey have completed their 5-year term as
senior consultants and Stanley Elliott has moved
into this category of the UK partnership from
overseas associate; Ken Innes and Louis Rikker
have been taken on to the board of directors of
Scott Houghton & Company; and Henry Grace
and Ken Phillips, formerly partners, have been
appointed consultants of the Hong Kong firm.
SWK (Scotland) have opened a branch office in
1)ingwall, Ross & Cromarty, at latitude 58°, the
northernmost outpost of the SWK empire, and a
number of place changes have been announced
by the other firms. The head office of the Nigerian
partnership moves to a new address in Lagos
this month after only a year at Ikorodu Road, but
the P0 box remains the same. The Nairobi
office has moved down one floor, from the 8th to
the 7th, at Extelcoms House and it is not clear
whether the Stockport office has moved up or
down in the world in the recent transfer from
SKI toSK3.
HARINGEY ARENA
The Archway inquiry, which has been running
since April 1977, has now been widened in scope
to embrace the whole scheme and not just the
slip roads (wrote Maurice Watson in Planning
Dn’i.viun newslelter.I’/o 1!). On I Ith July, the
London Borough of Haringey declared its
opposition to the scheme and requested an
adjournment until 3rd October to allow time to
prepare its case. GLC has changed its position
(following the recent elections) and now
supports the scheme. The inquiry takes place
from 5pm to 10pm, four days a week, and is still
at the stage of cross-examination of Department
of Transport witnesses and hearing of objectors’
cases.

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY BY SWK
The labour substitution section in Basingstoke,
or to use its full title The Study of the
Substitution of Labor (sic) and Equipment in
Civil Construction’, has again been asked by the
World Bank to act as consultants for the work.
ihis is the seventh (and probably final) year of
the study and culminates an extensive literature
review, several years of field observations and
experimentation (mainly in India and
Indonesia) and much detailed analysis and
reporting. All that now needs to be done is a
reorganisation of a computer-based data bank
and Ilnalising the last publications, including
two handbooks on labour-intensive methods for
use by site engineers and programme planners.
Phil Green, director of the study since 1973, told
Today that the emphasis of SWK’s work in
a)propriate technology is now moving rapidly
from research to implementation. The work is
attracting an increasing interest from lesser
developed countries, particularly those with
serious unemployment problems, and from
bilateral and international aid agencies. SWK’s
experience and reputation in this field is
worldwide, and probably unequalled by any
other firm of consultants. The amount of work
we could do will probably be limited by the
number of suitable staff available, rather than
by other considerations. There is a shortage of
engineers with the right field experience and a
willingness to live under arduous conditions in
out-of-way places. Additionally, a good working
knowledge of French or Spanish is often
required.
Associated with the labour substitution study,
but separate from it, is a new SWKjob called
the neutralization study. This work, which was
also commissioned by the World Bank, is
examining ways of removing equipment bias
from specifications, contract documents and
contract procedures. The aim is to ensure that if
conditions are generally favourable tenders
based on labour-intensive methods will have an
equal chance of winning contracts. l)avid
Newell is project manager and Jimmy James the
director.
Although the World Bank studies have formed
the backbone of SWK’s work on appropriate
technology, the firm has already been awarded
several contracts aimed at applying these
techniques to on-going projects. In early 1976
0DM appointed SWK to provide technical
assistance to the Kenyan Rural Access Road
Programme (RARP), then later in the year the
government of Chad requested assistance on the
Sategui-I)eressia irrigation project and in
February 1977 SWK were awarded a contract to
establish a Labour Construction Unit (LCU) in
Lesotho. This latter award was obtained in the
face of competition from several other firms of
consultants. All three projects have attracted
considerable interest in the countries concerned,

and in the international aid fraternity. Each has
interesting aspects.
Kenyan RARP
This is an ambitious programme to build 1015,000 miles of gravel and dirt roads in most
districts of Kenya. SWK have two tasks: (i)to
provide about 18 man-months of direct technical
support to the programme and (ii) to provide
three technical experts to deal with specific
aspects of organisation and management, labour
supply economics and the local manufacture of
tools and equipment.
Sategui-Deressia Irrigation Project
Situated near the town of Lai, about 450km
south-east of the capital N’Jamena (originally
Fort Lamy), this multi-million pound project
will be mainly built by equipment. However,
SVK have just completed a small part of the
work using labour (a so called demonstration
project) and the indications are that much of the
work could be done economically by labour—
thereby creating local employment. John
Henley, who spent the first half of 1977 in Chad,
hasjust returned to Basingstoke and he is now
busy on report writing. Important decisions
concerning the direction of this project will be
taken at meetings to be held in Paris in midSeptember 1977.
Lesotho LCU
Robin 1)awson and Norman Hulme (employed
by Brian Woodhead & Co) travelled to Lesotho
earlier in the year to help set up the unit. The
team leader, C V Subba Rao (ex co-director of
the labour substitution study in India), passed
through Basingstoke in mid-August 1977 on his
way to Lesotho. SWK and associated firms are
providing approximately 9 man-years of input to
this project which is intended to create a labourintensive governmental organisation capable of
employing several thousand men on a wide
range of civil projects. The first labour will be
employed in September 1977 and work will then
start on the first construction programme
upgrading a mountain road east of the capital,
Maseru. Other projects are being planned.
—

WATER SUPPLY IN NiGERIA
SWK started work on water supply schemes in
Nigeria in 1960 and there has been an
interrupted succession of such jobs since. Until
recently all the jobs have been in the north —at
Kaduna, Kano,Jos, Gusau, Zaria and Katsina—
and the work has been handled by the office in
Kaduna. The UK firm has participated in the
designs, especially of the dams, treatment works
and pumping stations.
In 1975 it seemed as if this field of work was
coming to an end. The only project in hand was
a gated barrage at Gusau, to augment the
supply of water obtainable from the river, and
that was in suspense. However in the last two
years five new jobs have come along and the
—
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barrage is being proceeded with. The jobs are in
the south-west olthe country and the two largest
prompted the establishment of a second water
supply team in the office at Ibadan which had
previously been confined to roads and bridges.
—

The first scheme is for the town of Ejigbo and
some small towns and villages around, which lie
about 80km north-east of Ibadan. There is to be
an earth dam, raw water pumping station,
treatment works, clear water pumping station,
subsidiary pumping station, two ground level
service reservoirs, two water towers and about
70km of mains. The value of the scheme is about
£15 million, and tenders are now being
obtained.

e

The second scheme is a combination of what
started as two, for the towns of lseyin and )ke
Iho and numerous villages around coveri1g an
area of about 2000 sq km situated 100km north
west of Ibadan. To start with six months were
spent in selecting a dam site, and the final choice
was a rocky gorge for which a concrete dam is
appropriate. The dust-laden wind which blows
across Nigeria in the early part of the year was
exceptionally prolonged this year and the aerial
photography of the impounded area has been
badly delayed. Consequently the requisite
height of the dam cannot yet be fixed.
Meanwhile however the design of the remainder
of the scheme is proceeding, It consists of the
same variety of parts as the Ejigbo scheme but to
a larger scale; the value of the scheme will be
roughly £30 million.

These two schemes are for the Water
Corporation of Oyo State and are handled, in
Nigeria, by the Ibadan office. But the dams and
the greater part of the design of the remainder
are being handled in Basingstoke. A third
scheme for the same client is now under
preliminary discussion.
Two water supply schemes are being designed
for Kwara State, which lies to the north of Oyo.
These schemes are being handled by the
Kaduna office but with some of the work carried
out in Basingstoke. One of the schemes is for the
town of lgbaja, about 40km east of Ilorin. It will
consist of an earth dam and the same features as
for Ejigbo.
The other of these schemes if for the town of
Jebba which lies on the river Niger about 90km
north-east of Ilorin. Unlike the other schemes,
there is no need for a dam here and the principal
problem is to devise a suitable intake, taking
into account the possible range of river levels
and the dubious soil conditions in the river bed.

[1

The Kaduna office is also exercising supervision
of two schemes in Niger State which were
designed by the contractor, and there are other
possibilities in prospect.
R.P.W.

DOUBLE FIRST
Hospital Design International, the consortium
headed by Gollins Melvin Ward Partnership,
with l)onald Smith Seymour & Rooley
(services), l)avis Beluield Everest (quantities)
and SWK in support, has obtained its first job
after four years of promotional effort. The
appointment is with the Aristotle Unviersitv of
Thessaloniki, the second biggest city in Greece,
and involves, in the first phase this year, the
checking of the master plan for a new teaching
hospital on the university campus.
This is also the first ever job for SWK in Greece
where, fir ftur years. there has been a branch
office in Athens concerned with roadworks in
Libya and Saudi Arabia and various promotions
around the Mediterranean.
SWK’s involvement in the Thessaloniki hospital
will be small in the first phase, according to
(;eoff Moore the Project Manager at Bedford
Square, but hopefully it could lead to more work
later when monitoring the detailed design by
(;reek consultants.
At this stage the medical planning is being
handled by I)r Philip Clements, on secondment
from the Wiltshire Area Health Authority, who
went to Thessaloniki as soon as the team
mobilised at the end ofJuly. As nursing
consultant Hospital Design International has
the permanent services of Lillian Smith, an old
friend of SWK during many years of planning
for the New Charing Cross Hospital, who
recently retired from the post of Project
Manager at Fulham. In addition to being MBE
and SRN, N’liss Smith is also a Justice of the
Peace.

INTERNATIONAL ROAD CIRCUIT
From 5th to 7th September the University of
Patras in Greece is hosting an international
conference on the subject of the Rion-Antirion
road crossing. SWK will be represented by C M
J Williams, Achille Calzetti and Derek Verran.
They will give a paper proposing a submerged
tube tunnel as the best solution to the crossing
and will show the film hong Kong 1!nitedas an
example ofa successful application of this
met hod.
Henry Grace, John Gandy,JimmyJames and
Pat Vulliamy are attending the Eighth World
Meeting of the International Road Federation in
Tokyo from 16th to 2
lst October. The British
contingent also includes representatives of
McAlpines, Faircloughs, Tarmac, Freeman Fox
and Mott Hay & Anderson. Henry Grace is on
the IRF board of directors.
The Polish highway authorities are holding a
symposium at I&akow from 10th to 12th
November and have invited SWK to present a
paper on roads and the environment. Jimmy
James, Maurice Watson an Wodek Prylinski are
attending and taking the film Afolorway over Shap
with them.
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SPORTS SHORTS

Golf
I he S\V K go! fi ng Ira terni lv have been ‘ery
act cc rcceflt Iv. John N laiclmcnt won the N leasor
NI shic ( :oml)etit ion, but defeats were in store
when the firm lost to teams from I lalcrows and
(;ibbs. On 15th September the Consulting
Lngmcers all—day meeting at the Berkshire Golf
(:lub. Ascot, will take place, with a team of six
from S\VK competing.
Rowing
SWK’s two rowing teams recently challenged a
I loward F-Iumphrcy ‘s four over a 500—metre
course on the Thames at Reading. The contest
was ably umpired from the bank by NIr
NIc I )ermoll and a representative from the
opposing team. Our defeat was somewhat
mitigated by the fact the opposition included an
aspiring national championships oarsman!
Supporters are welcomed to a forthcoming race
against Sir Alexander Gibb’s on September 6th
at 630pm over the same course.
Netball
After a bad start the newly formed ladies netball
team went on to greater glory with a win against
a team from Thomas de Ia Rue across the road
from Scott House. The most pleasureable game
was against the SWK men with the inevitable
result
Ii,’hi will out.
Skittles
Two teams entered the Basingstoke carnival
knock-out competition and one managed to win
its way to the second round before being
defeated. A couple of informal skittles evenings
have been held and these have proved to be so
successful that it is hoped to hold another match
during October.
Camera Club
The Bernard Ranger ‘I’rophy 1977 slide
competition will be judged in October. The
subjects are 0/a’??, jubilee and girl.. Wherever OLI
may be in the world send your entries to Roy’
(;odman at Scott House by the end of
Set em be r.

I ‘hey igreeci that this mccl iu m would be most
aplo’oprate for dealing with SWK’s expertise in
(0lfll)1l t er aided cl raught log.
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ACES HIGHWAYS CHAIRMAN
i NI) Williams continues as a member of the
Council of the Association of Consulting
Engineers for the year 1977—78. He is also
chairman of the :\CE Highways Panel, a
member of the Building-and Systems Committee
and one of the organisers of the El DIC annual
gathering which happens to take place in the
Lnitecl Kingdom in 1978 and therefore puts a
special responsibility on the .-\CE in the current
year.
NO MORE CIVILS
Newcomers wonder why the civil section is so
called. The reason goes back to the early I950s.
In those days there were several structural
sections, and the one section that handled every
other sort of work was understandably known as
the icivil engineering section’, or ‘civil section’
for short. Its work included soils, roads, water,
sewerage, marine works and airports although
not all at once. When fresh sections were formed
to specialise in some of these fields, the civil
section remained the custodian of what was left.
In practice this amounted to water supply,
sewerage, sewage treatment and sea defences.
For the last decade it has also handled thermal
po%’er stations.
—

Although the name ‘civil section’ became
inappropriate it was retained because those
within the firm knew what it meant and that
seemed good enough. However the introduction
of signs around the office called attention to the
anachronism and created the stimulus to re—
christen the section.
One problem has been to decide on a name. To
he precise it should he ‘water supply, sewerage,
sewage treatment, site development, marine and
hermal power stat ions. 1-lowever that would be
too much of an eyeful. The first three topics
could be shortened —as in the recently produced
brochure to ‘waste and wastewater’.
Fort hermore ‘water’ can be both clean and
di i’t v. Site develoj )ment and thermal power
stations have been at a low ebb and could be
omitted (although just recently some revival in
the lat tei’ is taking place).
—

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Peter Bloomlield & Company Limited were
a ppointed to ha ndle SW K’s press rela t ions vi h
effect from 1st July 1977. Bloomfields have
offices in Odiham and St Martin’s Lane and so
are well placed both for Scott House and Fleet
Street. Peter Lenoel is handling SWK’s news in
liaison with AnneJohnstone and Morris
Hopkins. At the initial briefing, G MJ Williams
discussed with Peter Bloomileld audio-visual
treatment as an alternative to the written word.

So we settled on the ‘water and marine’ section,
and that is the name we ask everyone to use
now. Perhaps one day it will split into separate
‘water’ and ‘marine’ sections.
R. P. W.
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HONG KONG JUBILATION
SWK Hong Kong celebrated their silverjubilee
this month. It was in the first week of November,
1952, that Henry Grace set foot in the colony to
start work on the airport at Kai Tak, shortly
followed by Geoffrey Williams. Then on Guy
Fawkes night Ken Phillips and Roger Whiting
set out on the 3-day journey from London to
Hong Kong, and John Henry and Michael
Guilford arrived a month or two later.
Visitors from U.K. for the jubilee celebrations
included Mr. and Mrs. Grace, Mr. and Mrs.
Williams, Mr. Henry and Miss Lishmund.

(-

QATARI RENAISSANCE
The Rumailah general hospital and the airport
in Doha are both projects on which SWK were
engaged in the 1950’s and both are having
extensions and improvements designed this
year.
Known as the State Hospital in those days,
when it was the only modern hospital in Doha,
Rumailah was the first project to bring together
architect John R. Harris with SWK and, when
completed in 1957, provided 270 beds.
Subsequently, the two firms were involved in an
opthalmic extension and out-patients
department at the hospital, and they have been
associated elsewhere up and down the Gulf from
Kuwait to Muscat almost continuously over the
past 20 years.

(

11th
November
1977

Now the Engineering Services Department of
the Ministry of Public Works has appointed
JRH/SWK to upgrade Rumailah to
accommodate a maternity unit. This
development will include a new 6-storey tower
block and the estimated construction cost is £17
million.
SWK’s first engagement at Doha airport in the
period 1958-64 was for the rehabilitation and
extension of the original runway. Then, in
October 1976, SWK, in association with Gollins
Melvin Ward (Architects) and Northcroft
Neighbour & Nicholson (qs), entered a concept
design competition for a new international
airport on an out-of-town site, but were not
successful. However, pending the new airport,
the Ministry of Public works saw fit to invest in
the existing airport as a result of which SWK
scored a double this year. InJune the firm was
appointed for aircraft pavement rehabilitation
which was estimated to cost £3 million, and in
October for the expansion of, and alteration to,
the existing terminal building. In the latter case
SWK are associated with Murray Ward &
Partners (Architects) and NNN, and the
construction cost is expected to be between 2
and 3 £million. John Prosser will be starting as
resident engineer at Doha airport in the near
future.

d_ay
HEATHROW EXPANSION
British Airports Authority Engineering Divisior
has engaged SWK to plan the access roads for a
proposed fourth terminal at London’s Heathro
airport. The need for a new terminal arises frorr
a predicted increase in passengers from the
present 30 million per annum to 38 million in
1985. The fourth terminal will accommodate
wide-bodied jets and will be situated on the
south-east side of the airport within easy reach
of the Piccadilly Line for rapid transit of
passengers to central London.
This job is SWK’s first commission from BAA
which is responsible for the operation of eight
airports in the United Kingdom. Maurice
Watson told Today that, although the road
planning involves only about 10 man-months, h
is hopeful that it will lead to detailed design
work on the access roads and possible other
work.
STEEL BRIDGE AWARD
Ouse Bridge, on the M62 Lancashire-Yorkshire
Motorway, opened by the Minister of Transpori
on 24th May 1976, has been named for one of
the Structural Steel Design Awards 1977. The
awards are sponsored by the British Steel
Corporation and the British Constructional
Steelwork Association. SWK will be representec
by A. S. McDermott and Peter Halls when the
awards are made at the Royal Institute of
British Architects on 22nd November. Also
attending will be representatives of the client,
North Eastern Road Construction Unit, and of
Redpath Dorman Long, who were in
consortium with Costain Civil Engineering as
main contractors.
The three main spans of Ouse Bridge are 89
metres and all spans consist of eight steel plate
girders acting compositely with a reinforced
concrete deck slab. The total length of the
bridge is 1340 metres and the total weight of
steelwork is 7300 tonnes.
SWK’s previous successes with Structural Steel
Design Awards were for the London
headquarters of the Commercial Union
Assurance Company (1970) and the British
Airways servicing hangar at Heathrow (1972).
As announced in the national press inJune this
year, Greta Bridge on the Keswick Northern By
Pass was highly recommended in the Concrete
Society Awards for works completed in 1976.
These awards are to be presented on 23rd
November, 1977.
NEW TOWNS FOR HONG KONG
To many the thought of new towns in relation to
Hong Kong must seem puzzling. Isn’t the tiny
place with its 4+ million populationjust one vast
conurbation? Far from it; only 10 per cent of the
1000 sq km of land area is built on with much of
the New Territories relatively undeveloped.
In 1958-59 SWK reported on the development
potential by reclamation of five sea inlets, but

one proceeded and that incompletely
Kwai Chung (Gin Drinkers’ Bay) 1963-67. By
1973 it was realised that the growing needs of
housing and industry could best be met by
enlarging existing Tsuen Wan (pop. 500,000)
iil accelerating and expanding the already
ucc’IiiIll planned development of Sha Tin and
I’ucn Niun (Castle Peak) to provide for a total
copulation of nearly 14 million, about 70%
flew 1
[wfiicli would be publicly housed. SWK were
11
1 for the infrastructural engineering of
uinted
i1
1
;
both ‘l’cien Mun and Tsuen Wan three
‘ccicimlssions in all as Tsuen Wan is divided into
l’siicg Vi Island and Tsuen Wan/Kwai Chung
Nort li ‘l’suen Wan was to expand to 850,000 in
(f years or so and Tuen Mun from 30,000 to
gU,UOO, in each case with balanced industrial,
cc,ilulwrcial, community and residential
Ic ‘C 1(11) tfl e nt

only

—

—

—

‘l’cwn Mun is 32 km west of urban
Kowloon/Hong Kong with Tsuen Wan
bet wren. Good transport facilities between all
here ace essential for proper growth and SWK
cad already helped in this by their earlier work
(ill Lung Cheung (Kowloon Foothills) Road, Lai
Clii kuk Bridge and Interchange and the Kwai
(icing Coastal Road. They had also completed
cc’ design of Tuen Mun Road linking Tsuen
Wan to Tuen Mun.

‘lIce 1974 recession slowed development
c,’oi.racnmes but the bold decision to construct
1
;cce carriageway of Tuen Mun Road at a cost of
L28 million gave a tremendous fillip,
cc’tk’tclarly to Tuen Mun. Since then the pace
1
of design and construction has accelerated, so
that ‘led Pay at Tuen Mun, Andrew Fraser and
l)ougl;cs Miller at Tsing Yi,Jim Logan and
John Grey at Tsuen Wan/Kwai Chung North,
‘with site staffs totalling 90 but still growing,
(‘ccc’rently supervise £50 million of work.
‘11w three sites differ greatly. At Tuen Mun
cicountains rise steeply from a partly developed
valley at the head of a wide bay so much of the
I 2()0 ha required must be formed by sea
reclamation, involving material not only from
hcictl sources hut, a new departure for Hong
Kong, finding and winning huge quantities of
(fledged fill. At Tsuen Wan/Kwai Chung North
Bob Ballard’s design work is basically the
iccfilling development of pockets on the fringe of
lice tOWfl. complicated by planned major roads
a cd a spur of the mass transit railway. The
rugged terrain of Tsing Vi dictates that coastal
areas and valleys be developed with the main
hills reserved for amenity and recreation. Here
Richard Denton-Cox and David Barker wrestle
with the effects of almost daily planning changes
as land is leased off for shipyards and other
ci’ivatc industrial developments, but look
forward to involvement in two major bridges to
Ice mainland which will provide a springboad
for a road link to Lantau Island and be a spur to
further Tsing Vi development.
‘l’cicn Niun is, in scale at any rate, the most
challenging task a major involvement in the
development, practically from scratch, of what
looks like being the largest and fastest growing
new town in the world. David Butler, William
Kemp and Alan Waterworth produce contracts
at monthly intervals for land formation, roads,
bridges, breakwaters, river walls, major
drainage and so on, while Mike Earwaker and
peripatetic Richard Denton-Cox are involved in
feasibility studies of extension areas which could
raise the population to perhaps 600,000 by
—

l991.JohnStamper runs the transport study
(see inset) which takes account of high-speed
hoverferries as well as land communications and
investigates a looped right-of-way exclusively for
internal public transport. SWK are also guiding
a Hydraulics Research Station wave and
siltation model study aimed at optimising the
layout of the 60 ha port incorporated in the
town. Under a separate commission Vincent
Chan and Peter Rumsey advise the Housing
Authority’on foundations for high-rise buildings
on fresh reclamation.

Tuen Mun Transport Study
SWK’s basic approach to the study is:
(i) predict the total traffic that would be
generated by the land use development;
(ii) assess how much of this would go by
different modes of transport under
different conditions;
(iii) formulate different transport system and
test these against the expected load; and
(iv) evaluate the alternatives and make a
recommendation,
The traffic prediction model which SWK
developed operates within the overall framework
provided by the Comprehensive Transport
Study of Hong Kong.
The development of this separate localised
model enables a large range of possible
alternatives to be investigated more thoroughly.
The model was used to predict traffic flows for
the detailed design of main roads and
interchanges, and passenger loadings on public
transport systems. Comparisons are being made
between fixed and variable track public
transport systems and recommendations will be
made on the best form for an exclusive public
transport right-of-way.
The study also involves (a) the formulation of
policies concerning car parks, goods vehicles,
pedestrians and cyclists and (b) a
recommendation for the optimum phasing of the
construction of the total transport system.
The Project Director isJohn Stamper and the
team consists of Geoff French, Gilian Brunskill
and Cohn Sherwood from Basingstoke, Tim
Runnacfes and Barry Arnold from London
Transport International and a number of people
from SWK Hong Kong. The project is expected
to finish early in 1978.
MW

Inter-town road communications are being
strengthened with Mike Slinn andJim
McCafferty preparing for construction of Tuen
Mun Road’s second carriageway to start next
spring and awaiting news on the recently
reported-on Tsuen Wan Bypass.
The new towns briefs alone cover capital
expenditure of at least £200 million and involve
nearly all the 97 technical and support staff
presently based in SWK’s newly acquired Tsuen
Wan office.
JFL
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MALAWI TODAY
The first SWK overseas office was established in
Malawi (then called Nyasaland) in 1949 and,
except for a few years in the mid-I 960’s, the firm
has had a continuous presence there since. Now
there are 48 permanent staff working for the
Malawi partnership, including 15 expatriates,
more than ever before.
Originally the office was based in Blantyre, but
it moved to Lilongwe in 1971. Lilongwe is the
site of the new capital which is fast becoming a
beautiful city in one of the most delightful
countries in Africa. Willie Scott, the resident
partner, told Today that SWK have played their
part in the new development. The firm is doing
its third area infrastructure design which
involves turning outline plans into detailed
designs for water, sewage disposal, roads and
ducting for electricity and telephones. It is
hoped that more work of this type will be
forthcoming.

Although the very happy Lilongwe office is
busy, it still has time for social and sport
activities; however, Willie Scott complains thai
he cannot do as much fishing as he would like.
Gordon Allan was runner-up in the recent
Lilongwe squash championships (prizes
denoted by SWK) and Mark Stevens won the
Plate prize.

—

TANZANIA
ZAMBIA

The biggest single project currently in hand is
the new Lilongwe International Airport which
will have a 3000m runway. Design work is more
or-less complete and the main civils contract is expected to be let within the next few weeks.
Other contracts will follow in due course. The
chief resident engineer for the airport will be
Peter Knowles, and Laurie Sayer is looking after
the soils. While waiting to take up his
appointment at the airport, Peter is carrying out
a World Bank financed study on the
development and maintenance of district road
s;
he is assisted by John Pratt.
As always, roadworks in Malawi are a large part
of SWK’s work load. These range from
designing a new roundabout in Lilongwe to
many kilometres of bituminous-surfaced main
road. Current roadworks include:
The Kasungu tojenda road (86 km long)
which is at tender stage.
The Mzuzu to John Mzumara road (52 km
long) soon to go to tender.
The Mangochi to Namwera road now
being designed.
Various road strengthening projects,
including a new overlay for a 5 km section
of the Lilongwe to Salima road, originally
completed in 1957 to an SWK design.
—

-.

—

C

—

One interesting historical feature of the
Mangochi/Namwera road is a 7 km long
escarpment section which was originally
constructed in 1915 by British army engineers to
forestall invasion by Otto von Lettow Vorbeck,
then operating from Mozambique.
Three expatriate engineers
Ken Slater (on
secondment from the North Eastern RCLJ),
Mark Stevens and Karl Williams are currently
the resident staff for the 117 km long Lilongwe
to Kasungu road which will form part of the
principal north/south trunk road in Malawi.
The Korean contractors had insufficient
machinery and were forced to use labourintensive methods for earthworks, apparently
with great success.
—

—

The Malawi office is also doing a number of
minor projects including development of road
and rail spurs to serve new industrial areas in
Blantyre and work for Shell.

SCOTTISH REEL
SWK (Scotland) have now taken delivery of the
half-hour film, which they commissioned joint
ly
with contractor Balfour Beatty, of the
construction of Renfrew Motorway. The film
includes aerial photography of the Glasgow
urban motorway system. A premiere of the film
with invited guests will be held on 1st
December, following which copies of the film
will be available to interested parties.
SWK (Scotland) is continuing to help out
other SWK offices with staff both on short the
and
longer term visits overseas. So far this year
Glasgow engineers have been, or are, in Hon
g
Kong, Kenya, Ghana, Malawi, Greece,Jordan
,
Saudi Arabia and the Shetland Isles!
—

Counter to this trend. Glasgow has had an
influx
of engineers on secondment. At present the’ are
Stewart Brown and Finlay Inglis from Balfour
Beatty and Jim I’.IcPhie from FJC Lilley, whil
st
Dave Davies of the Royal Engineers hasjust
completed a seven-month second ment.
Hilke Halbertsma, Director of Transportation
at the EEC in Geneva, recently visited Glasgow
with Henry Grace to look at the urban
motorway system and to hear of the large-scal
e
plans for improvements to public transport. The
visit allowed time for some walking in the
Scottish hills.
.1MB
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CHARIVARI
The Archway Inquiry reopened on 3rd October
and after two weeks was adjourned again. The
reason for the adjournment, reports Maurice
Watson, was that GLC changed their forecasts
of population, employment etc and this threw
doubts on the forecasts used already. The
Inspector decided that the DTp should produce
new traffic forecasts based on the new
origin/destination surveys now being
undertaken. SWK will take the opportunity of
re-working all the Archway data, making it
much easier to deal with the extremely detailed
questioning which is coming from objectors.
Roads in the Environment: Keswzck Bypass is the title
of a 17-minute audio-visual show which had its
premiere at Scott House on 31st October, with
producer Roger Weeks in attendance. A Polish
version has also been made for the Krakow
symposium this month. Two carousel
projectors, tape recorder, control unit etc for
presentations in this medium have just been
purchased so, hopefully, Keswick is the
forerunner of many similar programmes now
that movie making is becoming prohibitively
expensive.
OPEN ROADS
The first half of the road from Aqaba to Sail in
Jordan was officially opened on October 1st by
H.R.H. The Crown Prince as part of the special
celebrations for King Hussain’s SilverJubilee.
SWK were represented by Tom Raikes, resident
engineer on the project, and Mohammed Khalaf
from Middle East Engineering Services. The
road, which was first proposed as far back as
1963, has been subject to long delays following
the termination of the original construction
contract after the 1967 war. Work finally
recommenced in 1975 after a loan from
Nationalist China and the appointment of
Taiwan contractors. Several bridges and
culverts are still outstanding but the project
should be completed by the end of next year.
September 2nd saw the opening of another
major road project for SWK, this time in the
UK. Brigg By-Pass, a dual three-lane motorway
for which SWK were responsible for the
supervision of construction, cost £6.8 million
and took 28 months to complete. The motorway,
which forms part of the M180 on South
Humberside, was officially opened by Mr. John
Horam, Parliamentary Under Secretary for
Transport, and the ceremony was attended by
Jimmy James and A. S. McDermott.
POLISH HOTELS
On 5th December construction starts on the
£15-million Orbis Hotel at Gdynia on the Gulf
of Danzig for the Polish Tourist Organisation.
The building comprises eleven floors of
bedrooms over a two-storey podium and has
been designed by SWK and architects
Szmigielski Katten Associates of London. The
Poles have a turnkey contract with a British
consortium headed by Cementation
International Limited.

‘L
Under the same contract, a second hotel at
nearby Sopot follows 3 months later. Credits for
£25 million have been negotiated to date, but
some further finance will be required to
complete both hotels. Of the present sum, 85%
has been raised in the UK by merchant bankers
Kleinwort Benson who have obtained insurance
cover from ECGD. All construction is due to be
finished before the end of 1979.

E
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SWK’s earlier engagements in Poland have been
in the project management of a garment factory
and a sausage factory. The latter was completed
earlier this year, involved £300,000 worth of
British materials supplied by Sanders & Forster,
and drew from the Polish authorities a letter
expressing total satisfaction in SWK’s
management role. Wodek Prylinski is manager
of SWK’s Central European Department.

r

OVERSEAS MILLIONS
SWK Nigeria have in hand the design and/or
supervision of construction of 1470 km of roads
in Nigeria this year, the construction cost of
which is estimated to be £330 million. At the
same time the branch office of the Nigerian
partnership in Ghana is supervising 800 km,
costing £40 million, and (as already reported in
Today No 8) their office in Libya is dealing with
2285 km of roads worth over £500 million.
These figures emerge from the various SWK
returns recently made to the Association of
Consulting Engineers for the 1978 overseas
brochure. ACE member firms have to predict in
August major works abroad the following
January for publication 3 or 4 months later. The
brochure is divided into fields of engineering and
each field is sub-divided into countries in
alphabetical order, so it makes a very useful
reference book.
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SWK Hong Kong have recorded £340 million of
work in hand, over half of which is accounted for
by the new towns in the New Territories
described by Joe Lindsay in this issue of Today.
Their branch office in the Philippines, under
resident partner Ron Hedges, is engaged on the
Third IBRD Highway Project and provides
general consultancy services to the government
for 1600 km of roads valued at £90 million. In
addition there are some 12 major investigations
and reports going on in Hong Kong, against
which the ACE does not ask for costs to be put.
The return from Kenya shows three projects
exceeding £10 million Mombasa water supply,
Mombasa airport and roads in Saudi Arabia.
Whilst the biggest job in Malawi is the £25
million Lilongwe International Airport.
—

Finally, the UK partnership is making a
substantial contribution to Britain’s invisible
exports by earning fees for the design of overseas
works costing £150 million. In the structural and
industrial field, projects being carried out in the
Sultanate of Oman and the United Arab
Emirates total £100 million and, nearer to home,
Philip Holzmann’s contract for the European
Investment Bank headquarters in Luxembourg
is reported to be worth £22 million.
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BOUQUET FOR BANQUE BELGE
“The term prestige is somewhat overworked these
days, but if it is to be used in its high sense of
ncr—perfection it can certainly be applied to the
building for Le Banque Belge.’’’Fhus wrote H A
N Brockrnan, architecture correspondent, in the
Financial J7nu’.s of 9th December 1977 under the
headline Bishopsgatc site first stage
corn p let ed”.
“

P

Architects for the scheme are Collins Melvin
Ward, and Mr Brockrnan went on “The 0MW
Part nership, as the firm prefers to be known, has
a great and deserved reputation for the design of
buildings of real quality. The nearby hlacktcndow
tower for Commercial Union and the adjoining
P&O building are two and a really outstanding
scheme for the extension of Covent Garden
Opera House is another.
“The building is of seven storeys above street
level with a set—hack containing platt rooms
above the top storey. The room heights in the
middle storeys are identical at 8 feet 6 inches,
but monotony is avoided by a floor—height of
over IS feet in the ground storey and 12 feet in
the seventh. The whole is clothed in a bronzecoloured aluminium curtain walling in which
the detailing is extremely pI’ecise and the thin
mullions rising the full height of the building
contrast well with the horizontal bands at floor
levels. The whole structure appears as a dark
and highly reflective cube.’’

In conclusion the Eniancial Tunes reported that
“The building was erected for l3ishopsgate
estates at a cost of over £7 million. The gross
area totals some 92,600 square feet at a cost per
square foot of £83.50 Accommodation
comprises office space on six floors, some 6,000
square feet per floor, together with ancillary
areas at seventh floor, lower ground and
basement levels. In addition to the main
entrance on the Leadenhall Street frontage there
is a secondary entrance via the lower ground
floor with access from Under Shaft and covered
parking for six cars.
“The structure consists of reinforced concrete
for the basements and, above ground, a steel
frame with lightweight concrete floors and a
reinforced concrete service core.’’
In addition to the architects, acknowledgements
were given to:— Structural Engineers, SWK;
NI & E Engineers, Rybke Smith & Ginfler;
Qua nt it y Surve ors, La ngdo n & Ever’;
Contractor, Sir Robert NicAlpine & Sons.

20th
January
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DAM GOOD NEWS
A reservoir in Nigeria to serve the combined
needs of both the Oyo State Water Corporation
and the Ogun—Oshun River Basin Authority has
resulted in SWK being appointed to design a
massive 60 metre high dam, instead of one 37
metres high for the Water Corporation alone.
The news of this development reached Scott
House immediately after the Christmas holiday
and gave a most encouraging start to the New

Year, pai1icislarl’ for geotechnical project
managerJohn Smith.
Present plans are for the clam to be constructed
in rock fIll, with a zoned cent rd core and a
grouted cut—off in rock. 10 provide up to one
million cubic metres of water per (lay and satisfy
the demands hot Ii of domestic a nd industrial
users and of irrigation, the reservoir will occupy
85 square kilometres which is more than twice
the size of Windermere, the biggest lake in
England.
ASIAN AIRPORTS
( )ther good news at the start of 1978 is that the
(;‘ersment of NI alaysia has given instruct ions
for the contractor to start work on a £4 million
civil works contract for the new terminal at Rota
Kina balu International Airport.
A paper on the construct ion of the new
international airport in I3runei by joint aLithors
W. A. D. Sterling, C. B. Paget,J. NI. Eddison
and NI. C. Earwaker was published in the ILK
Proceedings, Part 1, in November 1977.
Today apologises for mis—naming in the last issue
the quantity surveyors associated with SWK on
the extension of the terminal at Doha airport.
They are, of course, Langdon & Every.

TWELVE YEARS IN OMAN
In 1966 architectJohn R. Harris introduced
SWK to the Sultanate of Oman, or Muscat and
Oman as it was known in those days, when the
two firms worked on the Ottoman Bank in
Muscat. However the major factor which
reinforced theJRH/SWK association in the
Sultanate was the appointment ofJRH by the
Director of Planning and l)evelopment to draw
up a development plan for Muscat and Mutrah,
the capital of the country and the adjoining
commercial town. The implementation of this
SWK,
plan brought a succession of jobs
including structures for a government building,
Muscat and Mutrah water supply and Nlutrah
sea road.
l)uring the period 1969-71 Charles Scale was
the representative of both SWK and ,JRH and
was manager of a joint office in Muscat, whilst
those principally concerned in the U.K. were
partner C. C. Sang, Roger Whiting (water
si.ipply) and Wally Grainger (structures). Wally
(;‘aiigei’ had already collaborated with the
architect on hospital projects in I)ubai and
Kuwait and the joint establishment in Muscat
led to other buildings in this field, mainly clinics
and small district hospitals outside the capital.

The water supply for Muscat and Mutrah was
the most urgent task in the development plan
and, with an annual rainfall averaging 100 mm
and sometimes as low as 30 mm, SWK had to go
40 km out into the desert to locate horeholes
which, without the delay of an extensive
investigation, would assure the necessary
quantity of water. Construction was completed
in 1970.

N lea nwhi le, early in I 969, design had begun on
the kilometre of dual—carriageway corniche’
a long the N lot ra h wa t erfront, incorporating a
sea—wall A construct ion contract br the road
was let to Sir Lindsay Parkinson & Company in
Jo lv 1970, but that same month there was a
coup in ( )ma n when SuIt an Qaboos took over
110111 his father. 11w start of construction was
coilse(luent I y delayed until the ll lowing year
and t he official opening of NI Ut rah sea road by
I us Majesty the Sultan took place on 3rd May
1973 with ( ( Sang and Joe Lindsay in
a it enda nec.
.

New Regime
Wit h the’ new regime in Oman there began an
era of rapid expansion and modemnisation. As
John Townsend, former economic adviser to the
government, wrote in his hook Th’ making n/a
mw/i’m i/alt’ until the coup in July 1970 Oman
was “one of the most remote and least known
countries in the world’S ‘vVK were very soon to
benefit from the enlightened scene for, in 1971,
the firm began to work for the Department of
Defence in which the Chief Engineer, from 1971
to 1977, was C. 1). Kennedy (now retired from
Oman and helping SWK with promotions in
South America from a base in USA).
Over the past seven ‘ears, the Department of
Defence has been SWK’s most important client
in Omanjudged on volume of work.
Construction costs of defence projects designed
jointly by SWK,JRI-1 and Hoare Lea &
Partners (NI & E engineers) have exceeded £100
million. The work on the Sultan’s Armed Forces
headquarters at Niuaskar al Nlurtafa’a, near
Muscat, was originally planned in seven phases,
five of which have been developed and
completed and two of which have been
abandoned. The works included military
buildings of every type and infrastructure
involving roads, water supply and reticulation,
and exploration for water resources. The total
area of the so-called MANI site is 700 hectares.
In 1973 the military work was extended with the
to design an artillery
garrison at lzki in the interior 150 km south
west of the capital. The same type of work was
involved as at NIAM, but on a smaller scale as
the site covers only 125 hectares.
consultants’ appointment

The exploration for water around MAM, which
led tO a supply to the headquarters of 3000 cubic
metres per day by 1976, and the subsequent
comprehensive monitoring of water resources in
the military zone have involved sophisticated
hydrogeological invest igat ions carried out
mainly by Tim Hunt and Charles Jones. This
work is described in greater detail in the new
SWK water brochure. Also for the l)epartrnnt
of 1)efence has been the work on the naval base.
This is situated at Nlakullah, on Muscat Bay,
where there was originally an old coaling
station. The first stage of the development
involved reclamation, quays, buildings and
access road. The second stage, still in progress,
is an upgrading of the establishment and
of a multi-storey accommodation
block for naval personnel. For the latter stage,
Scott Houghton & Company have been engaged
on the design of services.
Private Sector
In the last two years there has been a growth of
SWK projects in Oman. The additional
projects, though relatively small compared with

0
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the vast military progrn1ne, have been
remarkable for two facts: associations with other
architects thanJ RI 1, notably II. C. Huckle, and
a substantial penetrat ion of the private sector.
At the beginning of this expansion, in the autumn
of 1976, an S\\’K branch office (as ipposed to
site’ office) was set Uj) by the ‘.K. partnership at
Ruwi. As a result ii large’ number of structural
proiect s have been designed on the spot.

New work in the’ peiblic sect or has included
vocational t iainint schools at Salalah, Stir and
two other locations vet to be determined. fed the
Ministry of Labour and Social .\fhuirs:
redevelopment of low—cost housing and
infrastructure on Nl;isiiiih Island resulting from
hurricane damage; and the’ Sultan of Oman’s Air
Force camp at Wadi Lansah (near NIAN I) for
which the architect is II C II uckle.
Private sector work with Huckle’s includes an
office block at HI NI torah I ugh Street and
various family villas. l”or the design of a private,
prestige villa fur the present Minister of l—lealth,
SW K are associated with Canadian architects
C;tnsult, whilst for the’ Zubair builefing and
furnitcire hictury the architects are Mackintosh
& Clark. Another important structure is the
English—speaking school, and the most recent
I 97H) appointment in the private sector is from
(:onstruc’tion Material Industries OSC who
u ire SW K for I ro c’ci m i nage inc nt a nd
1
rec
design of civil and structural work for three
factories in NI uscat fur the product ion of
building materials.

Philip Edwards, the ia rt ncr most concerned
and who visits Oman frequently, told Tw/ay hat
there is a staff of te’n out there under Richai’eI
Parker, the newly appointed regional mana gem.
STAFF SERVICES
The commis.vi oried ar/i c/ce /tit/i/i s/levi on tile centre fiaie.v
n/S tb i Toda3’ concentrate on 1/ic firm e work in
particular lie/d.c o/ emigi neeri nt, or in particular
geograp/it cal a read. iiou ‘ez’er, to add t’irli’1)’, the edt tori
decided that it would In of interest, e.tpeclal/)’Jor
en’er.veas .vtaff to haze a report oil ni/i’ of the
admit i met route (/epamtments at Scott fin use, nanu’/’ Staff
Serz’ices. Tue role of Staff Serz’ices, and n/its indn’idua/
moem hers, can assume liar! icula r importance fur those
working in remote an’a.t and in dij/icult conditions.
II ‘it/i 1/i is in mind, tilt’ editors approached the
depa rtmnent and pro flip! /3’ rent z’’d the following report
written h
’ .4//ott (,‘amt’ron.
3
For many years prior to the move to
Basingstoke, the membem’s of the Staff Sem’vices
depart ment had remained ci ncha nged with the
result that the individuals concerned were
known to very many members of staff either
persomil[y or by the particular work of the
department that the’ perbormed. The
advantages of such stability in the /n’r.tonnel
depart ment of a group of firms such as SWK,
with people working in many parts oft he world,
cannot be over—emphasized. Background
knowledge of individuals, their families and
work record goes a long way to ensure that
members of staff and the firm as a whole receive
good service and peol)le have a point of contact.
The complete change in Staff Services following
the move to Basingstoke, combined with
changes in the pattern of work brought about by
the prevailing economic problems in the U.K.,
on the one hand, and the escalation in demand
for staff to work overseas either on a short or
long-term basis, on the other hand, often
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militated against tIie best possible response
that time. I Iowevt’r the newcomers to the
department have now set tied down and the
utlook is opt imist ic.

at

N lost readers of Tv/q know that N laurice
Johnson has relieved Ken Phillips as the
Personnel I )irect or. lie joined .5W K in 1975, as
did N !ark l’homson who is currently responsible
for recruitment and appointment of stall for
employment b’ the overseas partnerships with
the exception of I long Kong, which is handled
by Allan Cameron. Al Ian joined in ,J uly 1977
and deals with 1_I. K. part nership apl)ointnwnts
overseas and recruitment of staff in the U.K.

C

Wendy ( :ravt’n ni ned at the time of the tra nsler
to Baskingstoke in I 974 and is the longest
serving member of the depart ment. She deals
with records of U. K. staff and the whole
spectrum of mat t crs relating to their
employment. Christine Marsh, who came from
a local employment agency about eighteen
months ago, deals with travel arrangements,
freighting of personal effects, visas, medicals,
agency staff and leave records. Although she did
not become a perma nent member of staff until
April 77. llilarv I larrow has in fact also been
with SWK fur the past eighteen months. She
deals with U. K. recruitment, applications and
related administration, letters of appointment,
etc. The department ‘s most recently joined
permanent member, I )orot hy Dawson, who
came last July. copes with applications and
matters relating to overseas appointments,
including keeping everyone updated on the
sit oat ion over the many months that some
appomments take to fInalise, and briefing and
preparing families for their’ move. The team is
completed by Sheila Locke, a part—time
shorthand typist, who has been with the
department eight months.
The magnitude of the workload placed upon
Staff Services is illustrated by the fact that for a
period in 1977 the depart ment was faced with
trying to fill as many as 116 vacancies world
wide and this is just one aspect of its total
fu net ion!
—

(

[he reader might be forgiven for concluding
from the a hove that a constant feat ui’e of Staff
Services in recent years is one of change. This is
trLie in terms of personalities, legislation
concerning employment, amendments to
regulations regarding the issue of visas, work
permits etc. but what is unchanged is the desire
to give S’vVK as a whole the most courteous,
helpful and professional service possible.
LONDON SIGHTS
Whatever else was clone in London office during
the last 12 months, it cannot be denied that 1977
was the Vear of kevitalisat ion. It was a year in
which an at tempt wa made by property
developers to make the best of their financial
investment in seedy properties, acquired for
mor’e grandiose redevelopment schemes, but
rejected by the planners and vocal minorities.
Also, being Jubilee Vear, it revealed a genuine
desire to clean up central London.
At an estimated cost oiEl4 million, Coutts Bank
in the Strand continues to absorb a massive refit
and facelift of a type usually bestowed on bionic
personnel, while, at the other end of the scale, a
major structural overhaul and extension to the
(already vast) illuminated advertising screen on
Piccadilly NIansions (adjacent to the famous

Nionico site) has partirlly restored Piccadilly
Circus to its former fluorescent glory. ‘l’hese
buildings also figured prominently in SWK’s
Ha ns to view the Queen’s ,J ubilee tours of
I .ondon. since they held strategic pus it ions
a long each route.
Soho, an area certainly not acclaimed for its
architect oral beauty, has had, and continues to
receive, much engineering at tent ion with
Sherwood a nd I )en man St ‘eel p mi lert
belonging to Land Securities receiving the maior
share they deserve. A profitable fall—out in this
field of engineering has been that other clients
bent on revitalisation have her.’o inti’od iced to
.5W K by the I )ist net Stirvevor for \Vest minster.
‘l’be latest such commission is or l.SK( ( )N
Limited, better known peihaps as I lair.’
Krishna, who are intent on a major conversion
scheme to pro’c1e a resting place for their
Oxford Street perlormers.
‘

t_Tpholding works continue ad infinitum in
I )over St reet, NI ayfair, where a 2(10—yea r old
building has stubbornly resisted attempts to
give it a new lease of life, while, at the Churchill
Club in Bond Street, Wally Grainger surveys
another old master.
Meanwhile, in a corner of 53 Bedford Square,
r’eal (as with ale) engineering continues to
flourish. ‘[he Nlonico development, once the
scourge of planners, conservationists and
environmentalists alike, is at last beginning to
shoot up alongside its 19th century companions
and should (notwithstanding the Casino de
Paris strip club beneath the site office) be
completed during the coming year.
In Bishopsgate the eight-storey l3anque BeIge
building has recently been handed over, while
its neighbour, Baring Brothers (a 25-stores’
block), is still having growing pains as it climbs
towar’ds ground floor level. Charing Cross
Hospital (Fulham) continues to expand with the
addition ofa medical gases store and clinics link
block, while the existing sports pavilion,
alfectionately remembered by many SWK
cricketers, cries out for’ structural strengthening.
St. John’s Precinct, Liverpool, provided unusual
problems following a fire in September which
caused major structural damage to beams,
columns and slabs. Also out of town, SWK’s
appointment as specialist consultants to Clerical
& Medical for’ l)ro.iects in Leeds, Manchester
and Burgess Hill should not go unmentioned,
nor the involvement in ‘[hessaloniki hospital
(described in Si I ‘K Today No 8).
1977 Saw the completion of London 1—louse (with
its massive cruciform beam construction now
hardly visible), Wellington House on the corner
of Buckingham C;ate and Petty France. the new
Gwent County office complex five miles north of
Newport, Chatsworth old people’s flats and, in
the Shetlands. a new helicopter hangar at
Sumburgh for British Airways.
Computing and promotions take up another
corner of No 53, with 1)avid Ivans tangling with
the seemingly impossible task of programming a
computer to provide an easyman’s design guide
to CP1 10, while at the same time keeping pace
with rapidly evolving technology in this field,
arid Joe Cassell seeking development projects in
Saudi Arabia, Africa and Scotland in addition to
his other work.
DFL
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LOOKING BACK ON 1977
I 9’ wits a Ver of expansIon for S\VK.
.\lt bough I lie I. K work load grew onE slowly,
10’ 0\’I5(IS \Oik
Sioti I louse incretsed
suhtut itIlv so I hat I he office is now bursting at
lie seitnis 10(1 t1)OUt o overflow into Seil I—louse
(foiinelv ( )liver I louse). Nlor’ever recruitment
tiielerited itt the (‘11(1 of a year which saw the
advent of the I)IU)iie-in advert those who want
to listen to the tapes and hear what’s going on
can hind I lie number in NCE.
—

In I 977 he overseas Out look was equa llv
optimistic. Reading between the lines of
Rm/ eel, .S\VK I long Kong had never had

it so
good, whilst in Africa the Libyan work load
broke all harriers (but not Harry. whose Spirit
‘iIS buoyant ) by exceeding L50(t million, which
was mote than n any other country at an’ time
in the past ;\t the same time Nigeria was
booming and, thanks to one man with one finger
on the telex “Lesley, Lesley, give me your
answer do’’ the line of communication
between Lagos and Basingstoke blossomed in
I 977 as never before.
—

—

In 977 Lib-Lab struggled at Westminster,
whilst Lab-Sub flourished at Basingstoke (and
in Kenya, Chad and Lesotho). The latter has
now cht nged its name to appropriate
technology and become respectable.

l.ast year saw the SWK female ascendant. For
the first time two ladies travelled overseas on the
firm’s business and one travelled on the firm’s
pleasure. For the first time the editor of Ponlifaci
(as opposed to ‘me of the editors) was a woman
but there was no woman’s page. On 7th April a
headline in .
utovporl asked the question “Davis
4
to be top bird ?‘‘
—

1977 saw the Berk restaurant booming as a
result of the unit l3erk being put at par with the
LV for SWK staff. Long queues formed for Berk
specials Russian fish pie?
In 1977 England won the Ashes, New Smoking
N lixture fiuled to catch alight and, before the
(;recn (;oddesses had taken to the roads, part of
St John’s, Liverpool, went up in flames,
involving SWK in a substantial investigation of
struct oral damage to buildings designed a
decade ago.
In November, Petei’ Phillips arrived and Ken
Phi II i ps (leptrted.

—

In 1977 N laidment won the N lashie and two
SWK—designed bridges won awards. .4 Bridge
1ii l’q, reached the Vest End and put more
stars on the screen than S/ar II ‘arc which in
ease anyone abroad did not know also invaded
he U K at i lie end of last year.
—

—

I 977 saw numerous Si Ivei’ J ubilees from The
.1 loUse/raft to SWK I-long Kong, and the
restorat ion of the UK staff Christmas Party,
pr.ess relations and SI I ‘K Today.
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LAND SLIDES IN HONG KONG
Following the submission of a proposal to the
Government Geotechnical Engineer in the Public
Works Department, SWK Hong Kong have been
appointed to provide consultancy services for the
checking of slopes affecting building construction
in the public sector. This is all part of a campaign,
in both the public and private sectors, described
recently in Construction News under the headline
“Anti-landslide measures may cost Hong Kong
£33 million”. Mike Winney the CN correspondent
wrote:
“A massive programme of slope stabilisation is
needed to eliminate the possibility of another
catastrophe on the scale of the mud slide at
Po Shan Road that razed a 12-storey block on
Hong Kong Island and entombed more than 50
people
Safety measures are expected to
provide a considerable volume of work for firms
specialising in geotechnical stabilisation using
rock anchors, drainage systems and piezometer
monitoring”.

C

Tim Hunt, David Jordan and David Wood left the
UK at the end of March to join the SWK
geotechnical team in Hong Kong under the
direction of Michael Guilford. They expect to be
away for about a year.
According to Maurice Watson’s Plaiming Division
Newsletter No 14, Tim Hunt is taking over the flat
occupied for the last year by John Stamper who
has just completed the Tuen Mun transportation
study. The draft final report was submitted on
20th April. Also engaged onthe study, and
returning to UK this month, were Geoff French,
Cohn Sherwood and Gillian Brunskill.
LAB-SUB TEACH-INS
Now that SWK have nearly finished the experi
mental part of their work for World Bank on the
substitution of labour and equipment in civil
construction, the Bank has arranged a series of
seminars around the world for the purpose of
spreading the gospel of Lab-Sub. SWK have been
invited to collaborate in the programme which
starts in the USA next week and then proceeds,
via Cologne, Copenhagen and London, to Tokyo
in the middle of June. Each seminar will last two
days and will deal with the results of the SWK
study and other on-going programmes and their
implications for the ffnancing of future labourintensive projects.

(

The team of speakers will comprise three men from
the Bank, one German consultant and Phil Green,
with Jimmy James as sixth man in Europe only.
The UK session on 1st and 2nd June is being
organised by the Ministry of Overseas Development
and will take place at Fulmer Grange, the head
quarters of the Cement and Concrete Association.
Fifty consultants and contractors from the UK are
expected to attend.

12th
May
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MORE STRUCTURES AT IIONDON AIRPORT
SWK are being engaged by the British Airports
Authority to undertake structural work for
Terminal 4 at Heathrow airport. This development

was forecast by Maurice Watson when he reported
in Today No 9 on SWK’s appointment by BAA to
plan the access roads to the proposed fourth
terminal. Six months elapsed between the first job
and the second. Project manager for the
structural work is Peter Rutter and the architects
are Scott Brownrigg & Turner.
The latest news on the Terminal 4 public inquiry is
that it will open at County Hall on 31st May under
Inspector Ian Glidewell, but SWK are not likely to
be asked to give evidence.
JAPANESE FUNDS FOR MALAWI

Willie Scott, SWK resident partner in Malawi,
arrived in Tokyo on 17th April to begin
negotiations with Japanese contractors interested
in building the terminal at Lilongwe International
Airport. Scott was accompanied by architect
George Buzuk of Murray Ward & Partners and
representatives of the other British consultants,
PCR and NNN, associated with SWK on the
Malawi job. The mission arose because the
Japanese Government is financing the terminal
building, navigational aids and runway lighting at
Lilongwe and the engagement of Japanese
contractors is a condition of the loan.
In the meantime, American contractors Nelo Teer
are making progress with the first two contracts
for civil works at the airport begun last November
and a third one, financed by the African Develop
ment Bank, is under negotiation. As reported by
Phil Green in Today No 9, after his visit to
Malawi last October, Peter Knowles is the chief
resident engineer at the airport. Since then,
Stewart Logan, new to SWK and at one time with
British Airports Authority, has been appointed to
handle the supervision-in-chief at the head office
of SWK Malawi in Lilongwe.

GETTING BACK INTO POWER
Dekhelia B power station for the Electricity
Authority of Cyprus is going ahead. The cost of
the civil engineering works is estimated at
£4.3 million and the ultimate capacity of the
station could be 480MW, with the first stage
development providing two 60MW generating sets.
As with previous power stations in Cyprus,
namely Dekhelia A and Moni, Preece Cardew &
Rider are the principal consultants, with SWK
providing civil and structural support to the

mechanical and electrical engineers. The design of
Moni power station and its extensions was
finished in 1973 and construction was completed
the next year. Dekhelia B is therefore the first
major effort in the field of thermal power in an
SWK office since the move to Basingstoke.
Recent hostilities on the island caused the hiatus
and the fact that Dekhelia lies so close to the
Greek/Turkish partition gave rise to consideration
of other coastal sites when peace wasrestored.
However, as project manager Michael Bell told
Today, Dekhehia (situated 30 miles south-east of
Nicosia) was the best site from every other stand
point and was eventually confirmed.

The new power station will have oil-fired boilers
to drive steam turbines 2nd one feature of the civil
works will be the construction of a small ‘harbour’
to form a stilling pond from which cooling water
will be drawn. The intake for Dekhelia A has
suffered in the past from seaweed brought in by
storms: hence the new treatment.
At Scott House, John Taylor is leading the design
team for Dekhelia B. with Ted Lyons, Philip
Suchak and Albert Tam assisting, whilst, in
Nicosia, architects Vafeades-F issentzides Associates
are designing the administration block under the
direction of SWK.
Also in hand for the Electricity Authority of
Cyprus is the gas turbine generating station at
Athalassa. This station, both initially and
ultimately, will have half the capacity of Dekhelia
B, but the value of civil engineering works will be
relatively much less, being estimated at £300,000
which is mainly the cost of the foundations.
Roger whiting has reminded the editors that the
prediction he made in Today No 8 at the end of
No More Civils so we settled on the ‘water and
perhaps one day it will split
marine’ section
into separate ‘water’ and ‘marine’ sections
has come true. It is appropriate to mention this
fact after a description of one ofMichael Bell’s
projects, as the marine (or maritime, as he would
prefer to call it in the future) section has remained
at Scott House with him, following the relocation
of Roger Whiting and all the water engineers who
are now accommodated at Seal House.
—

.
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Architects, Planners and other departments. The
central lift-shaft core is in-situ reinforced concrete
with a ribbed surface. On the roof of the seven
storey block, above the central core, is a two-storey
plant room, housing a water storage tank.
Phase One provided a fully landscaped site which
included parking spaces for 385 cars, access roads
and an elevated section of the roadway at the main
entrance to the office block. A steel-framed boiler
house (with a precast concrete exposed-aggregate
chimney) is linked to the north end of the office
by an underground service duct.
Phase Two, also completed in 1974, was an
extension to the office block on the downhill side
necessitating basement excavation into the
hillside. One of the engineering problems
encountered was that of providing further car
parking space in the basement which required
16.5 metres between rows of columns, whilst
providing a structure to support the upper sections
of the building planned for Phase Three. The
solution was achieved through a series of storey
high reinforced concrete vierendeel frames
thereby providing a floor for storage areas and
staff dining facilities.

.

—

GWENT COUNTY HALL

Douglas Thorp and Joe Cassell attended the royal
opening in Gwent last month and were impressed
by what they saw. Two days later Harold Read of
Peter Bloomfield & Company put out the
following press information after liasing with the
consultant architects and the county press officer.
The release was accompanied by three photographs
taken by Richard Grierson, the associate of
Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners
engaged on the project.
The new £9 million Gwent County Hall, formally
opened by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother on 19th April, occupies an eight
hectare site at Cwmbran. The County Council’s
departments are housed in a seven-floor office
block including a semi-basement for central
services, archives and trading standards laboratories.
The plan of the building, which varies in width
and orientation following the contours of the site,
provides scope for various office layouts:
cellular offices with a central corridor; twin
corridors with central storage areas; and open
office spaces along the full width of the building
allowing for “burolandschaft” planning.
The air-conditioned civic and members
accommodation includes offices, together with a
lecture room, lounge, dining room, kitchen and
storage facilities.
The new county offices were constructed in
three phases to suit the council’s requirements.
Phase One consisted of a seven-storey office
block, providing approximately 18,000 square
metres floor area, which was completed in 1974.
The office block, which was constructed of a
reinforced concrete frame with exposedaggregate cladding panels, contains accommodation
for the Treasurer’s, Social Services, Education,

The superstructure of Phase Three made use of
concrete precasting techniques in floors and
columns to achieve an increase in construction
speed and a consistent standard of finish. This
phase provided accommodation for staff recreation
rooms, council members’ dining rooms and
lounges, lecture theatre, assembly hall, foyer,
committee rooms and council chamber. All these
spaces are fully air-conditioned, and the council
chamber, assembly hall and foyer are covered by a
single structural steelwork roof providing a columnfree area approximately 55 x 27 metres. Also
included in Phase Three was a plant room on the
roof above one of the committee rooms, and
paved terraces, edged with wide planting troughs,
around the perimeter.
The County Architect:
Consultant Architects:

Mr.K.P. Jones,
Dip.Arch. (Leeds), RIBA.
Robert Matthew,
Johnson-Marshall &
Partners

Franklin & Andrews
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick
& Partners
Electrical and Mechanical Steensen Varming
Mulcahy & Partners
Engineers:
General Contractors,
Holland, Hannen
Phases I & II:
& Cubitt (Midland) Ltd
General Contractors,
Sir Robert McAlpine
Phase III:
& Sons (S. Wales) Ltd

Quantity Surveyors:
Structural Engineers:

SCOTTISH AIRPORTS

When Captain John Cameron, chairman of
British Airways Helicopters Ltd, opened the new
hangar No 2 at Sumburgh Airport, Shetland, on
16th February, SWK’s total number of successfully
completed airport projects in Scotland advanced to
5. SWK have now been working with British
Airways (sometime BEA) and British Airways
Helicopters (BAH) over a period of 13 years,
beginning with Glasgow’s airport at Abbotsinch
and taking in fairly substantial works at
Aberdeen and Sumburgh.
Latterly BAH have been more active, mainly
because of the oil activity off the Scottish coast.
From many reports, it appears that their
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activities are likely to expand and hopefully SWK
will continue to be consulted.

dependent on French (or any other foreign
language) for communications with a client.

Site works at Glasgow’s Abbotsinch started in
1965 with SWK’s appointment by BEA to develop
new hangars and apron areas for fixed-wing
aircraft and helicopters. Next came Aberdeen in
1969 where BAH required a hangar for their small
fleet operating to the few drilling platforms then
around the northern North Sea.

The SWK main colour brochure has been reprinted
in French and was ready in time for a mission,
headed by John Henley, which arrived on 1st May
in Senegal, the other French-speaking territory in
which SWK are already promoting vigorously.

With the exploration for oil moving further north,
operating helicopters from Aberdeen to the fields
became impossible thus leading to the use of
Sumburgh Airport. Since starting at a small
hangar built during the 1939-45 war, BAH’s
operations have expanded some twenty-fold
leading in stages to the completion of hangar No 1
in 1974, followed almost straight away with the
design of No 2.
Aberdeen meanwhile was beginning to “burst at
the seams” and a further extension is now well
under way, due to be opened this month.

C.

So, from the start in 1965, British Airways have
retained SWK to advise on their developments in
Scotland. In all projects the client has asked for
construction to be undertaken on a tight schedule
and budget and so far he has not been disappointed.
-

GB

George Baillie recently attended the opening
ceremony at Sumburgh Airport and the editors
were particularly pleased to receive such an
interesting report giving the historical background.
ICI ON PARLE FRANCAIS

L

In less than a year after the SWK policy decision
to promote in French-speaking West Africa a job
has been landed in the République Populaire du
Bnin (formerly Dahomey). The project relates to
rural access roads in four widespread regions of the
country and involves construction or improvement
of 845 kilornetres and maintenance of a further
425 kilometres. SWK’s role is to train and supervise
government counterparts in the Ministére de
l’Equipment. The work will be executed by a
direct labour force and there is a substantial lab-sub
content, which may well account for SWK’s
success in being appointed.
A preliminary visit to Cotonou, the capital of
Benin situated on the coast less than a 100 miles
west of Lagos, was made by John Gandy, Achille
Calzetti and Jerome Munro in March when the
consultants’ contract was signed. Then on 4th May
the team began to mobilise with the arrival on site
of the project manager Rorn Bowbelski, to be
followed shortly by Lindsay Thomas and an
economist from EIU who will complete the
headquarters. Meanwhile John Henley, en route
from Senegal, has called in briefly to help set up
the lab-sub organisation.
Henley, Munro and Calzetti are fluent in French
and Rom Bowbeiski had a crash course in the
language before his departure (with a lady tutor
from Reading making regular visits to Scott House.
armed with tape recorders and all the necessary
gear). Capability in French is, of course, essential
for Benin. Not only were the invitation from the
government and SWK’s proposal in French, but all
specifications, correspondence with the ministry
and meetings will be conducted in the same
language throughout. This project represents a
breakthrough for SWK, as never before, except on
a small scale in Chad, has the firm been totally

Following various letters of interest last year
relating to dams, irrigation, ports and tourism
projects, the Ministry of Planning and Cooperation
issued an invitation in November, via the
Senegalese embassy in London, for an SWK
mission to visit Dakar.
Dakar is the most westerly point in Africa and
about 1500 miles from Cotonou. Along the coast
between the two are three other French-speaking
capitals: Conakry (Guinea), Abidjan (Ivory Coast)
and Lom (Togo). The field is immense and
perhaps the next most promising country is the
Ivory Coast where is situated the headquarters of
the African Development Bank which has been
visited by a number of SWK partners in the past.
GEOTECHNICAL WORK IN THE NEXT COUNTY

Surrey County Council are planning to improve
various lengths of A3, the London to Portsmouth
trunk road, between Guildford and the Hampshire
boundary. Whilst the Highways Department is
designing the roads and bridges, the county is
obtaining geotechnical advice from SWK on two
particular lengths. The 4½ kiometres from
Compton to Shackleford are situated south-west
of Guildford and the new works for a dual
carriageway will incorporate two big fills and a
deep cutting; also two structures, one of them
across the Pilgrim’s Way. From Beechfield Copse
to the Devil’s Punchbowl, north-east of Hindhead,
the 3-kilometre length of A3 is located on steep
sidelong ground and crosses National Trust
property.
SWK are already engaged on a preliminary desk
study to be completed by the end of June, after
which the firm will be responsible for supervising
a site investigation by contractors. The final
design report, based on an analysis of the
contractors’ results, will be given to Surrey
County Council in December. The whole of the
proposed new route will be the subject of ‘public
participation’ in February 1979.
The project manager at Scott House is John
Bickerdike and Barbara Marshall is examining the
geology of the area in question. It is expected that
two engineers will be required on site during the
summer to supervise the contractors.
ASIAN AIRPORTS

—

EPISODE TWO

The civil works contract for the terminal building
at Kota Kinabalu airport began in early April with
the arrival on site ofJohn Nutt as acting chief
resident engineer. John has been joined in Sabah
by two newcomers to SWK as assistant resident
engineers, namely David Baird (civils) and, from
New Zealand, Geoffrey Radley (structures).
The chief resident engineer designate is Vincent
Ross, another newcomer formerly employed by
consultants MacDonalds in Nigeria, who will take
over from John Nutt this month, leaving the latter
to concentrate on earthworks.
Meanwhile, following Bill Sterling’s recent visit to
Malaysia, the client has decided that tenders from
contractors for the terminal buildings and other
facilities will be inviled in mid-June. The estimated

S
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contract value is about £8 million, bringing the
total works under Vincent Ross’s supervision up to
£12 million. Completion of the entire project is
due early in 1982.

away for five months. Transport engineer Roger
North will follow Dick within a month and the
economist support will come from Coopers
Lybrand.

The premiere of the Brunei Airport film took
place at Scott House on 5th April and SWK Hong
Kong, the joint sponsors, had their first show
about the same time. The film, which runs for 25
minutes, makes a happy marriage of colourful local
scenes with engineering details. The distinguishing
feature was the high standard achieved by amateur
cameramen, Barry Pager and Victor Lawley,
which simplified the task of Brian Gibson, the
professional film-maker, in the final stages of the
production in London. Gibson, who had shot a
brief sequence on the airport design at Winsley
Street just before the move to Basingstoke, said
he was delighted when the job came back to him
four years later and was particularly impressed by
the work of such talented amateurs in the ranks of
SWK.

Supervision of construction of the first length of
the 2300 kilometres of SWK-designed roads in
Libya is about to begin. The section referred to is
the one from Gharian to Mizda, Gharian being the
nearest point on all these roads to the SWK
headquarters in Tripoli. John Osborne the senior
resident engineer for the section, who has been in
Tripoli since January, is moving in to his site
accommodation at the end of May.

Middle East
Coming back (or going forward for Hong Kong
readers) from the Far East to the Middle East,
SWK airports activity had a boost when the
Crown Agents in London invited the firm to
prepare a master plan for the development of
Seiyun airport in the People’s Democratic
Republic of Yemen. Bill Sterling, Peter Innes,
Jim Cocksedge and Bob Hunt visited the site in
March and the master plan is due for completion in
July, after which an appointment for the detailed
design is hoped for. Some assistance with the
planning is being given by the British Civil
Aviation Authority.
Across the Arabian desert, 700 miles north of
Seiyun, the strengthening of all aircraft pavements
at Doha airport, first reported in Today No 9,
was begun in January by an overseas subsidiary of
Wimpey Asphalt. The contract value is about £6
million and SWK supervision is in the hands of
John Prosser assisted by Jim Westcott and Bob
Alderslade.
Murray Ward & Partners are the architects
associated with SWK in the design of a new
building for arrivals and an extension of the
existing tenninal at Doha airport. Contractors’
tenders will be invited in June and the estimated
cost is another £6 million. Both these figures for
Doha are double those forecast in the previous
issue of Today.
OVERSEAS ROADS
SWK Malawi have been appointed by the Ministry
of Works for the Jenda-Mzuzu road study and
design to he financed by the World Bank. ilie
route is about 150 kilometres long and links two
other SWK-designed roads: Mzuzu to John
Mzumara at the north end and Jenda to Kasungu
at the south end
both at the tender stage when
Phil Green did his round-up of Malawi last
autumn in loday
9. Dick Cooper is going
from Scott House at the end ot May to act as
project leader for the study stage and expects to be
—

CHARIVARI

Greta Bridge, highly commended in the 1977
Concrete Society awards, has recently been
entered, via Cumbria County Council, for a 1978
Civic Trust award and also for this year’s
Financial Times industrial architecture award.
Another entry for a 1978 award was Gv’ent
County Hall for the Concrete Society, whilst
Banque Beige is being considered for the
structural steel awards administered by Constrado.
First results in the annual awards season are those
of the Concrete Society which are published about
mid-summer, but there is never any news of the
other schemes until late in the year.
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There has been a good crop of professional papers
from SWK this spring. On 15th March, Maurice
Watson gave a talk, illustrated with slides, to the
transportation group of the ICE Southern
Association at Chichester on the subject of
overseas transportation studies. Henry Grace and
Jim Cocksedge attended the International Road
Federation’s regional conference for the Middle
East and North Africa in Cairo from 9th to 15th
April, when they delivered a paper on “Recent
investigations into the dry compaction of sand”.
A paper on the design of Greta Bridge by
T G Hancock and T N Pemba was contributed to
th eighth international congress of the Fddération
Internationale de Ia Précontrainte held in London
from 30th April to 5th May.
Copies of the last two papers are available at
Scott House, the former published by SWK and
the latter by the Concrete Society.
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STOP PRESS

Following a proposal submitted to the Abu Dhabi
Public Works Department on 13th February, SWK
have been appointed for the design and supervision
of 35 kilometres of single carriageway leading
from a point on the mainland opposite Abu Dhabi
island, and skirting around the north side of the
airport, to a junction with the road to Dubai.
Design at Scott House, under Peter Benrall as
project manager, will take about 4 months and
construction is expected to begin by the end of
the year. There are no bridges involved.
Written (unkss initiall

otherwise) and edited ny
Morris Hopkins and
Phil Green.
Designed by Alison D:
Printed by The Basing
Press (75) Limited.
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TALL ORDER FOR LONG SPAN
An enormous span in structural steelwork of 125
metres is required for the extension of a servicing
hangar owned by the Hong Kong Aircraft
Engineering Company (HAECO). With a
dimension in the other direction of 40 metres,
the plan area of the extension is well over half
that of the structural steel award-winningjumbo
jet hangar at Heathrow designed by SWK for
British Airways. For sheer magnitude this span
greatly exceeds, for example, the 90-metre plategirder river spans of Ouse Bridge —or the widest
column spacing in any SWK-designed building.

(

HAECO are owned by the Swire Group and are
engaged on aircraft maintenance for Hong
Kong-based Cathay Pacific and most other
airlines in the Far East. Consequently, a great
variety of size and type of aircraft (including two
jumbos at a time) is handled and the flexibility
which such an operation demands accounts for
the scale of the structure proposed.
It was Swire Properties Projects Limited, a
subsidiary of the main group, which appointed
SWK in July to prepare tender documents for a
design-and-construct package for the hangar to
be ready by 4th September. Wodek Prylinski
flew out to Hong Kong last week and will be
putting the finishing touches to the documents
this weekend. Before he left he told Today that he
expected the contract would be awarded about
the end of October and then SWK’s next
involvement should be checking the contractor’s
design after Christmas.

(

HAT TRICK FOR AIRPORTS
SWK have landed three Asian airports this
summer, one at each end of the Arabian Gulf
and one in Malaysia.
A proposal to the Department of Public Works
in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi for a complete
airport on a new site at Al Am was submitted by
the closing date of 20th February. There was
severe competition from six other international
consultancies, including Gibbs, TAMS and
Aeroport de Paris. News of the SWK success
came in July.
Al Am is situated 150km east of Abu Dhabi on
the border of the Emirate with the Sultanate of
Oman near the l3uraimi oasis. Associated with
SWK on the airport project are Murray Ward
(architects), G. H. Buckle (m&e) and NNN (qs).
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Almost exactly contemporary with the Al Am
promotion was that for a new runway at Kuwait
International Airport. SWK’s client is the
Ministry of Planning and, in addition to a 4,000
metre runway, the works include associated
taxiway, apron system and navaids. British
Airports International are associated with SWK
for the project and Scott Houghton will be
engaged on services.

Malaysia International Consultants (MINCO)
invited SWK to participate in their proposal,
dated 14th June 1978, for the development of
Sandakan airport, which subsequently proved
successful. Sandakan is in Sabah, 200km east of
Kota Kinabalu. SWK’s main contribution to the
job will come from Peter Berry who flies out on
16th September in the role of project manager
for the design. Peter is expected to be in
Malaysia about one year. The programme in the
proposal indicated a preliminary report to the
Ministry of Communications before the end of
this year and construction from May 1980 to
December 1981.
REGINALD WHITE HAWKEY, 1908-1978
Today regrets having to record that Reggie
Hawkey died suddenly at his home in Cornwall
on l2thJune. The funeral service at St Just-inRoseland church on l6thJune was attended by
Mr. & Mrs. F. M. Bowen, Mr. & Mrs. A. S.
McDermott, Henry Grace, C.G. Sang,J. K. M.
Henry, G. M.J. Williams, F. W. Spencer, S. G.
Elliott and R. C. Hedges.
Mr. Hawkey was taken into partnership by Sir
Cyril Kirkpatrick in 1944 and was sole partner
of his firm when the amalgamation with Scott &
Wilson took place in 1954. He was Chairman of
the Association of Consulting Engineers in
1962/3. An obituary will appear in the next
Poritifact.
HIGHLAND WORKS
Following the completion this year of a jetty for
the Admiralty on the Island of Rona, R. J.
McLeod (Contractors) Limited invited SWK
(Scotland) to undertake the design of further
maritime structures. This time it was a jetty and
slipways for ferries on the Island of Raasay, with
the design done by Hugh Blackwood in the
branch office at Dingwall with assistance from
George Baillie in Glasgow. Don Breakey wrote
to Today on 2lstJuly saying that this was thejirsi
significant workfor the new office in Dingwall.
McLeods, whose client is the local authority for
the Highland Region, will complete the
construction next year when the jetty will be
used by the regular ferryboat service between
the islands of Raasay and Skye. Rona and
Raasay are adjacent islands of the Inner
Hebrides situated between Skye and Wester
Ross on the Scottish mainland.
Further north still, SWK (Scotland) have
recently been given their first job directly for the
Scottish Development Department: a small
section of the A9 (about 5km) in the northern
part of Sutherland in the Highland Region.
EIB LUXEMBOURG
The European Investment Bank’s new
headquarters have been under construction
since September 1976 and SWK have handled
the engineering design and supervision,
including the co-ordination of engineering
services by Progeco SA of Brussels and HL
Technik of Dusseldorf.

To the European Economic Community the
EIB resembles the World Bank’s position to the
United Nations. It lends high finance for
projects within the Community and for others in
under-developed countries such as French
Africa.
This makes the building in Luxembourg of high
importance to the firm because of the many
years of close liaison with the Bank and the
possibility that future opportunities may spring
therefrom.
The architects are Denys Lasdun Redhouse &
Softley, with Widnell & Trollope as quantity
surveyors, thus comprising a predominantly
British design and supervision team for a work
of major importance in the heart of Western
Europe.
Philipp Holzmann have the main contract with
principal back-up sub-contractors ROM of
Hamburg (e&m services) and GTM of France
(supply of precast concrete units).
Concrete-framed and concrete-faced with builtin structural panels displaying exposed granite
aggregate, cruciform in plan, the building
stretches 200 metres end-to-end. There are
seven storeys only but, except for the wings, it
contrives a complexity to the constructor such
that there is little scope for repetitive building.
Its value of about £30 million hints at the
standards which are required and at the
inclusion within the complex of a swimming
pool, a squash court, a gymnasium and an
upper-level water garden.
The project is under the personal direction of
Geoffrey Williams with Ken Innes also
exercising a deep commitment. Ted Fuller is the
project manager and Derek Verran with a large
team has prepared all the structural design. On
site there are eight resident staff, including Neil
MacKay, SRE; Sergei Turceninoff, RE
(structures); and Ian Calder, ARE (precast);
the other five were recruited from Luxembourg,
Belgium and Holland. It has been quite
remarkable how well these talented people have
integrated themselves into British ways of
handling contract supervision, since continental
practise does differ so much in this respect.
NMM

The next stage in the programme is to put all
the schemes to the Local Authorities and get
their agreement on the schemes to be put
forward for public consultation. Once
agreement has been reached we will be
preparing the technical appraisal report (TAR).
When the TAR has been approved by the
Department we will start on the preparation of
the consultation documents and the material for
the public exhibition. All this material is
designed and prepared in the Stockport office.
Such work is not strictly engineering but it is
part of the art of selling the project to the public
which has become an important factor in these
days of objectors and pressure groups. We feel
we have become fairly proficient in this field,
having been complimented on our presentation
by a group of objectors at the Stocksbridge
exhibition.
The estimated cost of the Stocksbridge Bypass
at mid 1977 prices is £16.2 million and the
N’Iottram-Tintwistle Bypass will probably be
about £1 I million. The total of £27 million
represents a significant proportion of the
original £67 million estimate for the
Manchester-Sheffield project.
John Sutton is still with us in Stockport. His
main work load has been on overseas projects for
the Basingstoke office but he has still found time
to give us advice on soils problems from time to
time. If all goes as programmed he will be very
much involved in the next stage of the work.
GPWF
RETURN TO OMAN. AND ABU DHABI
Since a history of SJ’l”A’sJirst twelve years in Oman was
published in Today .Vo. 10 last January, Richard
Parker has established himself as regional manager there
with responsibility for not only the Sultanate but also the
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia and No nh
Yemen. Al the beginning of August, Richard sent this
report to Today to emphasise the diversficaiion injobs
achieved this year and the wider deployment ofpeople.
.

Oman
after six years of occupation
Note of sadness
SWK (and fellow consultants John R. Harris,
Widnell & Trollope and Hoare Lea & Partners)
vacate the site offices at Risail where many
SWK people have worked over the years on the
MAM military camp (cost about £100 million).
.

-

The Stocksbridge Bypass is the eastern end of
what is left of the Manchester-Sheffield New
Route, which could not be justified as a
complete scheme. The other part on which we
are working is the Mottram-Tintwistle Bypass
at the western end. This is programmed for
public consultation early in 1979. At present we
are preparing schemes for economic evaluation.
Due to the insistence of Greater Manchester, we
are having to examine in great detail schemes for
improving the existing roads as well as bypass
schemes. Planning division in Basingstoke is
very much involved inth work and liaison

.
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Jobs
recent jobs include:
*investigating sources and supervising the
drilling for water in the desert (nearest tarmac
road 400km away) at a place called Haima,
where the August midday shade temperature is
usually 48-50°C and the humidity is below 10%.
This is a prelude to designing the buildings for a
tribal administrative centre for the Harasis
.

STOCKPORT SURVIVAL AND REVIVAL
The Stockport office has survived the first year
in its Greek Street premises and is looking
forward to a continuing programme of work. We
completed public consultation on the
Stocksbridge Bypass which culminated in the
Department announcing the chosen route trn the
5th July. We are now awaiting instructions on
the next stage of this work.

.

.
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*carrying out a feasibility study of water
supplies for a number of hospitals in northern
Oman
*advising on a sea barrage to reduce saline
encroachment on the potable water supply at a
place in north-east Oman accessible only by air,
sea or donkey (in that order of preference).
People...
Historically SWK have always been
concentrated in the narrow coastal strip about
30km long stretching from Risial in the west to
Muscat in the east. Recent projects have
involved Alan Flint being relocated on Masirah
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Island to supervise the construction of 600
houses, roads, water supply and sewerage
system; and Mike Kopp moving down south to
Salalah to supervise construction of a vocational
training centre. In the next few months work
will start on another vocational training centre
along the Batinah Coast towards Sohar and on
the lime and brick factories in the Wadi Aday
area south of Muscat. So, the centre of gravity
remains the same, but the moment of inertia
gets larger.
Abu Dhabi
After a long absence (SJ’l’Jt were in the Emirate on
town/donning and airport (lesign 15 years ago
Editor):
—

*preliminary design work has recently been
carried out for a 20km (sic) length of road near
the new Abu Dhabi airport; final design to start
shortly (see Stop Press in Today No. 11)

r

*also to start shortly will be the investigation
and design of the widening of the 100km dual
carriageway from Al Am to Abu Dhabi. This job
has recently been increased to include a large
number of underpasses

[C

*the Al Am airport (see Hat Trick above)
*as of 1st August 1978, SWK have an office/flat
in Abu Dhabi complete with desks, furniture
and beds, but, more important, with airconditioning, telephone and P0 box. All the
accommodation is conveniently situated above
the SnoWhite Laundry
*and that’sjust the first three months!
Meanwhile, back in the United Kingdom, tender
drawings are ready for the prisons and homes forjuvenile
offenders in Abu Dhabi and Al Am, design of which
was begun at Scott House in January 1977following a
preliminary report by architects Murray Ward in 1976.
Project manager Peter innes told Today that the
estimated cost of construction is £60 million.

C

OPENING CEREMONIES EVERY MONTH
Tuen Mun Road (Stage One) was opened to
traffic on 5th May 1978. The project was neatly
summarised on the contents page of Asian
Building & (‘onstruction for that month when the
colour picture on the cover (provided by SWK
Hong Kong) was described thus:
Hong Kong’s largest highway project to date is the
newly-completed 17km Tuen Mun Road linking Tsuen
IVan and Tuen ;Iun new towns in the New Territories.
Work on this dual, three-lane carriageway took three
and-a-halfyea rs to complete and construction costs
amounted to more than USS 57 million, in all, 10 road
bridges, three foot bridges, 12 underpasses and 15 box
culverts have been built,
The job got a good press in the UK also. Mike
Winney of C’onstruction News wrote from Hong
Kong:
For consulting engineers SW ‘11 toniorrow ‘s opening
represents the culmination of work that started well over
1/years ago when thejirm was commissioned by Hong
Kong’s Public Works Department to submit a report on
the feasibility of building a high standard road avoiding
the existing built-up areas along the shore line between
Tsuen Wan and Tuen Mun in the New Territories.
Mr. & Mrs. A. S. McDermott travelled from
Basingstoke to attend the ceremony.

On l2thJune the Stafford Inner Relief Road
was officially opened by the Chairman of the
County Highways Committee. Don Dudeney
and Ken Weir represented Scott House. The £6
million 1.2km dual carriageway, with
roundabouts at each end, provides relief to
traffic congestion in the town centre. Road
alignment and structures were designed to cater
for abnormal loads of up to 600 tons which
periodically leave the nearby GEC plant. A
major problem was encountered where the route
crosses the Kings Meads marshes and the
ground is composed of soft compressible
material up to 18 metres deep. The solution was
the use of a 500-metre length of pile-supported
reinforced concrete slabs. There are almost 100
such units of average weight 90 tons.
A fortnight before the opening, the Stafford
.Vew.cletter published a special feature on the
project for which Chris Fitt, SWK resident
engineer, wrote the principal article under the
headline Mammoth task to cross Kings Meads. The
same paper contained an article by the County
Surveyor, J. L. Shelbourn, offering congratulations
to all involved in the road’s construction. The main
contractor was Balfour Beatty Construction
Limited.

Navy Day
Overseas again for the July opening—on Sunday
the 30th at 0730 hours local time to be precise.
This occasion was at the Muscat naval base
where His Royal Highness Sayid Fahar bin
Taimur aI Said, the Deputy Minister of Defence
and the Minister of Youth Affairs, opened an 8storey residential and teaching block to
accommodate 20 officers, 45 petty officers and
88 other ranks. The £3 million contract with
Oman Shahpoorji Construction Company also
included a services building, a water tank with
capacity for two days’ supply, a 20,000gpd
desalination plant, a sewerage outfall in the sea
and solar heaters for water.
The Department of Defence in the Sultanate of
Oman engaged SWK as consulting engineers for
the first phase of the Sultan bin Ahmed naval
base, involving substantial maritime works as
well as structures and infrastructure, which was
completed in 1973. For the latest phase, just
opened, SWK and architects John R. Harris
were joined by Scott Houghton as consultants
for the services. Philip Edwards was present at
the ceremony on 30th July as this date coincided
with one of his regular visits to Oman.
Finally, the Lagos-Ibadan Expressway was
opened by Brigadier Yaradua on 18th August,
despite a prediction in New Civil Engineer on 27th
July that it would not be opened until October at the
earliest, following a last minute decision by the Federal
.liinistry of 4
orks to install toll booths. Stan
7
Greenland sent a telex to Basingstoke on the
opening day saying that SWK had been
favourably mentioned in speeches at the
ceremony and that he had been introduced to
the Brigadier.
The 126km expressway was designed as three
separate contracts which were let in 1974 to
German and French contractors for a total
tendered sum of £55 million. According to NCE
the final cost was £144 million. A large part of
the extra cost went into the substitution ofa
viaduct for an embankment over poor ground at
the southern end, as well as such items as the
toll plazas which were not in the original
contracts.
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SWK Nigeria were First engaged on
investigation of the Lagos-Ibadan route in the
mid-sixties and an economic and engineering
feasibility study (made with the assistance of
EIU) was completed in 1967. On completion of
the design and contract documents SWK
handed thejob over to the Federal Ministry of
Works for the supervision of construction. The
road now in operation has dual two-lane
carriageways with 3-metre wide shoulders, but
the design made provision for an additional lane
in each direction at a future date.
SUBMERGED TUBE APPROACHES
SATURATION
Traffic through Hong Kong cross-harbour
tunnel has increased by 53% in the last two
years and is now running at 72,000 vehicles per
day. As the capacity is in the region of 100,000,
SWK were invited in April this year to study
means of increasing this figure, following
submission of proposed terms of reference to the
Cross-Harbour Tunnel Company two months
previously. Stanley Elliott was at Scott House in
August and told Today that laying an additional
tube (the present tunnel has two tubes each
carrying two lanes of traffic) or some form of
double-decking had both been considered as
possibilities. He said the report was imminent.
SWK (Scotland) made a substantial
contribution to the study:John Cullen was in
Hong Kong for a fortnight in May and Willie
Holmes for three weeks in July.
ANDY KELLAM
Andy Kellam retired on 16th August andjoined
the very few SWK men (other than partners)
who have done so: Bill Wilson, Zach Matthews
and Archie Evans, to name almost all? In
another respect Andy was almost unique. Apart
from the secretary and the accountant, he was
the only chartered person on the SWK staff who
was not an engineer, being an Associate of the
Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors. What
Andy was unique in was his cheerfulness and
resourcefulness in the bush and in the desert. He
positively flourished in hostile environments,
whether natural in remote parts of Africa or
man-made in Jordan. Andy’s last appointment
was on site at Scunthorpe and he has now
returned to his house in the Lake District which
he started to build during his M6 days ten years
ago. Today wishes him many happy years to
come.
HONG KONG POT-POURRI
New address
The Hong Kong partnership moved to new
headquarters in Kowloon this week next-doorbut-one to the old premises. Ocean Centre is
separated from Star House by the Hong Kong
Hotel. 1720 still figures in the address as the new
offices are on the 17th floor of Ocean Centre, but
this time they are all on the one floor which is a
great convenience. It is a block of very high-class
shops and offices and should result in a greatly
improved working environment for SWK,

according to Stanley Elliott. “The only trouble
is”, he added, “that we shall lose our splendid
view of the harbour.”
Representing the Institutions
Joe Lindsay wrote on 8thJuly 1978: Ihave been,
since the latter part of last year, the IC’E Overseas
corresponding Memberfor Hong Kong and Chairman
of the Local Advisory Committee. There are at present
about 1500 ICE members of all grades in Hong Kong
and nearly 80 sat the professional examination here this
spring, so the responsibility isfarfrom nominal. In
addition I have been co-opted as assistant and deputy to
the local representative of the Institution of Highway
Engineers. To preserve a proper balance of work and
recreation Jam also Vice-President this year of the
YMCA of Hong Kong!
Red Film Show
Victor Lawley joined 20 other members of the
Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (includng
Michael Guilford and Robin Osborn) On a tour
of China for a fortnight in May. Canton, Peking,
Nanking, Yangchow, Soochow and Shanghai
were visited, at the last of which the recently
released film about Brunei airport was shown to
a party of engineers at one of the technical
academies. As Victor wrote to Today shortly
afterwards Surely this must be thefirst time an SWK
film has been shown in China?
Basingstoke Blues
Telex to SWK Hong Kong on 22nd May about a
promotion in the Far East: as previously stated staff
will be available when required barring unforeseen
happiness.
DEAD SEA GOALS
From Aqaba on the Red Sea to Safi on the Dead Sea a
major highway has been completed, with the exception of
two bridges expected to befinished in August, wrote
Ted Raikes, SWK resident engineer inJordan,
based in the ancient walled city of Karak, two
months ago. The 31km extension of the road
from Sail to Mazra’a along the Dead Sea will
also be completed shortly. Readers of Today will
recall that a length of the Sall-Aqaba road was
opened last October as part of the celebrations
for King Hussain ‘s SilverJubilee.
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BANKING IN THE STRAND
Douglas Thorp, Wally Grainger, David King
and Wes Smith attended the reopening of
Coutts Bank in the Strand by Her Majesty the
Queen, yesterday. This is the historic “pepper
pot” building, originally designed byjohn Nash
and built 150 years ago, which has now been
replanned by architect Sir Frederick Gibberd
and engineers SWK in such a way as to preserve
the famous facade. A contract for the
reconstruction was let to Sir Robert v1cAlpine
& Sons in November 1974 and the final cost will
be in the order of £15 million. In the early stages
Construction News reported:

The Republic of Botswana, formerly
Bechuanaland, became an independent member
of the Commonwealth in 1966. It has an area
equivalent to France and the same population as
Liverpool. The Kalahari desert occupies much
of the country and the population is
concentrated in the south-east near the frontier
with Transvaal. Gaborone, the capital, is 80
miles from Mafeking and 180 from
Johannesburg.

The pepper pots themselves have not been touched yet and
are at present housing the contractors and consulting
engineers in what must be the most elegant site office in
Bri tat n.

SECOND AWARD FOR LAKELAND
BRIDGE
Greta Bridge, Keswick Northern Bypass, was
one of the four projects commended in the
Financial Times Industrial Architecture Awards
1978. A. S. McDermott attended the
presentation luncheon at Goldsmiths Hall on 1st
December. The outright winner from 64 entries
for the 12th F. T. awards scheme was the GLC’s
solid wastes rail transfer station at Brentford.
The rules allow for five commendations but the
judges only considered four works of sufficiently
high standard this year.

Yesterday’s opening ceremony reflected the
warmth of the relationship between the Queen
and her personal bank. It was a most happy
royal occasion, more relaxed than most, and the
Queen took a great interest in all the details of
this unique building.

BROADHURST CONTINUED
SWK Kenya have set up an office in Gaborone
following the firm’s appointment in October by
the Government of Botswana to undertake
Broadhurst stage 3. The project is for the
infrastructure of a new district of Gaborone and
will involve contract documents and supervision
of construction of roads and sewers.

(

15th
December
1978

Following SWK’s association with planners
Hugh Wilson and Lewis Womersley between
1969 and 1973, when urban structure plans for
the three business centres of Botswana, namely
Gaborone, Francistown and Lobatse, were
prepared, SWK were appointed to Broadhurst
stage I in 1974. This required six months’ work
on contract documents for roads and sewers.
Construction, at a cost of £1.3 million, was
completed in 1976. The resident engineer for
Broadhurst stage I was Gordon Trigg, who was
seconded last year frbm SWK to the Botswana
Government and is therefore, in effect, SWK’s
client for stage 3.
The new office is manned by David James and
Bill Jameson who flew to Gaborone from
Basingstoke at short notice in October. They
have been joined by Dino Nicola and Vincent
Wood from Nairobi. Partners Charles Seale
from Kenya and Roger Whiting from UK visited
Botswana in the first week of November and
other visitors have included Kingsley Nutt from
Kenya and Mark Stevens from Malawi. One
other small project in hand consists of roads for
a scheme at Kasane, which lies at the northern
tip of the country, and there are prospects of
further work both in this field and in structures.

Greta Bridge was highly commended in the
1977 Concrete Society Awards. The contractors
were Tarmac Construction Ltd.

WARMINSTER PROGRESS
1984 should see the Warminster bypass open to
traffic, exactly six years after SWK were
appointed injune by the Department of
Transport as consulting engineers. This is the
firm’s first ever job for the South Western RCU
in Taunton, project director Maurice Watson
told Today, and resulted from the BristolSouthampton route study for the Department of
Environment completed by SWK two years ago.
Warminster is in Wiltshire and close liaison is
being maintained with the county council who
are the engineers for the Heytesbury bypass, an
adjacent section of the same A36 trunk road.

Two traffic surveys were carried out in
Warminster this year each of about a fortnight’s
duration: one in August, to record holiday
conditions, and one in October. The
geotechnical investigation begins next month
and detailed mapping in March, prior to the
submission of a technical appraisal report in
May 1979. Three routes for the bypass are being
investigated, each about 8 miles long.
SWK project manager, up to the public enquiry
in December 1980, is Chris Wright of Planning
Division who is keeping in close touch with
I)avid Flint and John Bickerdike in matters of
highway and geotechnical engineering. The
work is being handled in Scott House but
requires regular visits to the client of Taunton.

MOMBASA WATER SUPPLY
Ken Wiginore, chief resident engineer on the Mombasa
and coastal water supply project, sent Today a synopsis
of the project prepared for a World Bank visit to the site
on 13th November. The synopsis is too long for Today,
but readers may be interested in a précis to supplement
the /roject description published in the S WK water
brochure lb months ago. The design of (lie scheme was
shared between Nairobi and Basingstoke.
The water supply will serve Mombasa and the
coastal strip northwards to Kilifi in the First
place, and later to Malindi, if the need arises.
The total design capacity, after losses through
the treatment works, is 72,000 cubic metres per
day, the maximum from a direct intake (without
impounding) when the river flow is the lowest
that may be expected. This should be sufficient
until 1985 (phase one). Components have been
designed for the 1985 demand, except for the
distribution systems which will cater for 1990 on
the assumption that bulk sources will have been
increased by the latter date (phase two).

Phase one construction includes an intake
structure and pumping station on the Sabaki
river 40 kilometres west of Malindi, together
with river training works; a modern water
treatment plant with pre-settlement tanks and
treated water pumping station; a 110-kilometre
transmission pipeline, from 800 to 600 mm
diameter, and three subsidiary pipelines, from
250 to 150 mm diameter; bulk storage reservoirs
at the head of each distribution system; and
electrical power supply and communications
system. The cost of phase one is £24.5 million, of
which £12.5 million is offshore expenditure. The
project is being Financed by the Governments of
Kenya and West Germany and the World Bank.
There are 22 separate contracts in phase one for
civil construction and for supply of plant and
equipment. These contracts are now at various
stages from tendering to completion.
Commissioning of phase one is due in about a
year’s time.
BERKELEY SQUARE REVISITED
SWK have been engaged as structural engineers
for the refurbishment of Berkeley Square House,
42 years after Mr. W. L. Scott was appointed to
the original design of the building. Wally
Grainger was then one of the younger members
of the staff working on job No. 3621 at Artillery
House, Westminster. David Lyon is now the
project manager on job No. 78154 at 53 Bedford
Square.

JLW Project Services are managing the project
on behalf of the latest owners of the property
and Scott Brownrigg & Turner are the
architects for the refurbishment. As reported in
Today.!Vo. 11, these are the architects with whom
SWK are associated on Heathrow Terminal 4.
Contemporary with the refurbishment, JLW are
also considering upgrading the imposed loading
in the building in accordance with present day
codes and they have appointed SWK (in
collaboration with the District Surveyor) to
investigate the feasibility of doing this.
Construction will begin next year in two phases
at a total cost offl2 million and, on the
structural side, will involve a new goods lift, a
new loading bay at street level and new plant
rooms on the roof. Upgrading of services,

including air-conditioning and fluorescent
lighting, is planned for all the offices, shops and
showrooms accommodated in the building. A
substantial part of the sum will be spent on
cosmetic treatment, such as suspended ceilings
and new internal finishes, to banish the cream
and brown paintwork, cast-iron radiators and
shades of the palm court so typical of pre-war
days. 1936 was, after all, the year of Edward and
Airs. Soup con and one has had recent reminders
from Thames of the decor of the period.
I)avid Lyon told Today what a revelation it has
been looking at the old Scott drawings,
particularly the immaculate printing in the style
of Arthur Button. Interior decoration may have
improved dramatically over the years, but
calligraphy has, alas, declined sadly. “Am I
mistaken, or did I see, in the corner of that
drawing dated 15.12.36, the initials WEG?”
GLASGOW TRAFFIC AND ROADS
After a quiet period SWK (Scotland) are
involved in a resurgence of highway planning
work for Strathclyde Regional Council,
including feasibility studies for the remaining
two sides of the Glasgow Inner Ring Road. The
existing north and west flanks of the ring road
are approaching their capacity for traffic, with
flows over the Kingston Bridge (on the west
flank) now exceeding 100,000 vehicles per day
making it one of the busiest sections of road in
Britain. Willard Dougall is leading the team
involved in traffic assignment work for the
remaining sections of the road, with team
membersJerome Munro and Allan Brown in
Glasgow, ably assisted from time to time by
Geoff French and Anna Axtmann in
Basingstoke.
An interesting and important fact thrown up by
recent research is that the accident rate on the
Glasgow motorways (0.097 injury accidents per
million vehicle miles) is less than one-half of the
national motorway rate and less than onetwentieth of the rate for city streets. SWK
(Scotland) like to think that this is a reflection
on their designs and not that Glaswegians are
the best drivers in Britain.

Tenders for a further section of the road system
(Dumbreck Road connection) designed by
SWK (Scotland) are now being prepared for a
contract start date in the Spring of 1979.
Advance contracts for consolidation of former
mine workings beneath the new road and for
construction of a new surface-water sewer in
rock tunnel will be complete before the main
road works commence.
JMB
THE AFRICAN CONNECTION
Henry Grace’s working party of International
Road Federation members investigating routes
between Europe and Africa had a plenary
session on 17th November in London to discuss
the draft report. As a result, corrections will be
made to the draft before it is circulated to the
governments of all African countries north of the
equator.

A study of links between the two continents was
proposed at the IRF’s third African highways
conference at Abidjan in November 1976, with a
view to producing a final report at the fourth
such conference to be held in Nairobi in January
1980. With the object of maximising trade
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dependent upon road haulage, the study will
enable the African governments to look at gaps
in the present road system. It will also help the
international lending agencies, like the World
Bank, to decide in which developing African
countries the funding of roads is going to have
the greatest benefit in stimulating the economy.
If the IRF study provides the catalyst for further
more-detailed studies in the 1980’s then it will
have succeeded.
Henry Grace, a director of IRF, was elected
chairman of the working party shortly after
Abidjan and he, in turn, appointed Peter Bentall
as secretary.
individuals,

Th

party comprises

three of

whom

the remainder engi
neers.
members, four from
Italy,
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are economists and

There are ten

France,

British

and one each from

has
chaired haifa dozen meetings in the past year,
one in Paris and the rest in London where SWK
have been hosts. Except for printing the report
(both in English and French) by IRF, the cost of
the study is being borne by the firms of those in
the working party.
Yugoslavia and

Morocco.

Mr. Grace

The map shows the four main corridors of trade
between the Mediterranean and equatorial
Africa and points to the need for including the
sea links, using roll on/roll off facilities, in the
roads study.

THE ROAD TO GRIM SBY
SWK are at present engaged on two jobs
associated with the town of Grimsby in south
Humberside.
The first, for which the client is the North
Eastern RCU, is a scheme to construct 22

kilometres of new dual carriageway between
Brigg and Grimsby. Having guided this schern
through its many report phases, together with
the public consultation process, SWK are now
responsible for its presentation at public
inquiry. The inquiry began on December 5th a
Ulceby, a small town near the line of the
proposed route. Evidence is being given by
Terry McDowell (road design and
environmental considerations) and Geoff Frenc
(traffic and economics). As most of the local

people seem to be in favour of the scheme, the
combatants are hoping for a quieter time than
their colleagues got at the Archway inquiry.

The second job, for Humberside County
Council, is a re-appraisal of the Grimsby
transport study that SWK undertook between
1969 and 1972. The purpose of the re-appraisal
is to examine in the light of recent events the

correct level of transport investment for the

Grirnsby area. The study is utilising as much as
possible of the data from the previous study and
is scheduled to be completed by March 1979.
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BRICK AND LIME PLANTS
Peter BloornJield & Company put out a press release in
English and Arabic on behalf of SWK on 10th
November. The Financial Times published the story on
20/li November.
Dr. Hamed Al-Riyami, chairman of
Construction Materials Industries Omani joint
Stock Company, has signed contracts in London
with German and British suppliers of plant and
equipment, to the total value of 6.5 million US
dollars, as the first step in setting up two
production plants for the supply of sand/lime
bricks, quicklime and hydrated lime in the
Sultanate of Oman.
Contracts will shortly be completed with a local
civil engineering contractor for the associated
civil works. Both the plants will be completed
and in production by the end of 1979 and will
provide a maximum output of 36 million
sand/lime bricks and 30,000 tons of quick-lime
and slaked lime per annum.
Ample evidence exists in the Gulf and
neghbouring states, particularly Kuwait, of the
need for high quality construction materials.
The establishment of these two production units
for brick and lime is only the first phase of
Construction Materials Industries’ development
plan. SWK are the consulting engineers
appointed by CMI and are responsible for the
whole development. Design work is mainly
being carried out in the Muscat office.
CAPITAL ROADS
On 2nd December 1977, S WKJ’figeria submitted to the
Federal Capital Development Authorityjive separate
prequali,Ilcation statements for various aspects of the
infrastructure of the new capital city: roads, airports,
mass transport, sewerage and water supply.
In October 1978, Ron Rakusen wrote from
Lagos in a family newsletter: Here our big job of
the future will be the roads design for the new
federal capital of Nigeria which will be a new
city to be built in the centre of the country like
Brasilia. To give you an idea of the size of things
out here the area of land designated as the
capital territory is as big as Wales. The roads
whrh we will be involved with are the main
access to the airport and the periphery roads.
These will start as dual carriageways but the
plans show that the end product will be on the,
scale of the parisian Boulevard Périphérique. So
we have quite ajob on hand.
CHARIVARI
Tony Ross, chief resident engineer at Kota
Kinabalu airport, wrote from Sabah on 18th
November that, after a period of exceptional
rainfall, earth-moving in the terminal area was
at last making progress, with the daily target
achieved for the first time that week. He
reported that piling, at the rate of 300 piles per
month using three rigs, was starting on 20th
November.
Tenders for the terminal building have been
received and a report on the tenders, including

analysis of separate bids for the electrical and
mechanical services, will be made in January.
*
*
John Gandy was elected to the Council of
British Consultants Bureau at the annual
general meeting on 25th October. There were
six candidates for the two vacancies for
engineers on the Council, the other one to
succeed being F. A. Sharman of Halcrows. B. H.
Lee of RMJM was elected to the only vacancy
for an architect. HRH The Duke of Gloucester
has recently accepted the office of President of
BCB and will be lunching with the Council next
month.
*
*
for
supervision of
been
appointed
havejust
SWK
the 250-kilometre Mizda-Shwarif road in Libya,
wrote Barry Page/from Tripoli on 27th September.
The contractor is the General National
Company for Road Construction, but the work
is being sub-contracted in its entirety to Société
Chimique Routiere et d’Entreprise Générale.
This brings the total of SWK-designed roads in
Libya now under construction to 950 kilometres,
the value being in the order of £195 million.
*
*
A sequel to the report in Today No. 12 on the opening of
the 17-kilometre Tuen A’Iun Road(stage one) on the 5th
ivIay 1978 was forwarded by SWK Hong Kong. I/is
taken from the Asian publication Contracting and
Construction Engineer.
Construction and Development Corporation of
the Philippines has won a HK$59 million (17
million) contract from the Hong Kong Public
Works Department. The contract is for a threelane second carriageway for the Tuen Mun
Road project, linking Tsun Wan to Sham
Tseng. The 5.28 kilometre road includes two
bridge and two viaducts with a combined length
of 1.16 kilometres. Completion is set for August
1981.
CDCP won the bid from stiff competition from
other overseas contractors, including the
Japanese. Kumagi-Gumi has recently
completed the first phase of the Tuen Mun
project (HK$260 million).
*
*
Another sequel to an opening ceremony: a letter of
app recia/i on from the Permanent Secretary, Federal
A’Iinistry qf Works and Housing, received by S WK
.lvIgeria on 28th September.
I am directed to inform you that His Excellency
the Head of the Federal Military Government
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces
Federal Republic of Nigeria has noted with
pleasure the successful design construction and
commissioning of the Lagos-Ibadan Expressway
on 18th August 1978 and has directed that his
personal appreciation be conveyed to you for
your part in this remarkable achievement.
I take this opportunity to also communicate to
you the gratitude of the Federal Commissioner
for Works and Housing and myself for the
achievement of this landmark in the history of
Highway Construction in Nigeria.
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Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partn&s

HONG KONG NOW THE
GREATEST

(

SWK partners and staff in the Hong
Kong firm have topped the 400 mark
and they are now the biggest body in
the SWK organisation, ten per cent
more than the Basingstoke firm.
These figures are taken from a census,
conducted by Alan Casebow, of the
SWK population world-wide as it
stood on 1st january 1979— Silver
Jubilee day. It was on 1st january
1954 that Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick &
Partnei’s (founded 1924) and Scott &
Wilson (founded in 1945) joined
forces. Is it significant that the
offspring took just 25 years to outgrow
the parent?

The category of staff in which Hong
Kong has expanded most since the
last census in May 1977 (reported in
Today. \. 8) is that of the young
graduate engineer who is not yet
chartered: a figure of 104, compared
with 106 in all other firms put
together. With 60 inspectors in Hong
Kong, there are more than the total in
all other branches of SWK.
The populatiois in Kenya and
Nigeria are neck and neck withjust
ver a ton each, and the numbers in
Nialawi, Libya and Scotland have all
increased. Greece has declined, but
not fallen like its Roman neighbour of
ancient times. The grand total is 1138,
compa red with 923 two years ago,
thus showing a growth rate of ten per
cent per annum.
At the new year there were 520
qualified engineers in the SWK
organisat ion, 241 administrative and
clerical staff and 377 other ranks.
Geographical totals were as follows:
Hong Kong
401
Basingstoke and London (including
branch and site offices of the UK
) at home and overseas,
1
partnershi
and Scott Houghton & Co)
366
Kenya (including Botswana)
104
Nigeria
103
Malawi
64
Scotland
44
Libya
27
Ghana
24
Greece
5
Total
1138

No.14

BARRAGE IS THE WORD - IN
FRENCH
SWK have been successful in
obtaining a foothold in another
French-speaking country of West
Africa, this time Senegal, following
the establishment of Bowbelski ‘s
brigade in Benin last year and earlier
labour substitution work in Chad.
The new appointment is for the
supervision of construction of the
(;uidel dam in the Casamance region
which lies to the south of Gambia, the
small Commonwealth territory which
runs east-west along the banks of the
River Gambia and almost divides
Senegal in half. Christopher Padfield
has been named as the resident
engineer and he expects to move out
on to site towards the end of this year
when the dam construction begins.
Christopher, who is getting married
before departing for Africa, is a
Cambridge scholar employed at
present in the soils section at
Basingstoke. He is fluent in Dutch as
well as French.
News of the success came on 19th
January in a personal telex from the
British Ambassador in Dakar, the
capital of Senegal, -whose
responsibilities also cover four other
neighbouring francophone countries,
including Guinea. The client for the
dam project is the Ministry of Rural
Works.
The I )akar embassy has been most
helpful to SWK ever since Ron
Rakusen first visited Senegal a year
ago. John Henley’s mission followed
last May and then, after Phil Green
became the partner for promotio1s in
francophone West Africa, there were
further visits in the autumn and in the
new year. ,John and Phil had a
meeting with the client abeut the
(;Lndel dam on 25th,January. John
hen proceeded on an exploratory visit
to Gu inca, whilst, 1500 miles east,
Phil followed a tour oft he ongoing
rural roads project in Ben in with an
expedition to Niamey, the capital of
Niger.
So SWK’s French endeavour goes
from strength to strength and, back in
Basingstoke, the language classes at
Wiggins Teape’s office and the
technical college continue apace with

26th March 1979

seven candidates (six boys and a
Pearl) sitting examinations in April or
,June. Courage mes enfants
AFRICAN ROAD MAINTENANCE
MANUAL
SWK have been commissioned by the
Transport and Road Research
Laboratory to write a guide to road
maintenance procedures in African
countries. The agreement was signed
last December and the job will span
the whole of 1979, with 11 manmonths work at Scott House and 2
man-months abroad. David Newell is
the project manager and he will draw
on the experience of various road
engineers in Africa, in particular
SWK associates Peter Erridge in
Kenya and Ron Viapree in Ghana.
The guide is intended for use by road
maintenance engineers at district
level. It will be a practical manual and
will include simple diagrams and
tables. The text will be concise and
limited to 30,000 words, equivalent to
eight issues of Today. The TRRL will
print the typescript submitted by
SWK and then publish the guide on
beha If of the Ministry of Overseas
Development as part of the UK
programme for the benefit of
developing countries in Africa.
Some of the subjects to be covered in
the guide are planimg, management
and organisation of maintenance as
applicable to earth, gravel and
bitumen roads; the roles of labourintensive and plant—intensive
operations; the effects of climate on
road deterioration; drainage; slope
stability and erosion; and bridge
ma i nt en a nec.
PNG HIGH ROAD
SWK Hong Kong have penetrated
another corner of South-East Asia,
namely Papua New (;iiinea the
furthest south and the furthest east
they have ever operated. As part of the
World Bank’s third Highlands
Highway project, SWK, in association
with Australian consultants Cardno &
l)avies, have been appointed as
engineers for the 138-km route
between Kassam Pass and I)aulo
Pass. The project involves detailed
engineering and contract documents
for the up-grading and sealing of the
existing road.
—

r

It was third time lucky in PNG
because the Hong Kong firm had
prepared two other proposals (one for
a road inventory and one for the
Togoba-Wapenamanda road
in the previous year
t) submission to the
improvemen
before
C & D’s
Department of Works and Supply at
the end of November 1978 proved
successful.

The Australian consultants have a
firm registered in PNG and an office
in the capital, Port Moresby. Six local
firms had been in competition.
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Mike Earwaker is project manager,
resident in Port Moresby, and in the
middle ofJanuary he was joined by
Kim Candler from Basingstoke who
will stay for about a year. A fortnight
after Kim went, Peter Webb also flew
out to PNG for a 3-month
appointment because the bridge
engineer nominated by C & D had
had a heart attack.
PNG, formerly an Australian Trust
Territory, became independent in
1978. It is twice the size of Britain but
with a population of less than three
million. The central range of
mountains which runs the whole
length of the mainland, reaches a
maximum elevation of over 15,000
feet. It is not yet known what heights
SWK are going to scale in this latest
enterprise.
DUNGENESS TEST
Douglas Thorp, S WK’s project directorfor
Dungeness B nuclear power station in Kent,
sent Today this most interesting report.
There was also an article on the subject in
.‘Vu Civil Engineer on 1st February by
John Dadson who had interviewed Douglas
on site the previous week.

Twelve years after completing the
design, I have just spent an arduous
week down at Dungeness supervising,
day and night, the proof pressure test
on the first prestressed concrete
pressure vessel, so that SWK may
certify to the licensing authority that
the vessel can be safely operated at its
design pressure of 478 psig.

U

The vessel is a cylinder with flat end
slabs 20 feet thick and walls 12 feet 6
inches thick. The internal diameter
and height are 65 feet 6 inches and 58
feet respectively. The vessel contains
the uranium dioxide fuel in stainless
steel cans located within the graphite
core and the boilers which will drive
the 660 MW turbo-alternator. It is
prestressed by 384 vertical tendons
and 582 horizontal tendons locked off
at about 800 tons each. These
statistics give some idea of the
magnitude of the potential energy
tnrd

The main test took four days with the
vessel pressurised in five stages up to a
maximum of 550 psig at a rate of
about 12 psig per hour. 259 vibrating
wire strain gauges were installed
within the concrete and these were
connected to a data logger which was
read at each stage. In addition, Demec
gauges were read to monitor
movement of a few significant cracks
in the tensile zones between the
anchorages, precise surveys were
made to establish deformations and a
manometer system (accurate to onethousandth of an inch) was read to
measure the critical deflection of the
top cap at its centre. All these results
were compared with those predicted
by the finite element analysis and I
had to satisfy the proof test committee
at each stage that vessel performance
was satisfactory and that it was safe to
increase pressure to the next stage.
The linear response of the vessel was
remarkably good and confirmed one’s
faith in elastic analysis as a tool for the
accurate prediction of concrete
behaviour under applied loading in
the short term when there are no
significant temperature effects. The
test was a great success, and has done
much to improve morale on a site
plagued by mechanical and electrical
problems and industrial disputes.
AIRFIELD IN THE DESERT
The Department of Civil Aviation in
the Libyan Ministry of
Communications has appointed SWK
as consultants for a new airfield at
Sarir. Ten years ago the firm carried
out a study for British Petroleum of an
airstrip in the same area. That was
SWK’s first venture into a country in
which such a major contribution has
subsequently been made to the roads
programme for the Ministry of
Communications.

Barry Paget, resident partner in
Tripoli since 1974, reported in a
memorandum dated 11th December
1978 that Sarir airfield was a design
project to which the Italian
consortium SALCOST had already
been appointed. SWK’s duties would
be to check the designs and thereafter
to supervise the construction. Barry
was looking for some assistance from
Basingstoke.
Sarir is situated about 250 kilometres
south ofjalo on theJalo to Kufra
road, the construction of which is now
being supervised by SWK. Sarir is the
centre of an oil-rich region, but desert
farming trials are also in progress with
a view to establishing an agricultural
industry like the one already operative
at the Kufra oasis. The new airfield
will therefore serve both oil and
agricultural interests.

The first phase of the project will
provide a runway capable of handling
B727s. This runway will be extended
later to accommodate wide-bodied
jets and a second cross-wind runway
will be built. No buildings are
included in SWK’s brief.
Peter lnnes, project manager in
Basingstoke who visited the site in
February, told Today that John
Woodward had moved across from the
J alo-Kufra road as senior resident
engineer designate for the airfield and,
pending the start of construction this
summer, was now engaged on site
investigations and location of
materials. Construction is due to be
completed in two years.
PICCADILLY OFFICE ROOF TO
BE RAISED
The head office of The Land
Securities Investment Trust Ltd, one
of SWK’s most important clients, is at
Devonshire House in Piccadilly
opposite The Ritz. Built in the early
20s, it comprises eight storeys above
9
1
ground and three basement levels.
Two underground lines, the Victoria
and the Piccadilly, pass beneath and
an entrance to Green Park station is in
one corner of the building.

Land Securities are planning a major
refurbishment of Devonshire House,
with simultaneous addition of two
new storeys, and have engaged SWK
as structural engineers. Because none
of the original drawings still exists, the
first task has been a structural survey
to establish the sizes of the steelwork
sections virtually all of which are
cased in concrete. The client has
provided SWK with an office on the
premises which has been a great asset
The survey began early in December
and, with the whole building occupied
in normal office hours, night working
was required, initially from 5.30 to 11
pm but then from 6 pm to 6 am. As
the job progressed it was decided that
a more satisfactory alternative would
be a 48-hour weekend shift from
Friday evening to Sunday evening and
this continued until phase one of
survey was completed at the
beginning of February.

4

Staffing ajob requiring such irregular
working hours caused project
ma nager l)avid Lyon considerable
problems and he had to reinforce his
own section with other engineers from
Bedford Square and Peter Tait and
Mike Nichol-Smith from Basingstoke.
He even persuaded project director
Douglas Thorp to join the lads on one
of the night shifts.
David told Today that there was a bit
of excitement over the Christmas
holidays when it was decided to

restart the survey on the night of 27th
December, with 50 men working on
the sixth floor: two SWK engineers
and the remainder contractor’s men
engaged on breaking concrete and
clearing away. The fact that the sixth
floor tenant is Buchanans, part of the
Distillers Group, and that they keep a
certain amount of their product on the
premises was the root of the trouble
when 40 bottles went astray. In the
event SWK were totally exonerated,
but there was no further work at
Devonshire House over Christmas.

r

Other tenants are BP Chemicals who
occupy six floors. During one
operation in their area, the dust sheets
covering a computer installation were
removed with rather more brawn than
brain and a lump of concrete landed
in the works. Once again SWK had to
pour some BP on troubled waters.
The conclusion of the structural
survey was that the existing
stanchions could not be strengthened
or extended to support two extra
floors and that four new concrete cores
would have to be constructed at the
corners of the internal light well for
this purpose. The intention now is to
provide a framework of steel
Vierendeel girders within the height of
the new ninth floor plant room. These
girders will span from core to core and
their bottom booms will cantilever to
support a new roof over the remainder
ofthe existing roof which will be
converted to an office floor.

(

NORTH WALES COAST
DEFENCES
eekly News published
7
The .A/orth Wales i4
the following item on 28th December 1978.
Atichael Belt is project managerfor SWK’s
contribution to the scheme and Cohn Holmes
has been working on thejob and visiting the
site periodically. Roger Weeks of Carlisle
has been commissioned to take aerial
photographs of a/I 54 ‘K coastal works
from Wallasey embankment westwards for
use in the forthcoming maritime brochure.
A £3.5 million coast protection
scheme along the coastline from
Penrhyn Bay to west of Llanfairfechan
was approved at Aberconwy Borough
Council on Thursday.
It is expected that the first 2-year
phase, estimated at £1 million, will
start early in the next financial year.
This will consist of repairs to sea walls
at both Llandudno shores and the
Marine Walk, Conwy; groynes to
retain sand and keep beach levels; and
protection for dunes between West
Shore and Deganwy, and at Conwy
Morfa beach.
Aberconwy Council decided last year
to investigate the coastal defence.

In their report earlier in the year, the
consultant engineering firm of Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners,
Basingstoke, made recommendations
to the council and are preparing
detailed proposals for approval of the
10-year scheme by the Welsh Office,
who have agreed to it in principle.
IKERE GORGE DAM
The artist’s impression above shows
the proposed Ikere Gorge dam in
central western Nigeria. The dam was
originally planned to be for water
supply purposes only, and was much
lower. However, sites with large
storage volumes and requiring
relatively short dams are rare in
Nigeria. This gorge, being formed
where the River Ogun cuts through a
line of quartzite hills, affords the
opportunity to make a substantial lake
of about 1,100 million cubic metres
capacity Accordingly, discussion
between SWK, the Water
Corporation of Oyo State and the
Ogun-Oshun River Basin Authority
led to a conjunctive use scheme
maximising the use of the site. It is
now proposed that the lake will supply
treated water to a population of
566,000, over an area of 7,600 square
kilometres. and provide for irrigation
downstream. The plan is also to
develop a smallamount of hydro
electric power for use either by the
water treatment complex, or by the
local towns through a two-way link
with the Nigerian Electric Power
Authority’s distribution system.
In order to maximise the use of the
site, a main dam with a low saddle
dam is now planned. The main dam is
to be about 54 metres high above river

bed, 580 metres long and is to have a
central clay core, with upstream and
downstream filters, and flanks using
low-grade and high-grade rockfill. For
diversion, the dam will be allowed to
overtop, necessitating a steelreinforced downstream toe. The
offtake tower will have completely
separate, duplicate systems for water
supply and for irrigation or hydro
power. Irrigation releases will be
controlled by two fixed cone valves,
and the power station will have two
horizontal Frances turbines of about
2.2 .\‘IW each. The spillway, currently
being modelled by the Hydraulics
Research Station, is designed for
2,500 cumecs.
The saddle dam, two kilometres north
west of the main dam, is to be about
1,500 metres long and 9.5 metres high.
It will be constructed of residual soils,
with a central fusible plug, and is
designed to take floods of at least
5,600 cumecs in conjunction with the
main spillway. Only about nine
months (including time for
investigations) elapsed between the
decision to adopt a high dam and
submission of the completed
documents to the clients. The design
is being carried out by SWK in
Ba s i ngst oke.
JES
THE MIGHTY PEN
Judging by what has already been
said and written by SWK authors,
1979 is going to be a bumper year for
papers and articles in the press, with
no less than six items to be published
in the next month or two. On 12th
January Reg Ready gave a lecture on
Coutts Bank at a Constrado seminar
and the editor of Buildini with Steel has

used keg’s notes as the basis of a
forthcoming article. Jack Forrest, the
partner of architect Frederick Cibberd
responsible for the building in the
Strand which retains the historic Nash
facade, has obtained the necessary
clearance from the Bank for the
article.
Peter I nnes travelled to Washington to
(It’! ncr a paper on International air/flirt
(Iel’elo/)men/ in lfria of which he Was
joint author with Bill Sterling. The
occasion was the 58th annual meeting
of the United States Transportation
Research Board held from 15th to
I 9th Ja nuarv. On his return to
Basingstoke. Peter passed a copy of
his paper to Professor Norman
Ashford of Loughborough University
of’l’echnologv who had attended the
conference to report the proceedings
for .-l i r/uirls Internal ional.
.

As a result of a close association with
Derek Pates’, editor of Ground
’, throughout last year, two
’imerin
1,
En
articles acknowledging S\VK are
about to appear in his monthly
journal. There is to be a piece by
C:hris Pitt (now employed by
contractors I3alfour Beatty) on the
Stafford inner relief road and another
by l’im 1-lunt on geotechnical aspects
of road works in Libya, for which the
galleys had to he sent to Hong Kong
for checking b’ the author.
An apparent lv more esoteric text was
submitted to Cargo Systems by Philip
Parr’ on 1st N larch, the title being
lion’ ca,i container teniiiual o/eralors
pre/lare/or I/ic future?’ [‘he blurb at the
beginning explains all.
The author of this article has recently s/en1
six mon//is /oo zag into the future of I ‘A’
an/az ncr lermi na/s si’rei ng the deep—sea
trade. In t/iz article the results oft/its
lode are 0.1 u/to suggest sonic o int.s 1/ia!
viz/a met terminal operators ought to be
,net’t the demands of the
19/mO.z The ar/ole goes on to un/dy that the
era 0/1/u’ straddle carrier is not necessarily
01cr.
considem 101,’ /0
.

Philip’s article is a companion to
a not her b’ Ken I )aly, dealing with
opt—rat nina! adva ntages of straddle
carriers, and the intent ion is that both
should be published in the same issue
of (.irqo .Sy,mtenic.
Finally, Philip Abbott, editor of (‘miii
Engineering and another good friend of
SWK, requested an article on working
in the Middle East written from the
consultant’s viewpoint. Richard
Parker volunteered to fill the bill by
drawing on his recent experience as
SW K’s regional manager based in the
Sultanate of Oman. Publication is
expected in April or May.

HONG KONG REVIEW
(In /2//i January 1979 1 ‘ic/or Lau’/i’y iz’rote
a comb re/ienm i ic /etler to Today rez ‘zen ‘i
the ,hast year in hong A’ong ,.‘l pr/is of t/ii.i
follows, omit/i ni,’ some i/cots of soci of nen
which haze been prissed to the editors of
Pooh/ad.
SV K F long Kong were awarded
sixteen definite jobs during 1978.
Some oft hese have been report ccl in
this and I i revious issues of Today,
namely PNG roads (No 14), Cross—
Harbour ‘l’unnel capacity study (No
12), FIAECO hangar extension (No
12) a nil geot ech nical checking of
slopes (No 1 1). ‘[‘he more notable
amongst the remainder, with
consulta ncy fees exceecli ng 800,000
1-I K dollars or construction costs
exceeding i wenty mu lion, were
various site investigations anti
foundation design reviews for the
1-long Kong I-lousing Authority; a
mufti-storev warehouse for N lodern
Terminals Limited; and a godown for
San Nliguel Brewery Limited at
Shatin.
During the last ‘ear the second stages
of both ‘l’suen \\an bypass and Tuen
Mon road, to which SWK hail
p1ev iou sly been a pw i nt ccl by the
Public Works Department, advanced
to design and construction. The
construction costs of these two
prjects together exceed 400 million
ilK dollars.
‘[‘he Tsuen Van office continued
working on the design and
supervision—in—chief oft he
infrastructure for the two new towns
in the New Territories, whilst the
Ocean Centre and Star House offices
handled the rest of the work including
the airport road tunnel and Taikoo
dockyard redevelopment.
‘[‘he move To the new headquarters in
Ocean Centre was recorded in Tm/oy
No 12, together with Stanley Elliott’s
comment on the loss of the fine view of
he harbour which he had enjoyed
from his office previously. \‘ictor
Lawley reports that/he t/a//now have
ii view, as well as central a ir—
conditioning and less distance to walk
between design sections, the partners’
offices and the administrative wing.

Whilst the soils laboratory wits moved
to ‘l’s ue n Wa n, an office was ret a i ned
at Star F louse for the sepa rate team
working with the Buildings Ordinance
Office on geotechnical checking. ‘l’his,
together with site invest igat ions,
c’oiies tinder the control of zisSoci;Itc
Vincent ( han. Ric:hzirrl I )enwn— ox
moved f’rom ‘Esuen \Va n to Ocean
( lentre as the associate responsible for
roads a nil bri if ges, ma ri 1W I ro) cc is
and some work for pi’i1tt’ (:1 ieflts.
Scott Floughton & Company also ook
some space in Ocean Centre, adjacent
to SWK, to set up their own F long
Kong branch.
CHARIVARI
Since Gordon Forrest’s report in
Today No 12 there have been
developments with the £16—million
Stockshridge bypass which forms the
eastern end of the Manchester to
Sheffield i’oLite, The job has now
been extended to include highway
design as well as traffic studies and is
being handled at Scott House by
project manager Peter Knowles.
Peter has just returned from a tour of
N Ia lawi as chief resident engineer is
1 i longwe airport, before which he
spent lou r years in the Stockport
office, from the time when the
original N lanchester/Sheffield study
began and hopes were high for a £70
million motorway.
*

*

‘l’lw public appeal for funds for the
first phase of the Royal Opera House
development was i’ecently launched
by I’l,R,H. the Prince of Wales.
SWK have been associated with the
(;Nl \V Part nership over the past
twelve ‘ears in preparing various
schemes for the project. The present
scheme closely follows the original
Barry style ol architecture and
provides, in the first phase, new
changing facilities for the opera
company and rehearsal St udios for
the opera and ballet compa nies and
the chorus, at a total of £7.8 million,
Project manager Chris Sketchlev
hopes to begin working drawings in
April for a start on site towards the
end of the year.

Today
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners
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FLYING CARPET SURVEY
SWK’s Planning Division has just won its
biggest overseasjob since the transport survey
of Bangladesh was completed overJlve years
ago. The job is the comprehensive
transportation study and area traffic control
for the city of Baghdad, and the Planning
Ministry confirmed the S WK appointment
b ‘ex on 23rd June. Project director
;ice Watson’s departure to sign the
ract is now imminent.
The Bangladesh study, at its peak, involved
thirty ex-patriates, but these were drawn
from both SWK and EJU. The March 1979
addendum to the SWK proposal submitted in
October 1978 to the Municipality of
Baghdad shows eleven ex-patriates resident
in Iraq, providing 248 man-months over a
period of three years. Ron Rakusen, until the
beginning of this month SWK resident
associate in Lagos, was named as project
manager in the proposal.
At the time of the appointment Maurice
Watson wrote.
At a time when there is a general
embargo on the purchase of British
goods or services costing more than
£33,000, SWK have won a £2 million
commission to solve the traffic
problems of Baghdad, capital of Iraq.
l dad already has streets
( ,ested with buses, cars, taxis,
hbrse and donkey carts, hand carts
and pedestrians. Its oil wealth and
increasing population will cause a
large increase in traffic in the city of
four million inhabitants.
The firm will have two major tasks in
their three-year project:
(1) To provide recommendations for
the solution of the existing traffic
problems by improved traffic
management, junction design and
computerised area traffic control;
and
(2) to produce a medium-term plan
for the future transport system
covering rail, bus, water and road
transport services.
The work will, in many ways, be
similar to the planning carried out by
SWK in Glasgow which started
almost 20 years ago. That plan is now
well on its way to fruition.
(Since MW made this statement the
embargo on buying British in Iraq has
in fact been lifted: Editors.)
-
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JOHN KEITH MAXWELL
HENRY 1916-1979
Today regrets having to record
that John Henry died early in
March after some weeks in
hospital. The funeral took place at
the parish church, Old Woking,
on 14th March and was attended
by a large number of past and
present members of SWK,
including Henry Grace, C G
Sang, G MJ Williams, FW
Spencer, A S McDermott, JJ
Gandy, D E Thorp, WA D
Sterling, K W Innes, C Y Hsiung,
R A Bond, J M Cullen, Louis
Rikker, S W Greenland, C B
Paget, M C Johnson, D A Flint, R
FT McDowell, P H Bentall, W M
Hopkins, F S Matthews and
Harry Pooley. Mr Grace delivered
the panegyric and all expressed
condolences to the three Henry
sons.
After his service in the RAF, Mr
Henry joined Sir Cyril
Kirkpatrick & Partners in 1947,
and the following year Scott &
Wilson’s office in Nyasaland,
where he remained until 1952
before moving to Hong Kong. In
1955 he became SWK’s resident
partner in Hong Kong. On
returning to the UK partnership
in 1960 Mr Henry became an
associate, and then partner in
1966. A full obituary will be
published in Pontifact.
—

TENDERS IN FOR NIGERIAN
DAM
Tenders for the Ikere Gorge dam in
Oyo State closed on 9thJuly and a
three-week assessment and report by
SWK to the Ogun-Oshun River Basin
Development Authority is now in
progress at Basingstoke. The fouryear construction contract will be
awarded at the beginning of
September and the client is hopeful of
an early start to the works about
October. John Smith, project
manager for the dam, who wrote a
description of it for the last issue of
Today, said that the 54-metre high
dam had been designed entirely at
Scott House on behalf of SWK Nigeria
and that 17 sets of tender documents

20th July 1979

had been issued to an invited list of
contractors. SWK hope that before
the end of the year, the Oyo State
Water Corporation will authorise the
call for tender for the New Iseyin and
Oke Iho/Iganna/Ilero water supply
scheme associated with the Ikere
Gorge dam. John Maidment at Seal
House is the overall manager for the
two-client project in which the water
corporation will be the first to benefit
from the dam built by the Ogun
Oshun authority.

NEW LAND FOR OIL TANKS
Supervision of a £1.5 million land
reclamation contract at the Nigg oil
terminal is the first majorjob given to
SWK (Scotland) by the Cromarty
Port Authority, in this case acting on
behalf of a consortium developing the
Beatrice oil field. Principal partner in
the consortium is the British National
Oil Corporation.
Reclamation of 31 hectares of
Cromarty Firth, requiring one million
cubic metres of sand fill with a rock
bund around the perimeter, began at
the end of March and is planned for
completion by the end of August. The
new land is destined to accommodate
two 100-metre diameter tanks, for
storage of crude oil, together with
ancillary works. The tank farm will be
at the end of a pipeline from the
Beatrice field and an adjacent deepwater jetty is planned for the loading
of tankers. The area where the two
tanks will sit is being surcharged with
a depth of sand equivalent to the
ultimate load, as part of the SWK
supervised contract for which the
main contractors are Costain
[Ilankevoort (UK) Dredging
Company Limited, commonly known
as Cobla.
Chief resident engineer on site at Nigg
is Lance Dodd who retired to the
remote and peaceful village of Mansell
Lacy in Herefordshire over a year ago,
only to be winkled out of retirement
for another season of active service this
spring. Curiously enough, after almost
20 years on the SWK site supervision
circuit from Shell Centre to
Herefordshire to Cheshire to Hong
Kong to Westmorland and back to
Hong Kong again, Lance’s last

appointment before retirement was
with consultants Crouch & Hogg on
highways in the highlands around
Inverness, only a few miles across the
Moray Firth from his new location.
Lance has, as assistants, Ron Hunter
and geotechnical engineer Richard
Fobiasiewicz, the latter from distant
Scott House where there was great
enthusiasm for getting a slice of the
action in a field in which, hitherto, the
SWK experience has been exclusively
in Hong Kong.
Project directorJohn Cullen, named
in the contract documents as “the
engineer, with George Baillie as his
deputy, told Today (on 5th July) that it
was a most interestingjob but it made
life hectic: he had done the 300-mile
round trip from Glasgow to Nigg and
hack three times in the past ten days.

r

L)RAIN BRAINS
‘l’he main conference room at Scott
[louse became a classroom during the
first four days of May when a course
on drainage for senior highway
engineers from Eastern Europe began.
The gospel spirit of teaching all
nations came down upon instructors
‘Ferry McDowell, Roy Goodman and
l)on Breakey when they heard that
there was to be one pupil from each of
seven countries Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania,
Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey.
However all the visitors spoke good
English and, in fact, not all were
present at the beginning because of
visa troubles.
[‘he sponsors for the course were the
Linited Nations Development
Programme and the reason why SWK
were chosen as teachers was that the
firm had been cultivating an interest
in the UNDP’s trans-european
motorway since the early days of
‘Vodek Prylinski ‘s promotions in
Poland, where UNDP has its central
office for the project. (Readers of
Today No. 8 will remember that Wodek
and Jimmy James attended a highway
conference in Krakow in November
1977 and that the first version of the
Keswick audio-visual programme to
be presented to the public had its
commentary in Polish.) The proposed
route of the 25 billion dollar trans
european motorway, planned for
completion in 1990, passes through
ten countries, the seven represented at
the SWK drainage course, plus
Austria, Yugoslavia and Italy.
At the end of the first week the course
divided for study tours of roads under
construction. Two went to Italy, two
to Sweden, and the Turk, the Greek
and the Hungarian spent the weekend
sightseeing with the McDowell family.
Then, after the May-day
—

on his knees and about to send out a
Mayday signal, Roy took command of
a tour of sites in the LK, including the
M25 in Surrey, theM II in
Hertfordshire and the various lengths
of motorway on South Humberside.
The tour finished with the Glasgow
urban motorways where Don Breakey
rejoined the party.
On 14th May the whole course
reassembled at 53 Bedford Square for
a concluding workshop. This took the
form of a discussion to obtain a
consensus of opinions on the
minimum standards of drainage
which ought to be achieved
throughout the length of the trans
european motorway.
Recommendations for standardising
all aspects of design are required
because, when the detailed
engineering begins, each country will
be responsible for its own length of the
motorway. The course broke up at
lunchtime on the Wednesday and, by
the end of the week, Terry and Roy,
now joined b’ Mr. Cerny from the
project central office, had put together
a report, under the S\VK banner, to
the American project manager at
UNDP in Warsaw.
Terry told Today that the course had
been an unusual and well worthwhile
experience, and that he hoped UNI)P
would regard it as a pilot scheme for
further SWK seminars on other
aspects of highway engineering.
DOUBLE THE MONEY
Following the report on Mombasa
water supply in Today IVo. /3, chief
resident engineer Ken Wigmore wrote
to the editors on 5th March saying
that the cost of the scheme was about
1,,. ç,,,,,.,.

,,.,

this paper. Ken vent on to say “the
scheme progresses well with the main
pipeline from the treatment plant to
Mombasa about 85% complete;
subsidiary pipelines, tanks and
reservoirs substantially complete; and
completion of the treatment plant
expected towards tire end of the year”.
He then explained that delays with
the stilling basin across the Sabaki
River due to design modifications had
resulted in the need for a temporary
river intake to feed the raw water
pumping station now substantially
completed. Finally, he mentioned
several more contracts to be let,
mainly relating to distribution
systems in Mombasa and points
north.
The photograph of presettlement
tanks at Baricho treatment works was
taken by Henk Snoek of London at the
beginning of March.

NORTH WALES COASTAL
WORK
Problems associated with a prime
holiday and tourist area established
on an eroding coastline were
highlighted in a report on
Aberconwy ‘s coast protection
prepared in late 1977 by SWK.
In the past the North Wales beaches
were nourished partly by sediment
from rivers such as the Conwy and
partly by material from marine
erosion of banks of glacial drift. The
rivers remain active. Some of the drift
banks have been exhausted and many
of the remainder have never been built
upon, leading inevitably to the
erection of sea walls to protect
development. The result, in several
sectors of the Borough’s 20km of

:.

exposed coastline, has been beach
depletion and consequent increasing
severity of wave action upon the sea
defences.
The most advanced case of
deterioration is at Penrhyn Bay where
halting the natural erosion process to
Protect developed land is resulting in
the transformation of what was once a
line sandy beach into a carpet of
boulders. The beach is backed by a
concrete sea wall which is now subject
to much heavier wave attack than it
was when built in 1954.
Fortunately the main beaches and sea
walls at Llandudno and further west
are established on more stable
alignments, but the same cycle of
development/protection/foreshore
depletion is now starting to become
ificant. SWK’s report highlighted
r belief that any future
.velopment upon and subsequent
protection of the remaining
unprotected drift banks could further
hasten the present trend of beach
depletion, thus advancing the need for
costly remedial measures if property is
to be protected and amenities
maintained at an acceptable level.
1977 storms
Shortly before the report was
presented, the Irish Sea coasts were
subjected to the ferocious storms and
surges which coincided with the high
spring tides in November 1977.
Overtopping of a wave wall at
Llandudno led to flooding in the town
and inevitably the sea found some
weak spots in the older sea-walls. On
the whole, Aberconwy fared better
that week than did many coastal areas
in North Wales and North-West
land, but with the incidence of
:h ‘exceptional’ storms apparently
increasing in recent years there
seemed few grounds for complacency.
Aberconwy then set about putting in
hand a programme of work aimed at
bringing the protection up to a
uniformly acceptable standard within
ten years. The initial four contracts, to
run within the first two years, have
now been prepared by SWK.
Much of the work in the initial stage is
small-scale and unobtrusive, with
permeable timber revetments
designed to help build up and stabilise
shingle beach crests, timber groynes,
dune planting and redesigned public
access paths, all making as little
environmental impact as possible.
Stepped revetments worn down by sea
action are to be faced with reinforced
gunite.
At Llanfairfechan the beach is stable,
but kept artificially high by timber
groynes to protect the concrete sea
wall. In the event of a groyne being
washed out, as happened during the
1977 storms, the beach immediately

(

drops and the wall is at risk. This
time, for use along the most
vulnerable length, SWK have
designed concrete groynes which are
unusual in being stepped on the
down-drift face to reduce scour
channel formation and improve access
along the beach, as well as to provide
maximum stability. The top steps are
curtailed progressively down the
beach slope to minimise both end
scour and visual impact.
Timber revetment
At Penrhyn Bay the problem is more
severe; fines are progressively washed
out of the glacial till material which
forms the beach and are carried away.
There is little longshore drift or
natural material supply, so groynes
are of relatively slight effect. SWK
have therefore devised a timber
revetment in the form of open steps to
be installed some 30 metres down the
beach. These steps will retain a
mound of large rubble and a shelf of
smaller material behind. The function
of this system is to induce the larger
waves to break on to the shelf before
they reach the sea wall and to absorb
their energy so that foreshore erosion
is reduced and the life of the wall
prolonged. The design is somewhat
innovative; therefore only a short
length is being installed at this stage,
across an isolated pocket which
develops each winter. Beach
behaviour will then be carefully
monitored for a period before any
larger scale recommendation is made
for the main vulnerable length.
In addition to the coast protection
work being undertaken by SWK’s
maritime section in Basingstoke,
Aberconwy Borough Council has
engaged SWK to report upon, and
now to engineer, repairs to retaining
walls and other necessary work on the
Marine Drive at Liandudno, a cliff
hanging road encircling Great Orme’s
Head. This work is being handled by
John Stitton from his base in
Stockport and JoIm Smith and Steve
Handley in Basingstoke.MNB
ENGINEERING SERVICES IN
HONG KONG
Under the new management of
Gordon Marsh, who arrived in Hong
Kong inJanuary 1979, the branch
office of Scott Houghton & Company
is flourishing. The most exciting
project in hand there is the design of
the ventilation and all other services
for the upgraded cross-harbour tunnel
in whatever form. Readers of Today
.Vo. 12 last September will recall that
two possible solutions to the
overcrowding of the mile-long tunnel,
then carrying 72,000 vehicles per day,
were the laying of a third two-lane
tube or the double-decking of one lane

in each of the two existing tubes. Prof.
I)enis Houghton will again be
involved in wind-tunnel tests at the
Royal Military College of Science, just
as he was with a model of Hong Kong
airport road tunnel when investigating
air flow distribution and vehicle
resistance.
Other projects being carried out in
SHC’s self-contained offices on the
17th floor at Ocean Centre include
work for the San Miguel Brewery in
the private sector and on water
pumping stations for government.
SHC are in the swim being such close
neighbours to both SWK Hong Kong
and SWK International, and London
director Louis Rikker told Today what
an inspiration the former has been to
SHC and how much good will his firm
has enjoyed from the Hong Kong
partners. Geoff Sizer, who had a
daughter born in Hong Kong earlier
this year, and bachelor Ken Pullen are
the other expatriate members of the
SHC staff at Ocean Centre. Louis
Rikker hasjust visited Hong Kong
and said before his departure that he
hoped to be involved with SWK there
in assisting a Philippines contractor
with the design of a large water
treatment plant in Manila.
Overseas airports
With the closure of their branch office
in Oman, all other activity of SHC is
based at Bedford Square where two
resident engineers (mechanical and
electrical) have been despatched to
overseas airports this year. First to go
was Ken Emberson to supervise the
services in the latest terminal
buildings at Doha airport on the
Arabian Gulf. Then, on lothJuly,
Ken Hedges departed for Lilongwe
International Airport where services
are being provided for a multitude of
buildings (including cargo,
international catering, fire station,
etc.) in the terminal area of an original
development to serve the ne%’ capital
of Nlalawi. Design of the electrical
distribution systems for the airports
was completed by Frank Finch who
joined SHC in October 1978. “My
efficient secretary, Rita Tanne,
completes the staff,” said Louis.
However, I must also pay tribute to
our late company secretary, Tony
Martin, who did a great job for us and
we look forward to his replacement.”

CHARIVAR1
.“vlaurice \Vatson has been elected to
the committee of the British
Consultants Bureau’s transportation
sector group. He is also SWK’s
representative for the Middle East
group. BCB runs 15 working groups
for different regions and disciplines.

Structural work on the £12 million,
31 5-bedroom Orbis Hotel at Gdynia
in Poland is now substantially
completed, according to John Sims
who visited the site from 18th to 22nd
June. The structure comprises 11
bedroom floors over a podium. The
hotel should be open next summer on
completion of Cementation
International’s contract which began
in March 1978. Resident engineer
Mike Slinn, seconded to Cementation,
expects to remain in Poland if other
promotions by the same British team
now engaged on the Orbis Hotel are
successful.
*

*

The runway at Stanstead airport is
being resurfaced by British Airports
Authority this summer. An SWK
team headed by Ted Purver has been
seconded to supervise construction.
*

*

HRH the Prince of Wales opened the
European centre for medium range
weather forecasts at Reading on 1 5th
June, 1979. Now installed there,
according to New Civil Engineer, is the
world’s fastest computer, Cray 1 (which)
will allow reliable weatherforecasts to be
made ten days ahead by the end of this year,
compared with current two to three day
forecasts. The SWK connection? Back
in 1976 the firm won a contract,
against stiff competition from
Europeans and Americans, for the
development of a software system for
the automatic drawing of isobars to be
used in computer-aided medium
range weather forecasting. SWK’s
task was completed some time ago
and the system had already proved its
value at a temporary centre provided
by the local authority before transfer
to the new weather centre.

MONICO COMPLETION
Douglas Thorp had a long chat with
Prince Philip at the recent opening of
the Denman Street flats for which
SWK were structural engineers. The
firm has been concerned with various
schemes for the so-called Monico
development over the past 20 years. in
fact Stan Coulson, the clerk of works
on the final scheme, was actually
present on site for a few days back in

1961 at the time when a much more
grandiose development was suddenly
axed. In the event, SWK were
involved in the refurbishment of
various old buildings on the Piccadilly
Circus site and then finally with the
Denman Street Hats.
In addition to Douglas and Stan,
project manager Brian Lake was also
present at the opening ceremony and
afterwards handed to Today the
following press information released
by the WPHT Housing Association.
“HRH the Duke of Edinburgh opened
18 self-contained bed-sitter Hats at
I)enman Street, Piccadilly Circus, on
Z2nd May 1979 at a reception
arranged to celebrate the completion
of the scheme and the 10th
anniversary of the formation of
i Association.
WPHT

The development, on the Old Monico
site in Piccadilly Circus, was
undertaken jointly by The Land
Securities Investment Trust Limited
and WPHT Housing Association. T
scheme consists of street-level shop
with Hats above on three floors. The
evening reception was held on the
landscaped terrace which is
overlooked by the Hats and which will,
when the plants and shrubs mature,
become an oasis of quiet in the heart
of the metropolis.
The scheme was designed by the
architectural firm of SirJohn Burnet
Tait & Partners. Trollope & CoIls
Limited, a member of the UK
Building l)ivision of Trafalgar House,
were the main contractors and the
company generously paid for the
terrace reception.”

Today
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners
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PIPELINE FROM SCOTLAND
SWK (Scotland), with assistance from
Scott House, have completed a
geomorphological survey for a
proposed 170-kilometre gas pipeline
between Coldstream on the Scottish
border and Bishop Auckland in
County Durham. The appointment
was made in July 1979 and the final
report was submitted to the British
Gas Corporation’s regional office at
Newcastle-upon-Tyne at the end of
October.
The job was essentially a desk study
but began with an aerial survey by
BKS to produce photographs of the
route at a scale of one in ten thousand.
Steve Handsley, an engineering
geologist at Basingstoke, interpretated
these aerial photographs. Factors
considered in the survey included
geology, topography, land-use and
mining operations both past and
present.
Project manager Jim Cocksedge told
Today that one of the most interesting
features of the job was the assessment
of archaeological remains along the
pipeline. For this purpose, Jim
discovered Peter Clack at Durham
University, who subsequently
reported 261 sites of potential interest
en route, including, of course,
Hadrian’s Wall and other remains
spanning in time from Palaeolithic to
the Middle Ages.
SCOTT WINS KIRKPATRICK
Andy Scott, formerly in the water
section at Seal House, has won the Sir
Cyril Kirkpatrick Fellowship for
1979/80 and started a post-graduate
course in public health and water
resources engineering at Imperial
College, London. By coincidence, the
winners of the other two named
fellowships this year, J T Grant
(Scott) and DJ Monteith (Wilson),
have also embarked on MSc courses at
Imperial College, in structural steel
design and concrete structures,
respectively.
The SWK fellowships are awarded
annually, if there are suitable
candidates, and, as general rule
(although there is one exception this
year), they relate to courses in the
fields of specialisation of the three
founders: W L Scott structures,
—
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Guthiac Wilson geotechnical
engineering, and Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick
civil engineering.
Staff Services told Today that M L
Chalmers had just started a maritime
engineering course at the University of
Manchester, financed by the Hong
Kong partnership.
—

—

ADB JOB IN SRI LANKA
Apart from supplying individual
specialists to go on short-term
missions, SWK had never worked for
the Asian Development Bank until a
proposal, dated 22nd June 1979, frr
consultancy services in Sri Lanka
proved successful. As a result SWK, in
association with the Economist
Intelligence Unit, were appointed to
assess a proposed 360-kilometre road
network for a priority area of the
Mahaweli development scheme “with
a view to formulating a suitable
project for possible financing by the
Bank”. SWK had never worked in Sri
Lanka (formerly Ceylon) before.
Eight man-months of the consultants’
time is involved and project manager
Ron Viapree returns to UK today,
after eleven weeks in Sri Lanka, to
complete the draft report which is due
at the beginning of next month. The
EIU fielded, for this project, a long
standing associate of SWK in the
person of R A W Smith. He too has
just returned. The third member of
the team, bridges engineer David
Williams, went to Sri Lanka on 10th
September and spent a month there.
After his return to Scott House, David
told Today of the enormous
agricultural area for which the
Mahaweli Development Board was
responsible and of the great
importance attached to the scheme by
eeryone on the island who thinks of
his future economic prosperity.
Rather like North Sea oil to the Brits?
TWO HANGARS FOR THE NAVY
On 10th October SWK’s appointment
for a £4 million development of the
south dispersal area at the Royal
Naval Air Station, Yeovilton, was
confirmed. Yeovilton is near Ilchester
in Somerset, 80 miles straight down
the A30 from Basingstoke. The client
is the Directorate of Defence Services
II of the Property Services Agency,
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based at Whitgift Centre, and SWK’s
associated consultants are architects
Pascall & Watson and engineers
Kennedy & Donkin. It is the first time
the firm has worked for this particular
directorate of PSA and the first
association with Pascall & Watson.
Kennedy & Donkin have provided
mechanical and electrical services for
various SWK-designed projects over
the years, notably and most recently
at Mombasa airport.
The main task at Yeovilton is the
design of two hangars, each 5000
square metres on plan, capable of
opening on all sides and rather similar
to the two hangars in structural
steelwork at Sumburgh in the
Shetlands for BA helicopters. New
ancillary buildings are also required
in the south dispersal area.
SWK have a co-ordination role to play
in stage one, which comprises civil
works designed by the PSA. Stage
two, the design of buildings, will begin
in earnest at Scott House in the New
Year, as soon as the proposals for
accommodation have been approved
by the Royal Navy. The job has to be
completed in time to hand over all the
designs to the quantity surveyors in
July 1980. That will mark the end of
SWK’s engagement and construction
will begin on site in April 1981,
according to project manager Jim
Ambridge.
EUROPEAN FUNDED WORK IN
AFRICA
The appointment of SWK as
consulting engineers, financed by the
European Development Fund, for a
road supervision project in Zaire
would be claimed as another double
first new client/new country, like the
ADB financedjob in Sri Lanka
reported elsewhere in Today but for
the fact that SWK Malawi landed an
EDFjob on their own home ground in
August this year.
The road construction to be
supervised will be between Musenge
and Biruwe in a remote eastern corner
of Zaire a thousand miles from the
capital Kinshasha. To negotiate the
consultants’ contract Stan Greenland
went from Lagos to Kinshasha where
he was joined by Chris Padfield from
Basingstoke, who travelled on the 19th
—

—

September and was away about ten
days. Like the firm’s work in the
Republic of Benin, every aspect of the
job in Zaire (formerly Belgian Congo)
is being conducted in French. One
reason for Chris’s involvement is his
francophone capability and he is now
back in Zaire (having travelled via
Benin to help Michael Bell with a
maritime proposal in French) where
he was joined on 7th November by
Alan Brookes and Phil Howell from
Scott House.
The task of the trio now in Zaire is a
six man-month appraisal of the road
design on which a draft report has to
be prepared by Christmas. The main
part of SWK’s commitment will be
102 man-months of supervision of
construction which is due to begin
early next year.
The EDFjob in Malawi is for the
provision of infrastructure for a new
industrial area in Blantyre. SWK had
previously been involved with the first
two phases of this development, but,
with all the orginal sites taken, there is
now an urgent need for further sites.
The present project will provide a
total of 40 serviced sites in an overall
area of 60 hectares on the Chileka
road. Railway sidings will be
constructed to nine of the sites.
Resident partner Willie Scott, in a
telex to Today on 2nd November,
concluded his information with the
fact that “the brief includes an
economic input to assess demand and
to ascertain if the work can be
phased”.
OXFAME FOR PETER
From The Basingstoke Gazette
30th October 1979
A Popley man has been given three
months’leave by his firm Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners, of
Basing View to go to Malaysia to
assist in the building of camps for
refugees.
He is Mr Peter Guthrie, a civil
engineer, of Tobago Close, Popley
North, who, for some time, has been
on the Oxfam disaster list as one
ready to help in an emergency. He left
England on October 15 to go to
Cherating, at the eastern end of
Malaysia, to erect camps for refugees
from Vietnam. The camps may also
be used for refugees from Cambodia.
Peter had only ten days to think about
his long trip, made in response to an
urgent request for help made to
Oxfam from the United Nations
Commission for Refugees. He is
grateful to his company for allowing
him to have leave of absence.
It will not be his first experience of
working overseas as, under the
Voluntary Services Overseas Scheme,
he spent a year building roads in
Nigeria.
—

—

LESOTHO IN THE NEWS
The labour construction unit in
Lesotho, for which SWK are
consultants to the Ministry of Works,
has had a good press recently. The
LCU fIlled the front page of the JulyAugust 1979 issue of Report: news and
views from the FI’orld Bank and in
September and October it featured in
a series of articles by Mike Winney of
Construction News who won a travelling
scholarship for journalists which he
decided to devote to reporting on
appropriate technology in Africa.
The World Bank gave some of the
historical background to the LCU’s
raison d’être. Clashes in South Africa
in February 1974 between miners of
rival tribes, with a death toll of 18 in
two weeks, led to thousands of
unemployed returning home to the
mountain kingdom of Lesotho.
Although many workers returned to
the gold mines after the 1974 crisis,
the Lesotho government asked the
United Nations and the World Bank
to formulate contingency plans for
further emergencies of this type. The
resulting report recommended the
establishment of a labour-intensive
construction unit.
Subba Rao is head of the consultants’
team now training the nucleus of the
LCU supervisory staff. “100
permanent employees, each capable of
supervising 4000 labourers, is the
goal,” according to the World Bank
newspaper. “When a labour-intensive
project is identified typically,
constructing roads, rehabilitating
small airfields in mountain valleys, or
undertaking soil conservation
measures workers are recruited from
nearby villages to do the labour. They
are all registered, and only the very
best are offered permanent jobs in the
LCU as supervisors.” Suitable
projects all over the country have
already been found and “put into
mothballs against the possibility that,
almost overnight, they might have to
be implemented. Mr Sabba Rao
believes that Lesotho could even now,
quickly employ as many as 10,000
labourers if the need should arise”.
SWK’s three-year engagement in
Lesotho, which began in February
p977, may be extended, but this
project is not the only outlet for the
specialised lab-sub section of the firm.
As Mike Winney wrote last month
“the practice is involved with major
studies of labour-intensive work for
the World Bank where the
appropriate use of labour is regarded
as an important key to the
development of poor countries”.
—

—

THE RELIEF OF GODALMING
Surrey County Council have engaged
SWK as geotechnical advisers for the
proposed Godalming Inner Relief
Road. The appointment came in late
September and the initial report and
ground investigation have to be
completed before Christmas. SWK
have employed Soil Mechanics
Limited for the ground investigation
and this contractor started work on
site on 5th November under the
supervision of Pablo Huq. The
compulsory purchase order for the
scheme will be made in June 1980 and
road construction is due to start in
1983.
Len Parker, formerly with SWK on
the M6 motorway in Cheshire and
Westmorland, and now with the
County Engineer’s Department at
Epsom, is effectively SWK’s client as
he is chairman of the steering group
for the Godalming job at this stage.
The proposed road is about one
kilometre long and will provide relief
to a very busy high street where, at
present, all the heavy traffic travelling
south-west from Guildford thunders
through. In its length, capacity and
purpose the Godalming Inner Relief
Road will be similar to that in Stafford
opened last year, but there the
similarity ends. The ground in
Godalming is much better than in
Stafford, but the Surrey job has the
added complication of cracking in
adjacent structures. Project manager
John Bickerdike told Today that there
are cracks in many of the buildings
adjacent to the high street already.
Will the last state be worse than the
first, with more property affected,
when the heavy traffic moves over to
the relief road? SWK’s role is
therefore not only a conventional
geotechnical design for a highway, but
also a study of cracks and vibrations in
structures. Whilst Chris Duffell is
handling the former at Scott House,
Richard Fowke is on site making the
necessary surveys for the latter.

Laboratory begins at home
SWK’s soils laboratory on the
Thorneycroft industrial estate at
Basingstoke has just completed its
first job for the home county of
Hampshire. The task was to carry out
five sets of effective-stress triaxial tests
on samples from the M27 motorway
route and it was performed by Peter
Rodd in a period of three weeks up to
the middle of October. John
Bickerdike was pleased that SWK
were testing the home ground, but
even more pleased that the laboratory
was doing direct work for outside
clients which would strengthen the
viability of its operation.
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Wally Grainger, whose employment with W L Scott began in April 1936, retires on
30th November after 43+ years service. Is this a record for a member of SWK,
formerly employed by Scott or Wilson or Kirkpatrick? Today sends congratulations
and best wishes for a long and happy retirement. The photograph of Wally with his
prizewinning Dahlias is by the Kentish Times.
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OFFSHORE ENGINEERS
Duncan Eggar and lain Calder, on
secondrnent from Scott House to oil
company Chevron, are coming to the
end of a season in the North Sea where
they have been supervising
construction on the central platform
in the Ninian field. For the past three
months the two engineers have been
changing stations every alternate
Thursday; a fortnight on the rig and
then a fortnight at home in
Hampshire, turn and turn about.
Duncan started with Chevron back in
May when the work to be supervised
was stone-blowing and grouting to
form concrete in the horizontal
tubular chords of a truss supporting
the superstructure. By mid-July the
task changed to the lifting of modules
which required two months of
preparation culminating in a
tremendous effort on the last day or
two when good weather was vital to
success. The heaviest of the four
modules weighed 550 tons and the
biggest crane barge in the world was
used to lift it into position on a day of
fiat calm in the middle of October.
Life at sea kept one fit, Duncan told
Today during his last run ashore. The
food was very good but, provided one
kept off bread and spuds, the waistline
was kept under control by going up
and down stairs, 80 feet at a time,
umpteen times a day. It seems that the
horizontal component of offshore
activity is rather easy, but the vertical
component quite exhausting.
Meanwhile, back in Chevron’s head
office in Wigmore Street,John Swift

and David Evans are involved with
supervision-in-chief of both Ninian
central and Ninian northern
platforms. Over the years John has
been making regular visits to the
Kishorn construction site and the
Ninian field. A typical round trip to
Ninian via Sumburgh requires six
flights in 24 hours.
Work in the office includes checking
contractors’ calculations for platform
design, design of modules and
techniques for lifting modules off the
decks of supply boats on to platforms.
The cost of computer time in John’s
office since his secondment to Chevron
has been well over £100,000. But, as
he says, that is all part of the cost of
providing an oil company with the
instant answers and round-the-clock
service that it expects.
BENIN FEEDER ROADS
To those unfamiliar with Africa’s
ch’anging nomenclature, Dahomey is
more likely to ring bells than the
People’s Republic of Benin. SWK’s
experience is that the postal services
have coped with the change but other
interested parties, like banks, are not
so reliable. The first major transfer of
funds to the Benin project settled
firmly in a bank in Benin City,
Nigeria, thus leaving our man in
Cotonou almost literally in the street
with his begging bowl.
Starting a major project in a Frenchspeaking country can produce enough
problems without adding such
geographical aberrations, as Rom
Bowbeiski found when he arrived in

Benin as project manager in May
1978. His task was to set up a feeder
roads division within the Ministry of
Equipment which would construct
850 km of rurual roads.
Although a neighbour of Nigeria,
Benin contrasts sharply in many
respects. Being ex-French and without
the oil wealth, the country’s
development has been on very
different lines. Not least of the
problems is a different approach to
administration and those with
experience in ex-British colonies have
a great deal of re-learning to do.
However, with the pace of life slow,
the urban areas compact and the
Beninois friendly and hospitable,
there are advantages of Cotonou over,
say, Lagos. The expatriate
community in the capital is small
enough to be convivial, although in
up-country towns there are very few
expatriates in evidence.
SWK’s Cotonou team built up to
three by January this year when
Lindsay Thomas and John Canavan
joined Rom. Recently Patrick
Pearson, with 32 years’ previous
African experience, was recruited to
look after the division’s accounting. In
the field the build-up was naturally
slower and received a major set-back
when Ron Outhwaite was killed in a
Land-Rover accident.
The objective of the project is to
construct feeder roads using the
division’s resources in four
construction brigades based in
different areas in the country. One of
these is plant-intensive, two of them
are labour-intensive and the fourth is
an intermediate brigade. SWK’s
experience in this field elsewhere will
enable comparisons to be made of the
unit costs of each type of construction.
The four chefs de brigade are all new
SWK recruits and have the
responsibility for field operations.
They are assisted, as available, by
Beninois counterparts but few of these
have much practical experience.
The intermediate brigade, based in
Bohicon, has now been in operation
for a year, and the plant-intensive unit
(Natitingou) and one labour brigade
(Lokossa) for six months each. For
them the teething troubles are mostly
overcome and steady progress is in
prospect. The second labour brigade
is being established under Barry
Jensen who travelled to Benin towards
the end of October.
Next year SWK are expecting UNDP
and EDF to fund additional brigades,
also based in Natitingou, as plantintensive units, thus extending the
firm’s involvement in rural road
building.
With an SWK presence established in
Cotonou opportunities arise in other
fields and Michael Bell has just spent
a week there preparing a proposal for
a coast erosion study.

E
OVERSEAS WORK LOAD
The construction costs of SWK ‘s
current jobs in Libya and Nigeria are
together over £800 million, more than
the combined total in all other
countries outside the UK where the
firm is operating. This statistic comes
from the SWK returns for the ACE
Overseas Brochure 1980, made, as
usual, by the various partnerships at
the beginning of August for
publication next Spring. The ACE
brochure purports to be a record of
work in hand overseas at 1st January
1980, or completed in 1979, so a
certain amount of crystal ball gazing
is inevitable. Be that as it may, the
totals in millions of pounds sterling for
all the countries outside the UK in
which SWK have design and/or
supervision projects (regardless of
which partnerships are involved) are,
according to the returns:
25
Libya
Poland
469
24
Nigeria
Malaysia
342
Hong Kong 265
Sultanate
24
United Arab
of Oman
Emirates
175
Luxembourg 22
12
Jordan
71
Kenya
Malawi
Papua New
56
12
Guinea
41
Ghana
Saudi
10
Qatar
7
27
Pakistan
Arabia
This gives a grand total of £1582
million.
Overseas jobs not reflected in the
above total are those which the ACE
refers to as “investigations and
reports” to which no construction cost
is applicable, like the Baghdad
transport study; those for which the
principal consultants are other
members of ACE, like Dekhalia B
power station for which the return is
made by Preece Cardew & Rider; and
any construction costing less than
£100,000.

Today sends congratulations to SWK Kenya and thanks for a selection of
photographs by Azim of the opening ceremony at Moi Airport. The pictures
included the guard of honour mounted by the Kenya Navy, the choirs and
traditional dancers who performed before the President made his speech, and the
line-up of representatives of the Ministry of Power and Communications, the
consultants and the contractors introduced to President Moi. Charles Seale and.
architect Richard Hughes were on parade for the consultants. Azim also took some
entertaining shots afterwards at the reception given by the Japanese contractors.
Mitsubishi and Takenaka, at the Nyali Beach Hotel.
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WELL MET
SWK have had a favourable encounter
with the Metropolitan Police,
resulting in an appointment as
consulting engineers for the new Bow
Street police station. The Met have
their own architects department. The
new £12 million building is to be
behind Coutts Bank on the site of the
old Charing Cross hospital. “In fact
e site of Wally Grainger’s
6
.
I. thplace,” project manager David
Lyon told Today,just after checking
with the client’s architect that there
was no objection to announcing the
good news.
*

*

*

Bill Sterling flew to Montreal on 10th
February to negotiate with the
International Civil Aviation Authority
an appointment for consulting services
at the new Baghdad international
airport. SWK will be providing a team
of specialists to monitor construction
and will approach other consultancies
to fulfil certain râles. Fifty man-years
are estimated.
*

*

*

In the week before Christmas,
“Government announced that
Heathrow’s £115 million fourth
will go ahead, bringing
acity up to 38 million passengers
çminal
per year on opening in 1985” (NCE:
20/27 December 1979).
SW K’s appointment as consulting
engineers to the British Airports
Authority for T4 was reported in
Today as long ago as 12th May 1978.
The present situation is that about 15
staff at Scott House under project
manager Peter Rutter are now
engaged on T4, not only structural
engineers on the second floor but also
some of the staff upstairs in roads,
bridges and soils sections. Architects
for the project are Scott Brownrigg &
Turner.
*

*

*

Construction of the 192-bedroom
Gdansk hotel, on the Baltic coast of
Poland only a few paces from the sea,
was making good progress when SWK
project manager Wodek Prylinski
visited the site in the middle of
February. As with the 315-bedroom

hotel at nearby Gdynia, for which the
structure was completed last year,
Gdansk is a turnkey project headed by
Cementation International. Mike
Slinn, seconded from SWK to
Cementation, has been transferred to
Gdansk to continue his râle of site
engineer. Cementation have engaged
Polish sub-contractors for the
structural work which includes an
eight-floor central tower block above,
and flanked by, a podium. The client
is Orbis, the Polish tourist agency,
which is expecting to occupy this fourstar hotel sometime in 1981.
*

(F

*

*

In February contractors were given
access to the site of Dhekelia B power
station for the Electricity Authority of
Cyprus. The first stage development
will provide two 60 MW generating
sets and the principal consultants are
mechanical and electrical engineers
Preece Cardew & Rider.
Iaian Calder (fresh from the North
Sea) and Alistair Napier (Scott
House: structures) flew to Cyprus, on
23rd January and 29th February
respectively, to start the supervision of
the £4 million civil works designed by
SWK. The local Firm of George P
Zachariades Ltd is the main
contractor.
AWARDS TO COUTTS &
COMPANY
Following the announcement last
November of the 1979 Civic Trust
Awards which included Coutts Bank
new head office in the Strand, Douglas
iThorp attended a presentation
ceremony by the Lord Mayor of
Westminster on 30th January 1980.
Also represented were the Company’s
architects Frederick Gibberd &
Partners and contractors Sir Robert
McAlpine & Sons.
One week previously Douglas had also
attended, at the invitation of Sir Peter
Parker, the 1979 awards made by the
Business and Industry Panel for the
Environment. Sir Peter is President of
the Panel as well as being Chairman
of British Railways Board. One of the
Panel’s four premier awards,
presented by Lord Ashley at the
Royal Society of Arts, went to Coutts

Bank: hence the presence of an SWK
partner.
The judges’ summary of Coutts Bank
stated:
The head of/ice in the Strand includes the
banking hail, with excellent facilities for
both customers and staff. The Company and
its advisers are to be commendedfor adapting
an historic building on a difficult site and, by
doing so, have made an outstanding
contribution to conservation and have
established a trend which will be a focus for
future development.
Since its foundation five years ago the
Business and Industry Panel for the
Environment has made 58 awards and
commendations. Entries for 1979
came from over 50 private and public
undertakings covering all parts of
Britain.
CAPITAL PLANNING
SWK’s planning division is engaged
on two London roads projects, one in
Docklands for new local
government clients and the other in
Haringey for the Department of
Transport.
On the 15th August 1979 SWK were
invited by the London Boroughs of
Southwark and Tower Hamlets to
make an initial appraisal of the
Greater London Council’s proposals
for a 6+-mile Docklands Southern
Relief Road to run between
Bermondsey and Woolwich, crossing
the Thames twice to take it through
the Isle of Dogs. The two boroughs
opposed the GLC on several grounds
inadequate traffic information, high
cost, blight to Docklands
development, threat to existing jobs,
pollution etc and therefore called in
SWK to find out whether their fears
were really justified.
The consultants’ appraisal, dated 1st
October, was the basis of publicity by
the boroughs which concluded that
the DSRR would do little to promote
Docklands development, that it would
conflict with London’s strategy for
transport and that the existing traffic
surveys were too simplistic. The initial
appraisal also questioned whether the
estimated £160 million cost of DSRR
could not be spent in better ways. All
these points were made in
advertisements in the Evening Standard
later that month when SWK were
mentioned by name and described as

—

—

n

“leading transportation planning
consultants”. However, the firm’s
professional integrity was saved each
time by a Government Health
Warning in small print at the bottom
“This advertisement has been placed
by the London Boroughs of
Southwark & Tower Hamlets on
behalf of residents in response to the
GLC’s invitation for comment on their
proposals. Copies of a booklet setting
out the case against the Docklands
Southern Relief Road
Shortly after this campaign by the
boroughs’ public relations officers,
SWK were retained as consultants
pending further developments
affecting DSRR which, according to
project manager Ian Wilkinson, are
likely to include the publication of a
white paper on London’s docklands
this summer and a public inquiry by
the GLC later in the year.
Archway renaissance
Since the Archway inquiry was
abandoned two years ago this month,
there has been a change of
government and the new Minister of
Transport, Norman Fowler, is
regarding Archway as a priority
urban road scheme in a field where
very few projects have got past the
public inquiry stage. After the
Archway inquiry, on 23rd March
1978, Yew Civil Engineer predicted
“This does not mean that the dual
two-lane road will never be built,
because the inquiry was only into the
draft side road order; the line of the
road was fixed earlier and this still
stands.’’
The latest development is that the
Minister has called for a report on the
Al corridor between Henly’s Corner
and ArchwayJunction from the
working group established jointly by
the GLC and the Department of
Transport. As a result SWK were
instructed in a letter dated 12th
February 1980 from the Department’s
Greater London Roads & Traffic
Division to study five different
schemes in the two months up to
Easter. One of the schemes requires a
bored tunnel for the whole length in
question and would in effect
incorporate the recommendations
contained in two previous studies of
Archway and Aylmer Road by SWK
in the early I 9
70s. John Stamper told
Today that part of this tunnel runs
almost directly under the Russian
Embassy.
At the time, two years ago, when a
heated political debate was going on
at local level and meetings were being
broken up by violent protestors, there
was a flourishing organisation in
Haringey called STAMP: Stop the
Archway Motorway Plan. To
counteract this SWK, who have been
involved on and off with Archway
since 1968 and have shown endless
determination to see the project

through to fruition, have (it appears)
an equally thriving body called
STAMPER: Stop the Archway
Motorway Plan Ending Regardless.
PERSONS AND PLACES
Today offers congratulations to two
new associates in the African
partnerships of SWK, Gordon Allen
in Malawi and Gil Thomas in Libya.
Still in Africa, partners Barry Paget
and Steve Cotterell have been elected
members of the Association of
Consulting Engineers.
Louis Rikker has resigned his
directorship of Scott Houghton and
Rod McMillan has been appointed
their Company secretary.
Apologies to Dr Timothy Aluko who
was taken into partnership in SWK
Nigeria over a year ago, but has not
been mentioned in Today until now.
l)r Aluko, resident in Lagos, has no
less than ten decorations and
qualifications after his name,
including the Order of the .Viger.
Don Breakey and all three former
principal engineers in the Glasgow
office, namely George Baillie, William
Dougall and Bob McGowan, have
been made associates of the new
partnership which has replaced the
Scottish company.
All the partners involved in the
partnership changes were named in
the office directive of 27thJune 1979.
Since then, the directors of SWK
International have been named:
G M J Williams, S G Elliott,
J J Gandy, S W Greenland,
C M Guilford,J F Lindsay and
P D Vulliamy.
Joe Lindsay was elected chairman of
the Hong Kong Association of
Consulting Engineers in 1979 and
Vincent Chan was elected to the
Council of the Hong Kong Institution
of Engineers.
From Kenya to China
At the International Road

Federation’s fourth African highway
conference in Nairobi from 20th to
25th January, Henry Grace
introduced his report on links between
Europe and Africa, as forecast in
Today No. 13. Referring to a fixed link
across the 14 km wide straits of
Oibraltar, the NCE correspondent at
the conference concluded that “the
Grace report suggests that it will not
be before the year 2000 that trade will
justify even a full study of the
crossing”. In concentrating on this
point alone, Peter Reina had
neglected the more obvious solution
using the sea links and roll-on/roll-off
facilities.
At the same conference in Nairobi a
paper was presented on the use of
plastic lateritic materials as bases for
bituminous-surfaced low-volume
roads. The joint authors were Peter
Erridge and Henry Grace. This paper

and the Grace report were published
in both English and French.
In the British Consultants Bureau,
John Gandy continues as member of
Council and on the committee of the
African group. Maurice Watson and
Roger Whiting are now on the
committees of the transportation and
public health engineering groups,
respectively. Henry Grace is the first
chairman of the Orient and Pacific
group and has been invited to take
part in the mission to China from 20th
to 30th April 1980, to be accompanied
by the Duke of Gloucester, President
of BCB.
The Duke was also present on the last
BCB overseas mission, to francophone
West Africa in November 1979, when
SWK were represented by John
Henley. The countries visited then
were Ivory Coast, Senegal and Guinea
and, following the debriefing, .Veu
Civil Engineer (l7thJanuary 1980)
quoted John at length on the miner(
resources of Guinea.
Tim Hunt’s paper on geotechnical
aspects of road design in Libya was
eventually published in the October
1979 issue of Ground Engineering. In the
same journal an article by David
Wood of Canbridge University on
geotechnical checking of slopes in
Hong Kong (where he was with SWK
in 1978) is now imminent.
In January, Phil Green visited the
World Bank in Washington and
UNDP in New York, whilst Willie
Scott spent five days in Rhodesia
looking at future prospects for SWK.
In spite of the nation’s problems, he
wrote to say that he found Salisbury
very pleasant and the hotel
accommodation excellent.
When F W Spencer retired from
partnership on 31st December 1979 to
become a senior consultant of the
English firm, he relinquished all ot.
appointments with SWK around th
world. His former secretary, Isabelle
Burleigh, told Today that as a result
she had to type more than 20 letters of
resignation for her boss to sign.
Isabelle has now moved from the
London office to work for Rowland
Bond familiar ground after so many
years with Bob Moodie.
Fhe Kenya partnership’s branch
office in Gaborone, Botswana, has had
a change of address. Following
parental example, it has moved into
another road named after Haile
Selassie. Number 1251 to be precise.
—

HONG KONG 1979
Once again Victor Lawley has written to
Today with an account of some of SWK’s
activities in Hong Kong in the past year
particularly welcome this time as HKgot
hardly a mention in No. 16. Here is a
summary of the news.
Amongst the 22 new fee-earning jobs
in 1979 the most popular field of
engineering was geotechnical, which
—
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covered 10 job numbers. The biggest
fee here will eventually yield HK $2.5
million from the Hong Kong Housing
Authority for various site
investigations and foundation design
reviews. Also in the public sector,
SWK were appointed for a
geotechnical study at Victoria
Barracks, whilst private clients in this
field included RDC Agents, EY Wu &
Associates and Yick kar Real Estate.
The structural practice in Hong Kong
was boosted by an appointment from
the Kumagai Gumi Land
Development Company for a
commercial building in Kowloon
where the construction cost of SWK’s
design is estimated at HK $60 million.
Another large multi-storey building in
prospect is the bottling hall for San
Miguel Brewery; but, although this is
a definitejob, the construction cost
was not available at the time of
Victor’s letter.
..\re were two new projects for.
Iern Terminals Limited at Kwai
Chung last year: the repaving of
berths I and 5 of the container
terminal and a feasibility study of
lighter operations there. New clients
in the private sector were Norton Rose
Botterell & Roche, who employed the
firm to assess the damage caused to a
Star Ferry pier by the motor vessel
Argonaut during typhoon Hope, and
rival consultants Binnie & Partners,
who engaged SWK to inspect the
Discovery Bay dam. Moving overseas,
the Hong Kong partnership earned
further small fees from the World
Bank in the Philippines and from the
Department of Works and Supply in
Papua New Guinea.
The Tsuen Wan office with partners
Joe Lindsay and Robin Osborn and
associate David Butler continued
working on the design and
.rvision-in-chiefof the
ii
structure for the massive new
towns at Tuen Niun and Tsuen Wan
(including Tsing Yi Island), whilst the
other partners and associates at
Ocean Centre and Star House
continued with the Kai Tak airport
tunnel approach roads, Taikoo
dockyard redevelopment, Tuen Mun
road, Tsuen Wan bypass, CrossHarbour Tunnel increased capacity
report and numerous geotechnical
works.
Record Numbers
During 1979 the number of partners
and staff increased from the 401 on 1st
January (reported in the last census:
Today No. 14) and almost broke the
500 barrier. However, by the end of
the year, the number had fallen back
to 470, excluding the eight members of
Scott Houghton & Company. Of the
470 195 were on site. 130 out of the
total were non-chartered engineers
(including one Chinese and two
expatriate females) all aiming at the
ICE professional interview in the next
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four years. 17 out of 19 graduates were
successful in the ICE examinations
last year.
The firm gained 20 expatriates in the
year, but lost five. One of the gains
was Richard Gamlen who rejoined
SWK as a senior engineer after his
stint as general manager of the Hong
Kong Philharmonic Orchestra. John
Stapley transferred from SWK Kenya
to replace Mike Chalmers who is
doing a post-graduate course at
Manchester University, whilst Ted
Leejoined to take over the structural
design section when Geoff Moore
returned to London.
Saturday morning site visits for the
non-chartered engineers were mainly
to SWK-designed works, including
the multi-storey warehouse for MTL
(when massive piling was in progress),
the second carriageway of the Tuen
Mun road, the Taikoo Shing
development on the site of the old
dockyard, the approach roads to the
airport tunnel and, in that tunnel, a
mock-up of the mezzanine car deck
proposed for the Cross-Harbour
Tunnel.

M6 REFILMED
The premiere of Motorway in the
Landscape, the new film about the M6
in Cumbria, took place at Scott House
on 25th January 1980 in the presence
of Roger Weeks, the director, and
Michael Porter, landscape adviser to
the Department of Transport who was
consulted about the script. The new
film runs for 20 minutes, half the
length of Motorway over Shap from which
certain sequences were borrowed,

particularly those relating to the
factors affecting the choice of route:
topography, geology and soils,
meteorology, traffic and land-use. Th
old film was, however, shot at a time
when the landscape had not yet
recovered from the effects of road
construct ion. By contrast, the second
half of Motorway in the Landscape (shot
in 1978/79) demonstrates how the
construction scars have healed and the
motorway “disappears into the
landscape”.
The shift of emphasis in the film
towards landscape treatment was
made deliberately, to counteract those
who protest against motorways on
certain environmental grounds and
whose voices have gained in strength
throughout the seventies. The 36-mile
Lancaster bypass to Penrith bypass
section of M6 was opened by the
Minister of Transport on 23rd
October 1970 and the citation for the
subsequent 1971 Civic Trust Award
claimed that the motorway made “an
outstanding contribution to the
appearance of the Westmorland
landscape”. The photograph shows
the Sedbergh Road interchange.

APOLOGIES
Today apologises to any readers who
were interrupted before they had
finished with No. 16. The fault was
entirely with the writer of the
Yeovilton story who failed to check
SWK’s agreement with the client In

the end, however, PSA gave clearance
to the publication, but asked for one
amendment to be made. The two new
hangars at the Royal Naval Air
Station will not be “capable of
opening on all sides” but each will
open along one side only onto the
hardstanding. The PSA were also
kind enough to give Today an update
on the programme: the completion of
design is now scheduled for
September 1980 and construction will
begin on site inJuly 1981.
Following the mhil obstat, if any
readers have still not seen No. 16
please write to Scott House where a
few copies are still available.
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WHAT THE PAPERS SAID
Kwai Chung Container Terminal.
SWK Hong Kong are the consulting
engineers for further developments at
this terminal, where a 120,000
square-metre multi-storey container
freight station is under construction.
This unusual building incorporates
two floors of container freight station
and a third floor servicing eight
warehouse floors above. This will
operate in conjunction with wide span
rail-mounted Transtainers stacking
six high to provide intense utilisation
(Dredging & Port Construction: October
1979).
*
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Pakistan’s state-owned contractor
National Construction Company
(NCC) is lowest bidder at £8.1 million
for the Al Am prison contract,
tendered earlier this year. NCC’s bid
has raised some eyebrows in the Abu
Dhabi contracting business as it is
well below the £10 million estimated
by the consultant, SWK of the UK.
(Middle East Economic Digest: 30
November 1979.)
*

*

*

New Site for Al Am Airport.
The latest site for Al Am’s airport is
now believed to have been chosen to
allow the town to expand more easily.
The £60 million airport will be built
some 15 kilometres west of the city, to
the north of the Al Am to Abu Dhabi
road, instead of to the south. A
spokes man for UK consultant SWK,
which heads the design team, said a
master plan would be completed in
three to four months, If it is approved,
tender documents will be prepared,
with tenders to be issued in about a
year. (Middle East Economic Digest: 8
February 1980.)

*

Gay Search talking to Alison Davis,
Britain’s /979 sports car champion
The British Racing Drivers’ Club
Production Sports Car Champion of
1979 has varnished fingernails, and is
given to wearing chic silk blouses and
straight skirts because the champion
is a woman the fIrst to challenge the
men in motor racing and actually
come first. “I don’t know of any other
sport,” says Alison Davis, “where
women compete with men on equal
terms, and usually only get publicity
for coming in last.” In 20 outings this
season, driving a Ginetta G15, she has
had eight firsts, 11 seconds and one
retirement in open competition with
men. She has taken the three British
Women’s championships, for which
she is eligible almost incidentally,
finished second overall in the other
Production Sports Car
championships, as well as being
overall winner of the British Racing
Drivers’ Club Championship.
(.VOW!23/29 November 1979.)
—

—
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was presented to Parliament in the
following October.
The accident to the Sea Gem occurred
during a jacking operation. The
forward-most jacks reached the limit
of their stroke, but the aftermost jacks
did not move: a not unusual situation
and no cause for alarm according to
the evidence. However when an
attempt was made to restore the deck
to the horizontal, there was a loud
bang and the barge lurched violently
towards port tilting through 30
degrees. The lurch was abruptly
arrested and the radio room and the
lifeboat were dislodged and went over
the side to port within a matter of
seconds. The starboard side then fell
into the sea from a fair height. The
splash-down carried the pontoon to a
greater depth in the water than its
natural buoyancy would allow.
Nevertheless natural buoyancy was
restored, but for a very short time due
to breaches in the hull. One eyewitness told the tribunal that the
resulting wreckage on the seabed
looked like “a heap of broken glass”.
The tribunal concluded that failure of
tie bars on the port side jacks was the
most probable prime cause of the
collapse; a low ambient temperature
could have contributed to the brittle
failure of the steel in the tie bars. The
rig was not overloaded and there was
no evidence that the jacks either failed
to hold or were incorrectly operated.
Other conclusions were that failure of
the foundations in the sea bed was a
possible but not probable
contributory cause, and failure of the
legs was a consequence and not a
cause of the collapse.
SWK were among the several
organisations invited to prepare
evidence for the tribunal. In an
interim report to the Treasury
Solicitor’s Department a fortnight(
before the public inquiry began,
suggested that the initial failure
occurred in the tie bars (at the port
forward leg) the strength of which was
probably impaired by cold-weather
brittleness and which might also have
been weakened by fatigue cracking
during the drilling operations.
The list of 25 witnesses appended to
the tribunal’s report to the Minister of
Power included G MJ Williams,
partner in SWK. Peter Rutter was his
devil.

designed and are to be supervised by
SWK of the UK. (Middle East Economic
Digest: 30 November 1979.)

A Dh 144 million (17 million)
contract to reconstruct the dual
carriageway between Al Am and
Mafraq, a distance of 82 kilometres,
has been won by Mohammad Abdel
Mohsin Kharafi of Kuwait. The
contract, awarded by the Ahu Dhabi
Public Works Department, includes
the addition to each carriageway of a
lane for heavy traffic. Completion is in
700 days. The works have been

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE SEA
GEM?
From time to time Today proposes to revive
fragments of SWK history— not
necessarily stories of enormous projects, but
like the
of some of the more unusualjobs
investigation into the mysterious accident to
the drilling rig Sea Gem.
On Boxing Day 1965 the North Sea
drilling rig Sea Gem capsized and
sank in 90 feet of water 43 miles off the
mouth of the River Humber with the
loss of 13 lives. Nineteen men were
rescued from the 5,600-ton selfelevating rig which had been engaged
in oil and gas exploration. The Sea
Gem was on lease to British Petroleum.
Fourteen months later, on 7th March
1967, a public enquiry into the causes
of the accident, ordered by the
Minister of Power, was opened in
London. The hearing occupied 29
days and the report of the tribunal
.
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OASIS INFRASTRUCTURE
Following a two-page priced
proposal to the Municipality of Kufra
a year ago this month, SWK Libya
were appointed as engineers for the
Tazerbo town infrastructure early in
1980.
The authority of the Municipality
covers a vast area of desert and the
residential oasis of Tazerbo is situated
me 300 kilometres from Kufra itself.
i’ravel to Tazerbo involves some hours
of driving over sand, with only the
occasional stake or wheel track to
indicate the way, with the added
difficulty in some stretches of rocky
outcrops and hazardous sand dunes.
However, the oasis is only 90
kilometres west of the jalo-Kufra
road, now being constructed under
SWK supervision, and a link from it to
this road is being designed by SWK.
The oasis derives its existence from a
water table two metres below ground.
Palm trees and grasses grow naturally
and, with the aid of pumps, land can
be irrigated and crops grown.
Moreover, in recent years, two
boreholes have been sunk to depths of
about 100 metres where artesian
water of excellent quality is found;
imperfect valves allow it to flow freely
‘it on to the ground.
ihe availability of this water has
prompted the Municipality to plan for
an increase of the population from its
present size of about 2,000 to 5,000 in
the near future and to 15,000 by the
end of the century.
SWK Libya have invited Scott House
to direct the work and handle water
distribution, sewerage, sewage
treatment and, with the assistance of
Scott Houghton, telecommunications
and electric power distribution, whilst
the Athens office is directing a team
enaged on topographical surveys and
will design the roads. Visitors to
Tazerbo have been Sigmund Eriksen,
John Smith, Achille Calzetti, Jim
Cocksedge and Roger Whiting.
The main problems that have been
identified so far are: the planning of
the town, which has been roughly
done by the Municipality but needs to
be considered by the Ministry in
Tripoli, some 1300 kilometres away;
the establishment of road standards;
the construction of sewers in saturated
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ground; the choice of a practicable but
acceptable method of sewage
treatment; and in everything to
recognise how normal practices
should be adapted to this remote and
unusual situation.
The project programme requires a
report to be submitted in the autumn
of 1980. When it has been approved,
contract documents are to be
prepared.
R.P.W.
PROJECTS IN IRAQ
Since the signing of the agreement for
the Baghdad Comprehensive
Transportation Study and Area
Traffic Control Project in August
1979, the SWK presence in Iraq has
grown to a current level of 18
expatriate staff including two girls.
The Baghdad office houses 10
expatriates and 12 Iraqis; the latter
currently augmented by
approximately 150 survey staff.
The study which will produce the
master plan for all transport in
Baghdad for the next 20-30 years is for
the Ministry of Planning. The second
project, with the same client, is for the
short-term improvement of road
traffic congestion by the application of
traffic management measures
including computer control of traffic
signals. The third activity is the
training of Iraqi staff in techniques
and advising on management. In
relation to this, Scott House will be
host to two sets of five Iraqis during
July and August.
On the transportation study, which
must rank as one of the largest in the
.‘orld, the survey stage will be finished
shortly, to be followed by the analysis
and feasibility study stage. The final
report is expected in the middle of
1982.
The firm has also carried out a
geometric design of three major
intersections in Baghdad called for by
tNe Municipality of Baghdad. The
Mayor himself visited the office and
the commission followed shortly
afterwards.
This February SWK were appointed
by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation of Montreal to provide a
team for the project management of

the construction of the new Baghdad
international airport. The
management team, headed by Neil
Mackay, whose last site appointment
was at EIB in Luxembourg, is resident
at the airport but liaises with the
SWK office in the city. The target date
for completion of the airport is again
1982, in time for the Conference of
Non-Aligned States due to be held in
Baghdad then.
Although some aspects of work in Iraq
are difficult, there is confidence that
further work will follow. Maurice
Watson told Today that he felt SWK
should branch out into different types
of work for different Ministries and,
with this objective, projects in the
transport, industry, agriculture and
defence sectors were now being looked
at. One highly promising project is
technical assistance and managerial
advice to the Municipality of Baghdad
in respect of road making and
maintenance.
PADFIELD IN THE PADDY
FIELDS
The supervision of dam construction in
Senegal,first reported in Today No 14
fifteen months ago, has taken a long time to
materialise because of administrative
problems which resulted in proposals having
to be resubmitted in July 1979. On 2nd
June, shortly after construction began, Peter
Bloonfleld. & Company Limited issued the
following press release on behalf of SWK.
Consulting engineers Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Partners have just sent
a resident engineer to Senegal to
supervise construction of the Guidel
dam. The client is the Ministry of
Rural Works and the engineer now on
site is Christopher Padfield who
expects to be there until late 1981.
The dam, situated in Casamance, the
region of Senegal south of the
Gambia, contains a reinforced
concrete lock and spillway structure
with steel gates, flanked by long low
earth embankments on both sides.
The whole structure is founded on soft
organic alluvial materials which
present interesting geotechnical
problems.
The purpose of the dam is to store
water for irrigation of 5000 hectares of
rice fields and it has been designed to
keep fresh water in the reservoir and,

also, salt water out because the site is
in a swamp area affected by tides. The
engineering project is being fInanced
by the African Development Bank
whilst the associated agricultural
scheme is being funded by the
Canadian International Development
Association.
The construction contract is being
carried out by the French fIrm SADE.
The prime minister of Senegal
officiated at an inaugural ceremony on
site on 8th May.
The Guidel dam is the first SWK
project in Senegal, but not the first in
Francophone Africa. The cadre of
SWK’s French-speaking engineers has
gained experience in the Republic of
Benin, Chad and Zaire, from which
Padfield had only recently returned.
SCOTTISH LANDSCAPE
Hugh Blackwood and his colleagues
in the Dingwall office are putting the
finishing touches to their third
environmental improvement project
for the Scottish Development Agency.
The site of the latest project, the
second one at Brora, was formerly
occupied by a colliery, an abandoned
brickworks and worked-out clay
quarries that in recent years had
become a dump for derelict cars and
other rubbish and a blot on a beautiful
landscape. It has now been
transformed into an open space
amenity for the public beside the
River Brora, one of Scotland’s premier
salmon rivers. Included in the project
has been the creation of football and
rugby/shinty pitches, one pitch being
cut into the hillside to take the shape
of an amphitheatre. A former clay
quarry has also been reformed for use
as a refuse tip that will later be soiled
over and landscaped. Here it has been
necessary to install a piped collection
system for the leachate from the refuse
to ensure that no pollutants reach the
nearby river.
The Scottish partnership were pleased
to receive a letter from the local
planning officer, which, referring to
the projects at Brora, concluded:
“May I take this opportunity of
congratulating your firm and the
Scottish Development Agency on a
particularly successful reclamation
project.”
Don Breakey reports that SWK
(Scotland), with considerable
assistance from engineering geologist
Steve Handsley at Scott House and
Peter Clack, archaelogist at Durham
University, are undertaking for the
British Gas Corporation a further
geomorphological survey on the route
of the fourth Scottish feeder pipeline
which starts at St Fergus,
Aberdeenshire, and ends at Bishop
Auckland, Co Durham. The section of
the route included in the current

survey is from St Fergus to a point
west of Aberdeen a distance of about
75 kilometres.
John Cullen and Bob McGowan have
been much involved recently in the
feasibility studies for increasing the
capacity of the Hong Kong tunnel. An
initial report for the Cross-Harbour
Tunnel Company in 1978 dealt with
investigations to determine the
practicability of increasing the
tunnel’s capacity. A second report,
recently submitted, examines in
greater detail all aspects of increasing
the capacity, including construction
methods, traffic implications,
overcoming ventilation and
operational problems and revising the
layout of the tunnel approaches. The
practicability of constructing a third
tube is also examined.
J.M.B.

garden areas, toilet facilities, food
hotels, a mosque, an administration
building and, to uphold law and
order, a police station and area court.
Security is provided by means of a 3metre high perimeter wall, the only
access being by the four main
entrances located on the four points of
the compass. To protect the users of
the market all motor traffic, except
service vehicles, has been banned and
car and taxi parks have been provided
adjacent to each of the entrances.
Construction by a German-based
contractor, Kueppers (Nigeria)
Limited, began early in 1978 and was
completed this month. SWK Kaduna
supervised the construction with, on
site, a chief resident engineer (Lyn
Davies until he transferred to Ghana
at the end of 1979) assisted by Mike
Giddings, John Peters and, latterly,
David Johns.
S.J C
.

OPEN MARKET
On 15th March the £22 million New
Sokoto Central Market was opened by
the President of Nigeria, Alhaji Shehu
Shagari, in a colourful ceremony
attended by SWK’s Stan Greenland,
Mike Shalders, Lyn Ballard, Mike
Giddings and David Johns. For
President Shagari this was an event of
particular significance since at the
time that SWK were appointed to
design the project in 1976 he was
chairman of the client authority, the
Sokoto Urban Development
Authority.
The project includes six kilometres of
dual carriageway road, complete with
storm drainage, Street lights and
footpaths. Included in the network are
two major roundabouts and —an
innovation for Sokoto a footbridge.
Also as part of the contract a new
motor park for the town has been
constructed to replace the existing
park which disappears under water at
the beginning of each rainy season.
The market itself occupies an area of
approximately 20 hectares and has
been built on land donated by the
Sultan of Sokoto. It will replace the
present temporary market which also
suffers from flooding during the rains.
The 5,000 market stalls have been
cônstructed in five different designs to
a layout and styles of architecture
which, whilst essentially functional,
reflect the traditional styles of
northern Nigeria. Conscious of the
fact that the old market has been
destroyed by fire twice in recent years,
the designers incorporated low firerisk materials such as reinforced
concrete, steel, concrete blockwork
and asbestos; timber has been
completely excluded.
In addition to the stalls, the facilities
provided include two recreation areas,
one complete with an impressive
watch tower, about twenty walled
—
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LABOUR CONFERENCE
SWK contributed four papers out of
52 at the conference entitled
“Appropriate technology in civil
engineering”at the Institution of Civil
Engineers from 14th to 16th April
1980. On the opening morning, Phil
Green and Mike Clapham presented
their paper on “Appropriate
technology in road’orks”, which
cited case studies in India,
Philippines, Kenya, Honduras,
Lesotho, Pakistan, Malawi and Benin,
based upon SWK’s lab-sub field work
experience carried out in the past
decade.
The second day’s programme
included the paper by Alan Casebow
(and Paul Shears of Oxfam) on
appropriate technology in the
construction of a small scale irrigat
scheme in India. This work arose fr
the crisis following the failure of the
monsoon rains in 1974 which resulted
locally in famine conditions.
The last day, of what was developing
into something of a marathon course,
included John Henley’s paper on
“Some managerial and human
aspects of labour-based construction
work”, which used examples from
India and Chad on the provision of
worker facilities, and the joint paper
by Subba Rao and Robin Dawson
“Appropriate technology for
agricultural development in Lesotho”
describing aspects of the work carried
out by the Labour Construction Unit
of the Ministry of Works.
*

*

The Overseas Development
Administration has engaged SWK to
advise on labour-based road
construction in Nepal. John Henley
flew out there last week on a shortterm assignment to prepare terms of
reference for a demonstration project.
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Fingers on the pulse. Andrew Maslowicz examines the float pad and guides at the north-west corner of the immense steel
structure for HAECO hangar No 4 at Hong Kong airport. The photograph was taken on 18th January 1980, about a year after
SWK had checked the design of contractors RDL International. As reported in Toa’ayNo 12, the outstanding feature of this
project is the enormous span of 125 metres required for the extension to hangar No 4.
“Problems associated with raising of the roof,” Andrew commented last month, “have been successfully overcome and finishing
work is now in progress. The extension should come into service early inJuly 1980 and thus complete successfully another
Basingstoke/Hong Kong joint venture.”
(TERNATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
Last year, about the time SW/K
international was launched, John Gandy put
on paper his view of the new organisation.
For the benefit of any readers who have not
K1 Today is pleased
7
yet encountered “S 14
to publish an extract.
As the overseas business expanded it
became more necessary to consider
the spheres of influence of each
partnership and the allocation of the
human and financial resources of
SWK as a whole. This was done at
first through the medium of
international partners’ meetings and
by having some partners common to
all partnerships. Technological
advance and the ever-increasing
complexity of modern life have led
finally to the establishment of SWK
International. This firm is now a
permanent link between the
partnerships and is the co-ordinating
body of the SWK organisat ion world
wide. It is an unlimited company in
which all partners have an interest
and which is run by a small group of
“,

directors representing all the
partnerships. It is not intended that
SWK International shall have a large
physical presence, its main functions
will be to facilitate the best use of all
SWK resources, to co-ordinate joint
operations between the partnerships
and, at times, to undertake work on its
own account, usually in areas where
no other SWK firm exists.
ALL THE WINNERS
The prize list at Basingstoke
Technical College for the academic
year 1978/79 included three SWK
names. Christopher Padfield obtained
a distinction in the London Chamber
of Commerce and Industry’s
advanced French examination, whilst
Gary Taylor won a prize in
businessmen’s French. Derek
Kerkhoff’s prize came at the end of his
Technical Education Council course
in general civil engineering.
*

*

*

Ten candidates from Scott House
have been taking French examinations
at Basingstoke Technical College in
the past month, six at intermediate
level and four at advanced. In
addition, Alan Casebow has taken an
Institute of Linguists examination in
French.
*

*

*

SWK are now members of the London
Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
The Chamber is holding a conference
on Iraq on 16th July when Maurice
Watson is one of the speakers named
in the programme. His subject is the
outlook for consultants. Incidentally,
Maurice is now chairman of the
highways sub-group of the BCB
Transportation Group.
THE ILL LUCK OF THE IRISH
A baby was killed and his mother and
others injured following a rockfall at
Cobh (pronounced Cove) on the Irish
coast near Cork. As a result three

houses, rendered unsafe, had to he
demolished and the local authority
called in consultants John 0 ‘Donovan
& Associates for design of remedial
works. ()‘Donovan in turn engaged
SWK to investigate the stability of the
high rock faces. Geologist Steve
Handslcy has already made a
preliminary visit to site and, to
complete the first stage of the project,
he will be returning to Ireland shortly
to make a broad assessment, from the
p0011 of view of safety, of the area
where the accident occurred and other
potentially dangerous spots in the
district.
PHOENIX CA[SSONS FOR
MULBERRY HARBOURS

For the second item of SW ‘K history, Today
goes back .36 year.d to wartime London. Joe
Lindsay i,i the author. This contribution was
vpar/ied off by a request from the lost t tution
of (.‘ivil Engineer.v for material about
Mulberry flarbours to be exhibited at this
year com’ersa.ione on 18th .June, following
an Institution visit to the invasion beaches in
.Normandy. The late R. III. Hate’ key was
the author of a paper on temporary works for
Mulberrt Harbours presented at an iCE
conference on “The Civil Engineer in War”
in 1948.
Second World War historians all
agree that the two prefabricated
harbours (code-name Mulberry)
placed off beach-heads in Normandy
on D-day and the days following made
a major, and perhaps decisive,
contribution to the success of the
Allied landings.
Each harbour consisted of
breakwaters of reinforced concrete
caissons sunk end to end, floating
articulated jetties and pierheads
stabilised by spud legs lowered to the
seabed. The K.C.D. Group Sir Cyril
Kirkpatrick (Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick &
Partners),J. D. C. Couper (Livesey &
Henderson), Jack Duvivier (Lewis &
Duvivier) was set up to supervise
construction of 22 breakwater caissons
(code-name Phoenix) in two wet docks.
East India Import Dock and South
Dock, Surrey Commercial Docks,
which were dewatered to provide
construction basins. R. W. Hawkey
was executive engineer to the K.C.I).
group andJ. F. Lindsay was the
assistant resident engineer at East
India I)ock.
Since the existing lock gates could not
have withstood the external water
pressures when the docks were dry,
they were replaced by cofferdams,
that at East India Dock being a mass
concrete arch. Construction beds
alongside the walls of the dewatered
dock were of hardcore topped with
ashes and a layer of plaster board.
The largest caisson units ‘sere
63 metres long and 18 metres high,
with a beam of 17 metres and a
displacement of about 7,000 tonnes.
—

—

Construct ion went ahead non—stop,
though night—work was particularly
difficult in wartime; the restricted
lighting contributed to a nLimber of
accidents, several of them fatal.
In spite of a cramped site which
created severe logistic problems, the
use of existing small hydraulic
quayside cranes unsuited to the
purpose and many other difficulties,
the quality of workmanship was
excellent.
There were two lailures of the dock
walls, which had not been designed to
stand unsupported, but these had to a
large extent been anticipated and
caused little delay. When the units
were nearing complet ion the dock was
again flooded and the units floated. A
few leaks had to he sealed and listing
corrected by ballast ing with concrete.
The cofferdam was demolished by
blasting and the debris cleared to give
a water depth of seven metres. The
units could then he removed.
The concept of Mulberry Harbour has
been attributed to many people.
including Winston Churchill.
Certainly the decision to proceed with
it was his: “Set it out in a memo on a
half-sheet of paper.
don’t argue the
difficulties, the difficulties will argue
for themselves”. He visited the site
during construction and inspired
everyone with his enthusiasm. The
speed of construction was almost
unbelievable in view of the working
conditions long winter nights under
blackout, unsuitable equipment, air
raids and, towards the end, flying
bomb and rocket attacks. (One flying
bomb destroyed the contractor’s site
office but otherwise did no damage.
and caused no injuries.) The decision
to proceed was made in October 1943;
work on the East India Dock
cofferdam began at the end of
October; dewatering started towards
the end of November and was
completed in early December. By
mid-March 1944 the initial ten units
had been substantially completed and
the dock was flooded; by 5th April the
cofferdam had been demolished and
cleared ready for the first unit to be
towed out. On 6th June the caissoris
crossed the Channel and were sunk in
pdsition at Arromanches, where some
can still be seen.
Further units were built as spares.
These were constructed to part height
in riverside basins and towed to East
.

—

.

India I )ock for coniplction afloat. The
original design had called for ‘‘swim’’
ends to the units in the belief that
hese would improve behaviour under
tow, but hey were found to be of little
benefit in this respect, were difficult to
construct and gave rise to seabed
scour when the units were in place.
They were therefore omitted in the
later models which became t1 effect
open—topped rect angu ar boxes with
internal bulkhead walls. The
equipment on board was purely
functional punlps. a complicated
system of valves to ensure speedy and
uniform sinking and a Bofors anti
aircraft gun.
Phoenix. the only code-name in the
operation not associated with a fruit,
was an appropriate choice for caissons
which literally rose from the ashes and
rubble of bombed London.
—

TAIL PIECES
Philip Edwards presented his papel
on “Information and guidance on
weathertightness ofjoints in
buildings” at the BLulding Research
Establishment’s laboratory at Princes
Risborough on 19th March 1980, and
Gordon March of Scott Houghton
(jointly with Dr McLaren of
Cambridge University) a paper
entitled “.\ saturation detector and its
application to differential current
protect ion” at the second
international conference on
developments in power-system
protection at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers on 10th June.
*

*

*

Donald Smith Seymour & Rooley,
consulting electrical and mechanical
engineers who were associated with
SWK on the new Charing Cross
Hospital. invited SWK to particip(
in a hospital project at Fujairah in thy
United Arab Emirates. This
consultancy team is part of a British
package Linder the label of IHG
(Medical Services) Limited.
*

*

*

J immvjames

was abroad from 19th
May to 5th June making preparations
for the Asian Development Bank’s
seminar on road maintenance to be
held in the Philippines in September.
This is an SWK International job,
alongside Baghdad airport and the
Zaire road project (see Today No 16).
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CROMARTY FIRTH
DEVELOPMENT
Only a year after finishing the
supervision of a reclamation at Nigg
for the BNOC oil terminal, SWK
(Scotland) are back on site again
preparing for another reclamation
scheme almost ten times as big as the
last one. The appointment from
Inverness-based Highland
Hydrocarbons Ltd came in early
October and immediately a sub-sea
soils investigation was begun to
establish that the sea-bed material in
the Firth was sufficient in quality and
quantity to provide over 15 million
cubic metres of filling for the
reclamation of 275 hectares. Peter
Guthrie travelled from Scott House to
help SWK (Scotland) with this part of
the programme.
Unlike the last Nigg reclamation,
SWK are providing the full design
service and contract documents this
time. Project manager George Baillie
told Today that contracts for
hydrographic surveys and soils
investigations would be let shortly and
that the target date for putting the
estimated £20 million reclamation
contract to tender was the end of
February. The firm was in continual
communication with Bechtel, who are
managing the proposed £800 million
development for Highland
Hydrocarbons, to ensure that the
programme dates would be achieved.
If SWK (Scotland) are subsequently
involved in the supervision of
construction, as they hope to be, then
they will be renewing contact with
their former client Cromarty Firth
Port Authority which controls all
dredging operations in the Cromarty
Firth.
AID TO ASIA
In the last six months SWK have been
engaged in two countries in the same
part of the world, central Asia, in the
same field of engineering, lab-sub,
with the same project manager on site,
John Henley.
The Overseas Development
Administration appointed SWK to
advise on labour-based road
construction in Nepal in the last week
of May. John Henley arrived in
Kathmandu on 1st July, before going
up country where he expected to stay

SWK
TO DAY

for about three weeks. However he
failed to keep his escape route open,
ran into certain local difficulties, and
arrived back at Scott House a week
overdue. Following John’s report to
ODA, Gary Taylor flies to Nepal
before Christmas to start two one-year
tours supervising labour-based road
construction.
Meanwhile, the ubiquitous Henley,
having spent the best part of
September and October in Frenchspeaking Benin, had barely a week at
home before returning to central Asia,
this time to Bangladesh where he
arrived on 27th October. The SWK
client in Bangladesh is Danida, the
Danish overseas aid organisation,
which required a lab-sub consultant
for six weeks to contribute to the
programme for rural infrastructure in
the area of Noakhali.
Curiously, Nepal and Bangladesh
have the same area, 55 000 square
miles, which is marginally less than
England and Wales combined.
However, the population of
Bangladesh, at 84 million, is six times
that of Nepal. Nevertheless, both
countries, it seems, are labour
abundant which is a blessing for
SWK’s lab-sub section.
—

RED FOR RELIEF
The Register of Engineers for Disaster
Relief held a press conference at the
Institution of Civil Engineers in
London on 27th October. The object
was to seek national publicity in order
to recruit more engineers for the
register and to obtain funds to pay for
running the register. Peter Guthrie,
founder of Red R, as it is now called,
signed 60 invitations to the press on
headed paper bearing a colourful logo
as distinctive as that of another
1
worthy, but longer-standing,
organisation, the Red Cross. On the
day, 20 journalists turned up,
including representatives of The
Guardian, The Daily Telegraph, a good
cross-section of the engineering press
and some of the relief agencies.
Chairman of the conference was
Dame Judith Hart, who has kept up
her work for the third world (where
most disasters seem to occur) since
her time as Minister of Overseas
Development. Also on the platform
were Lord Howie, specialist writer on

public affairs for NCE one of the few
journals to publicise Red R before the
press conference, Peter Guthrie and
Jack Muggeridge. Peter spoke of his
three months’ experience with the
Vietnamese boat people in refugee
camps in Malaysia, the difficulty
OXFAM had in replacing him when
he returned home and the urgent
establishment of Red R a few weeks
later, in April 1980. Jack Muggeridge,
just back in time for the press
conference from similar Red R service
in Malaysia, explained to the
journalists his new role as full-time
secretary to Red R (based at Scott
House), the need for publicity so that
both the engineering profession and
the relief organisations were aware of
the register’s existence and the need
for funds (;E15 000 in the first year) to
pay the essential administration and
accommodation costs of the register
with “no frills”.
Apart from the press there were an
equal number of engineers, mainly
from SWK and Sir M MacDonald &
Partners, who helped with the
questions and with entertaining the
guests during lunch afterwards. After
the buffet the BBC rushed Peter
Guthrie away for an interview to be
broadcast on Radio 4’s pm programme
that evening. This interview was
repeated on BBC World Service the
following morning. Peter Berry was
also interviewed about Red R by
Radio London.
Mike Clapham, who succeeded Peter
Guthrie as chairman of Red R when
Peter was posted to Lesotho a few
days after the press conference, told
Today that he was well pleased with
the resulting press coverage. Within
the next three weeks, there had been
over 100 enquiries, and donated
funds, standing at £1 900 before the
press conference, had risen to £2 650.
Other SWK people who are giving
regular support to Red R are Jackie
Cameron, Lucinda Green, Peter
Bentall and Tony Sims.
—

BRAVO BAGHDAD
Business and babies as usual
Iraq is in all the newspapers today,
including Today. Thefact that about 40
SWK expatriates and theirfamilies are in
Baghdad is of zmmense interest and concern
for their colleagues at home. Today wishes
-

them all well and a safe return when their
missions are completed.
Press comment in the UK has rangedfrom
the stiff-upper-lipped Middle East Week
(business intelligence for exporters, 29th
October) “in Baghdad itself conditions
are reported to be fairly normal in the
commercial world, although fallout from
anti_aircraftfire has caused tennis to be
abandoned on British embassy courts during
air raids”— to the somewhat hysterical
Basingstoke Gazette headline (6th October)
“Coupleflee in fear as oil war hits
Baghdad” or the mock-heroic headline
“Planners dodge blitz”, in the Aldershot
Business Star, over a column in which the
reporter quotes Maurice Watson at length.
Today, however, is one-up on all of the local
newspapers in having its own special
correspondent in Baghdad, Ron Rakusen,
whofiled the following story by telex on 18th
November.
SWK’s projects in Iraq have
successfully weathered the recent
troubles in the Gulf war. After the
initial weeks, when there were several
raids by Iranian planes on the military
and economic targets in Baghdad,
staff engaged on the firm’s two
projects, the transportation study and
assistance to ICAO on Baghdad
international airport, resumed more
normal working habits. The
interruptions caused by air raid
warnings have grown less frequent
lately, but the blackout and the
closure of the airport and of Iraqi air
space continue to make life more
difficult than before the war. The
airport closure has meant that travel
to and from Baghdad has
concentrated on the road to Amman
ajourney of between 12 and 24 hours.
Several SWK families were evacuated
by chartered bus in the early days, but
those who have returned and all
travellers going on normal leave now
have a choice of cars, taxis and
coaches to connect with flights to and
from Amman airport.
Ken Innes, SWK partner, came to
Baghdad in the third week of the war
on a promotional visit for discussions
with Iraqi government clients who are
still keen to continue with their
projects. SWK joined with Holford
Associates in a consortium led by
SGTE of France and have successfully
pre-qualified with the Baghdad Rapid
Transit Authority for general
consultancy services for the Baghdad
metro. Invitations have just been
issued for proposals from consultants
by 30th December.
As a result of SWK’s involvement with
Baghdad’s traffic problems the firm
has now been commissioned, with
Iraqi associates Planar, to design
signalised junction improvements for
Arbil, in northern Iraq. Chris Wright
and Neil Findlay will be coming to
Iraq to carry out the surveys before
Christmas and detailed designs for
twelve junctions will be prepared by
early March 1981.
—

—

The transportation study, now
entering its second year, is grappling
with a massive data bank formed from
information gathered in last year’s
surveys of 17 000 households (100 000
persons) and over 100 000 car, taxi,
bus and lorry travellers. This year’s
work will concentrate on developing
the model of existing travel patterns
and using it to predict future patterns.
On the area traffic control project,
designs are now being produced for
the first 30 of l50junctions which are
to be improved and construction has
already begun on a rolling programme
basis.
On the domestic front, Baghdad
seems to be having a significant effect
on the SWK birth rate. Stephen Parry
was born in August 1980 and Bruno
Munro-Lafon in October, to join
Helen French who has just celebrated
her first birthday. Secretary Marilyn
Khalaf will be returning to the UK
soon ready.for the birth of her first
baby due in February 1981.
NEW AFRICAN VENTURE
This report came with a letter dated 10th
November 1980from Barry Paget now
SWK resident partner in Salisbury who,
until about six months ago, had spent the
past six years in Libya.
SWK opened an office in Zimbabwe
in March this year when the firm
decided tojoin forces with a wellestablished local firm of consulting
engineers called Associated
Consultants. The contact with
ASCON was made some years ago
but no practical action was possible
until the new state came into being.
ASCON have a very thriving practice
and are at present engaged on a
number of industrial developments in
the private sector. They also have
considerable railway expertise, with a
long record of contacts in that field,
and operate a successful soils
laboratory in Salisbury. SWK have
the experience of dealing with larger
projects, particularly those funded by
international lending agencies with, of
course, the advantage of having a
world-wide back-up service.
The two firms have not amalgamated
and both are free to operate and
develop independently. What we have
is n understanding to work together,
on a project by project basis,
whenever it appears that our
combined expertise can be best used
to mutual advantage and to the
benefit of clients.
Development has not boomed here as
was widely predicted it would before
the country gained its independence
last April. Nevertheless we have
obtained a good “toe hold” and
should be in a position to take
advantage of this, once funds are more
freely available. The extent to which
the new branch will prosper is
dependent very much on the

availability of foreign currency, which
is at present very tightly rationed, and
the influx of foreign capital.
Meanwhile, we are currently engaged
with ASCON on a government project
in the Fort Victoria region of
Zimbabwe, consisting of the provision
of roads, water supply and sewerage
for a developing township. This
promises to be an interesting job
which, though small at this stage, is
liable to be ongoing for several years.
Development, in what were hitherto
known as the Tribal Trust Lands,
requires the ultimate resettlement of
something like half a million people
over an area exceeding a million
hectares. Such development will
receive high priority over all other
projects, so will probably gather
momentum.
In another sphere we have been
invited by the City Council, jointly
with ASCON, to submit a proposal
for some transportation studies in
Salisbury. A major contribution to
this job, if we are successful, would be
made by the Scottish and English
partnerships, which would certainly
emphasise our international approach
to this type of work. Competition for
this project is very keen and several
proposals are expected.
We are also actively promoting work
in the fields of civil aviation, dams,
water supply and roads. We hope that
in due course these efforts will bear
fruit.
Zimbabwe is a beautiful country
which has everything going for it. At
present the transition to a new order is
bringing its inevitable traumas, but
indications are that sound common
sense and pragmatism will prevail. If
this is the case, the future should be
bright indeed and foreign investment
will flow in. When this happens we are
on the spot and well-established to
play our part.
For anyone proposing to visit here, the
firm has offices on the third floor of
Robinson House, conveniently
adjacent to ASCON’s in the centre of
Salisbury’s main business area. Office
space here is now at a premium
following the flood of embassies,
foreign firms and agencies of all
descriptions, so we have been
fortunate in securing a base from
which operations can be extended in
the future.
DRIMPLEMENTATION IN
MALAWI
Today received a communique from SWK
Malawi about DRIMP on 23rd June 1980,
just too late for inclusion in No. 18. The
following is based on that text in the hope
that it is not too out-of-date. Inset is a note
from John Henley about appropriate
technology applied to DRIMP. Shortly after
John wrote this note, Malawi Daily Times
of8thJulypublisheda long article about the
demonstration project and the broad
objectives of DRIMP.
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SUPPORT FOR THE ROYAL BALLET
Today thanks Mowlem ‘spublic relations consultants,
T. A. Cutbill & Partners Ltd,for the following press
information and the photograph.
A big beam lift at the extension to the Royal
I Opera House, Covent Garden, took place on
Li Saturday, 8thNovember. A 200-ton mobile
crane, hired for the occasion, lifted a 55 ft (17m)
long girder, weighing 20 tons, to support the
ballet practice rooms above the large opera
-ehearsal studio. Three smaller beams, weighing
between six and ten tons, were also lifted into
‘ position. The operation was managed by John
Mowlem and Company, who are management
contractors for the extension.
The project overall cost is estimated at £9
million and so far £7.8 million has been raised.
The Royal Opera House has 18 months to find
the £1 million plus balance. The extension will
provide much needed practice studios and
dressing accommodation. It was designed by
London architects GMW Partnership, with
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners as
consulting engineers, Gardiner & Theobald as
quantity surveyors and the National Building
Agency as the client’s project managers. Work
started in August 1979 and completion of the
nine-storey building is due in early 1982.
The 200-ton mobile crane — one of the largest
mobile cranes in the UK—came from Widnes,
Cheshire. It arrived on the Friday night and was
rigged up during the small hours for the first lift
The 20-ton beam had to be threaded through scaffolding dOft high, then lifted across
at 8 am Saturday. After the four lifts it was de
the new opera rehearsal studio some 7Oft away and,finally, turned andfitted down a
rigged and left site early on the Sunday
3ft wide slot to reach itsfixing position. The manoeuuring of the beam along this exact
morning. During the operation Lower James
route calledfor the 206ft longjib of the 206
-ton crane to be placed with equal accuracy.
Street, Covent Garden, was closed to traffic.
At one stage the clearance was only two inches.
The Royal Opera House development will
consist of an opera rehearsal studio; a chorus
room with tiered seating for 120 people; two ballet studios; new stage door; 12 dressing rooms for opera principals; dressing
rooms for 150 singers and others; “running wardrobe” and administrative offices. The building will be used by the Royal Opera
Company and the Royal Ballet Company, whose home is the opera house.
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The district roads improvement and
maintenance project in Malawi —
F generally known as DRIMP relates
I to 1500 kilometres of rural roads in
one of the most beautiful countries in
Africa. In collaboration with the
[‘Ministry of Works & Supplies, SWK
I‘ project engineer Bill Chatterton
implementing the first phase of the
recommendations made by Peter
Knowles, John Pratt, Hamish Grant
[and others in their 1977 report. The
SWK study carried out at that time
had evolved from a pilot study by the
Ministry which had demonstrated the
benefits of low-cost improvements to
roads in Kasungu district. The pilot
study had also suggested the labourintensive methods ultimately used in
DRIMP.
DRIMP has an immediate impact at
grass roots level. Three works units,
I 1 each of 500 men, have been
established and the very appearance
of one of these units in a district
produces an instantaneous reaction
[]from the whole community. When the
[grader, the lorry, the tractor, the
trailer and other simple mechanical
plant, with which each unit is
I equipped, arrive on the scene a
disbelieving crowd gathers to watch
—

[

A 42-kilometre length of road in
the southern Mulanje district was
chosen for construction in the
1979/80 season using labourbased methods to the maximum
extent possible. This
“demonstration” project was
planned by the lab-sub section in
Basingstoke, where the results
have been carefully monitored so
as to yield information on the
most appropriate mix of labour
and equipment within the
DRIMP project.
Mike Clapham spent three
months on site in the middle of
1979 to start the project off, and
since Mike returned to
BasingstokeJeremy Martin of the
Lilongwe office has been looking
after the work. The project has
also been visited by Robin
Dawson, from Lesotho, and by
John Henley of the lab-sub
section at Scott House. The road
is expected to be completed in
mid-August 1980 and, although
only a district road, one can
already drive along it a good deal
more comfortably than on some
secondary roads.

the start of operations. Enabling
thousands of people in isolated areas
who have never been linked to the
main centres of population to witness
DRIMP in action is a vital public
relations exercise for the authorities.
The benefits of the pilot scheme in
Kasungu were manifest: immediate
improvements in communications
and, consequently, in agriculture and
health. DRIMP is now extending the
good work. The current phase of the
project covers six districts and, subject
to IDA finance (600 per kilometre),
the Ministry is committed to a further
17 districts during the next five years.
So the outlook is bright in all parts of
Malawi.
HOSPITAL CHECK UP
SWK are involved in a structural
design check of a £20-million 200-bed
hospital at Fujairah in the United
Arab Emirates. SWK were invited to
participate by Donald Smith Seymour
& Rooley who are the consulting
engineers to the International
Hospitals Group, a British consortium
formed by P A Management, Grand
Metropolitan, Peat Marwick
Mitchell, International Aeredio and
the Wellcorne Foundation. IHG’s
appointment as principal consultants

came from the Presidential Royal
Court in Abu Dhabi.
Turnkey contractors for the two-year
construction programme which began
in October are Contracting
Engineering Enterprises from Ras-al
Khaimah. The contractors’ tender
was based on a brief prepared by
IHG, and the structural principles of
their design are being checked at Scott
House.
Industrial Production
Fujairah is situated 150 miles from
Abu Dhabi, on the east coast of the
Emirates and close to the border with
the Sultanate of Oman. Looking at the
map, hospital project director Philip
Edwards mentioned his other interests
in the region, namely the two factories
for Construction Material Industries,
near Muscat 200 miles to the south
east. Both the brick and the lime
plants have been in production for at
least three months. The production
reliability trials, involving SWK in one
of the firm’s project management
tasks, have been completed at the
brick plant, which has a capacity of 36
million bricks a year, but were still in
progress last month at the lime plant
where production rates for hydrated
lime have reached 12 tons per hour as
specified.
PEOPLE AND PLACES
Congratulations to Mike Earwaker on
promotion in June 1980 to associate in
the SWK Hong Kong partnership.
Mike is project manager for the
Kassam Pass to Daub Pass section of
the Highlands Highway in Papua
New Guinea.
Two members of the SWK team
supervising construction of the £12
million 138-kilometre road in PNG,
who travelled from Basingstoke early
in October, are Chris Duffell and
Robin Dawson. For the project,
Cardno & Davies PNG are associated
with SWK Hong Kong, the client is
the Department of Works & Supply
and the contractors are the
Dillingham Corporation of New
Guinea Pty Ltd.
John Sutton, formerly at the Stockport
office, has been appointed a
consultant to the Hong Kong
partnership, associate Gordon Forrest
has retired and the Stockport office
was closed in August 1980 when
Malcolm Collison moved to Scott
House.
AssociateJ v1 Breakey has resigned
from SWK Scotland.
Reported in Concrete, November 1980:
The Viewpoint Publications Pri.e, awarded
annually by the C&CA to an MSc student
at Imperthi College for good design in
concrete has been won this year by David
Ivionteith. His two projects, written for his
year-long concrete structures course, which
wasfinanced by his employers (SWK),
involved the designs of a concrete diving

THE WEEK WAR BROKE OUT
by John Sims
Baghdad in September was, I was told, cooling down. When I arrived, on a
short visit to give advice on precast concrete, it was still hot, around 40°C
during the day, with continuous cloudless skies and very low humidity. Site
work started at 0600 hours and continued through until midnight, with much
of the clearing and preparation work being done during the hot part of the
day and concreting starting at about 1800 hours each evening. I was working
from 0700 until 2100 with a break in the afternoon, six days a week with
Friday off.
The phone in my room rang at about 2200 on Monday 22nd September. It
was a week after my arrival when SWK resident manager Ron Rakusen rang
to say that Iraq was at war with Iran.
The next day, following two air-raids on Baghdad shortly after dawn, I went
to SWK’s office which involved crossing a bridge over the River Tigris. This
may sound simple but actually took about an hour and a half due to bridge
closures during air-raids, with resulting diversions and traffic jams. All
vehicles had been stopped and occupants told to take shelter when air-raid
sirens sounded. It was later that day I learnt that Baghdad airport had been
attacked and was closed for all civilian flights. Successful phone calls became
even more unpredictable than usual. Working at nights ceased because of
lighting restrictions; the hotel was blacked out after night-fall and my report
was written by candlelight. No hot food was available in the hotel restaurant.
It is presumed that power to the kitchens was turned off with the lighting
circuit.
Early Wednesday morning, a group of conference delegates left the hotel by
“desert” bus and that evening and all next day the world’s journalists, radio
and film reporters arrived making their headquarters (with TV, telex, tele
phone facilities and bulletin boards) in the hotel conference rooms.
My report complete, it took two days to see the client. This was finally
accomplished on a day when the site staff left early, which I later found was
due to the discovery of an unexploded missile behind one of the site offices.
Having completed my job, the evacuation committee found me a seat on a
bus across the Syrian Desert on 26th September. It took 17 hours before I
arrived in Amman where Mohammed Khalaf provided a very welcome
reception.
board and of a heliport over a river in a large
mythical city. The diving board had to
match the static and dynamic characteristics
of a conventional wooden one, and was
designed in prestressed high strength
concrete. Not having much faith in the idea
of afloating heliport, he chose a piled design
for this using precast concrete segments. The
whole of this construction was to be
prefabricated. What would he spend his £50
pri.e money on, he was asked? “Well there
are some interesting ACipublications on
deflections and deformations of thin concrete
slabs which would be usefulfor thejob lam
doing at the moment, “was his reply. “On
the other hand, my wife’s expecting a baby
any moment, so it may all have to go on
nappies!”
Ken Phillips of Cottington Phillips &
Associates, who left the SWK
partnership three years ago, has
renewed contact with Scott House for
,the purpose ofjoint promotions with
Scott Houghton.
For the Sindumin to Long Pa Sia road

design in Sabah, for which SWK
Hong Kong and Majukonsult are in
association, John Pratt and Karl Close
were posted from Malawi and Ghana
in September and October,
respectively. John Pratt is project
manager, working under project
director Ron Hedges.
Chris Padfield reported from Senegal
in August 1980:
The steering wheel of the car came off in my
hands today: weldfatigue. Luckily lwas
only doing 2mph backwards! It was made
in Turkey.
Wes Smith is the SWK man on site at
King William Street House. The £17.5
million contract was awarded to
Mowlem Building who started
construction on 8th Septmeber 1980.
Architects are the GMW Partnership.
George Baillie of SWK Scotland
travelled to Dublin last July to
collaborate with Mallagh Luce &
Partners in a cost plan for a proposed
development at Guinness ‘s brewery.
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SETTLEMENT IN COURT
SWK have been commissioned by the
Public Works Department to carry out a
feasibility study into the reinstatement
of the Supreme Court building in the
Central District of Hong Kong. The
building has settled by up to 200mm, and
consequently suffered considerable
structural damage. SWK are being assisted
in this project by architects Feilden &
Mawson who have considerable experience
in restoring old buildings.
The Supreme Court building was designed
in 1899 by Aston Webb and E. Ingress
Bell, who were consulting architects to
the Crown Agents for the Colonies and
predecessors to the present firm of
Feilden & Mawson, but it was not
completed until 1912. At the time of its
construction it was probably the best
example of neo-classical architecture in
the Far East and a local press report
stated that “the pile will form not only
one of the largest, but one of the finest

erections in the Colony, the beauty and
skill portrayed in the design being far in
advance of anything to which we have
been accustomed”.
The settlement of the timber pile
foundations and associated horizontal
movement have caused cracks and
openings of joints in the granite external
walls, brick internal walls, filler joist
floors and roofs, some of them in the
range 20-40mm wide. The building was
shored up and evacuated in 1978 and
since then its finishes and fittings have
suffered from the effects of weather
penetration.
Project manager John Sutton and Chris
Sketchley are working to a tight
programme to submit the report to the
PWD by the end of this month.
Government will decide whether to
restore the building and, if so, to what
uses it should be put. The SWK project
director is G.M.J. Williams
CJ.S.

HUMBERSIDE ROAD CONSTRUCTION
STARTING SOON
Tenders for the Brigg Bypass to Ulceby
section of the Al 80 trunk road are due
at the North Eastern RCU by noon on
Tuesday 24th March. Construction of the
12.4-kilometre dual two-lane carriageway
is expected to start in May. The structures
on the job include four over-bridges, four
under-bridges (two carrying the trunk
road over railways) and various
accommodation works.
The original 22-kilometre A180 Brigg
Bypass to Grimsby project, which dates
back to SWK’s appointment in 1972, has
been divided into two contracts and the
second one, Ulceby to Grimsby, is
expected to go out to tender in May with
a view to construction starling in
September. Both contracts are due for
completion by the autumn of 1983 and
each has an estimated value of about £16
million.
The long history of the project is partly
because of the various report phases and
public consultation, culminating in a
public enquiry which opened at Ulceby on
5th December 1978, as reported by Geoff
French in Today No.13. 1972 to 1983 is
the same span of time as for the M6 in
Westmorland, when SWK were appointed
in 1959 and the motorway was opened
to traffic in 1970.
Brigg-Grimsby is the last of the SWK
highways running along the south side of
the River Humber, following the Brigg
Bypass and the Scunthorpe Southern
Bypass, the latter opened 2½ years ago,
These jobs have provided, and will provide
not only a continuous dual carriageway
of 45 kiometres, but also a continuity of
employment for certain SWK supervisory
staff. Project manager Don Dudeney told
Today that Mike Hillcoat, Don Lee,
George Bennett and Paddy Holt are all
expecting to migrate eastwards in the
spring when the next contract begins.

ThE ISLAND LINE
Construction of the first phase of the Hon
Kong metro commenced in 1975 and the
line was fully operational by 1980. SWK
were responsible for the geotechnical
investigation for this phase, which

Ii
comprises 14 stations in Kowloon, two
stations on Hong Kong Island and 15.6
kilometres of line. Construction of one of
the Island stations in reclaimed land
caused significant ground movements and
consequent damage to a number of
buildings. In 1978, SWK completed a
report for Hong Kong I.and, the owners
of two multi-storey buildings affected.
Also the Supreme Court suffered
considerable damage and SWK have been
commissioned by the Hong Kong
Government to report on the feasibility of
restoring this historic building.
The Government has now decided to
proceed with construction of the new line
on Hong Kong Island, which will be 11
kilometres long with 12 new stations. The
first part of the Island Line is due to open
in mid-1985 and the complete line is
scheduled to be operational by the end of
1986. It is intended to provide tens of
billions of Hong Kong dollars for
construction of the Island Line by letting
most of the sites of the stations to
private property developers for multi
storey buildings. In return, they will be
required to construct the underground
station structures at their own cost before
proceeding with the superstructures.
The Public Works Department has asked
SWK to assess the construction proposals
for both the tunnelling and the stations of
the Island Line and report on the likely
ground movements and effects on
adjacent buildings. Much of the line will
run through some of the highest
population density areas in the world. The
tunnels will run beneath or close to
foundations of a large number of multi
storey buildings and, in some cases, will
interfere with piled foundations.
Responsibility for reporting on the metro
construction proposals rests with the
Geotechnical Checking Team, set up
primarily for assessing slope stability in
Hong Kong and currently managed by
Roger Doubal. Working on the metro
proposals will be Mehmet Yilmaz, who
has joined the Hong Kong partnership
from Basingstoke, John Holden and
Robert Mair, who has flown to Hong
Kong from Basingstoke for the beginning
of the studies.
R.J.M.

MALAWI JOB FINANCED BY EDF
SWK Malawi are consultants for the
infrastructure of a 99-acre industrial area
outside Blantyre which has involved the
design of roadworks, water supply,
drainage and sewage disposal. The
European Development Fund, as well as
paying the SWK fees, is making a loan of
£1.75 million to the Ministry of Trade,

Industry and Tourism to help finance the
construction. Tenders are now out to
international contractors and the one-year
contract is expected to begin this July.
The contracting authority is the Ministry
of Works and Supplies but the supervision
of construction will be carried out by SWK
(project engineer Denis McDowell) except
for certain specialist works to be handled
by the statutory undertakers.
Readers of Today No.16 will recall that
SWK were appointed to the Blantyre
project in August 1979 as a follow up to
two earlier phases of the development of
this industrial area.

SABAH AIR TERMINAL
SUPERSTRUCTURE STARTED
The following press release was issued by
Peter Bloomfield & Co. Ltd. on 12th
February, 1981
SWK report that swamp reclamation,
concrete apron construction and
installation of piles for the terminal
building foundation at Kota Kinabalu
International Airport, Sabah, East
Malaysia, are now practically completed.
Contractors for this work are Sharikat
Setia Jaya, Goh and Urn (joint venture of
three firms).
Contracts have now started for the
superstructure of the new terminal
building and cargo building (contractor:
Urn Kah Ngam, Kuala Lumpur) and the
provision of electrical supply and external
lighting, including airfield lighting for the
taxiways and apron (contractor: AEG
Telefunken, West Germany). Asphalt
pavement for aprons, taxiways and the
road system will be constructed by the
Sabah Public Works Department.
SWK were appointed to prepare a master
plan for the development of the airport
in 1970. Since 1970 a continuous
programme of improvements has been in
progress, including lengthening,
strengthening and resurfacing the runway,
installation of airfield lighting and an
instrument landing system, and the
construction of a new fire station and
meteorological building.
When completed in 1983 the terminal wifi
provide six separate (decentralised) gates
for passenger handling. Forecast traffic
in 1985 is estimated at 1.9 million with
a design hourly peak rate of 1280
passengers. One aircraft stand will be
able to accommodate aircraft up to
Boeing 747 in size and three others wifi
accept up to DCI 0, including the A300
Airbus which is now in regular service
with Malaysian Airline System. The
facilities are capable of incremental
expansion to accommodate all
foreseeable traffic until beyond the end
of the century. Total cost of the project
will be approximately £24 million at 1980
prices.
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Pamela Knight’s artist’s impression of the
Guidel dam appeared on page 8 of Le
Soleil, the principal daily paper in Senegal,
on 21st February 1981. Under the head
line Les tnivaux du barrage anti-se! de
Guidel réalisés a 25% was an 800-word
progress report on the project being
supervised by SWK in the person of
Christopher Padfield. Construction is
expected to be completed by the end of
if you can believe everything
this year
you read in Le Soleil!
Pamela produced the picture for
Christopher because he was pestered by
passers-by in the early days asking for an
explanation of the huge excavation going
on then. The purpose of the dam and its
benefits to agriculture were also described
in Le Soleil.
The last time Pamela’s artwork received
national publicity was just two years ago
in the Sultanate of Oman when her
drawings of the two factories for
Contruction Material Industries (now
hanging in Philip Edwards’ office) were
featured in the television coverage of the
ceremony to mark the start of constmctioi’
....
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PEOPLE AND PLACES
Why did Neil Findlay set off on the fourth
day of Christmas for the 4000 year old L
ancient city of Erbil in remotest Kurdistan,
200 miles (or five hours by road) north of
Baghdad? The answer is not for four
calling birds, but for twelve traffic
junctions.
A month later Mike Clapham joined Neil
to monitor the flow at the twelve
junctions for which SWK have been
engaged by the Municipality of Erbil to
design traffic signals. The two engineers
returned to Scott House on 23rd FebruaryL
to start analysing the data they had
collected. A preliminary report is due on
27th March and a final one on 1st May.
*

*

*

Tony Sims has been coming and going it
a bit. He came back to Basingstoke just
before Christmas after six weeks in
northern Nigeria on the vast Sokoto
University campus where he was engaged
on the infrastructure for a maintenance
base. The base itself occupies about 8
hectares and Tony’s principal concern was
for roads, water supply and drainage of
this area. For the Sokoto project SWK
Nigeria were engaged by local architects
Ela Wazira Associates and other SWK
engineers on the job have been Jim
Cocksedge doing a soils report and John
Sims designing structures. When completec.
the maintenance base will provide laundry,
fire, ambulance and other municipal-type
services to the whole of the university.
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Now Tony has gone again. A fortnight ago
he flew to Lesotho to become a group
engineer in the Labour Construction Unit,
for which SWK are consultants to the
Government of Lesotho (for background,
see Today No.16). Tony’s opposite
number in the south is Peter Guthrie who
has already been there five months. The
headquarters for the project, which is
expected to last another 12 months for
SWK, is attached to the Ministry of Works
at Maseru where project manager Lindsay
Thomas, field and planning engineer
David Stiedi and administrator Ray
Bethell (of Brian Woodhead & Co Ltd) are
based.
*
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Congratulations to Choi Ching-kui, William
Kemp and Tim Hunt on promotion to
associates of the Hong Kong partnership.

in Géotechnique and was entitled The
stability of shallow tunnels and under
ground openings in cohesive material.
*

*

*

*

Gil Thomas made a flying visit home from
Tripoli to speak at the London Chamber
of Commerce & Industry conference on
Libya on 18th February. His subject was
the outlook for consultants in Libya.
*

*

*

Overseas Road Note I was published last
month by the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory. Entitled Maintenance
management for District Engineers it is
based on the SWK African road
maintenance manual written by David
Newell (see Today No.14).
*

*

*

Robert Mair has produced two papers in
the past year: The prediction of the safety
of tunnels under construction in soft
I ‘ground by centrifugal model testing was
L presented at the international conference
on Safety of Underground Works in
Brussels last May; the other, of which
Robert was a joint author, was published

Greenland, who himself first set the good
example by deciding to live in this flat
and thus save the firm £20,000 annually
in house rent. His steward Hyacinth
appears to be able to cope with any
conceivable emergency. We are pleased
with the way in which Fred Russ, Jim
Cocksedge and John Sims have put up
with the austerity and saved the enormous
hotel expenses and, what is difficult to
quantify in terms of money, the enormous
time lost in the Lagos “go slow”.
*

*
*

Ci PodGId WJNI
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Chaps visiting SWK Nigeria from abroad
will notice (and welcome?) what austerity
measures practical common sense has
taught us to take in Lagos, writes resident
partner Tim Aluko. We have converted
one of the three offices into a working
flat in which anyone coming for a few
days to a few weeks may both stay and
work, while sharing rations with Stan

*

*

SWK Nigeria are trying to extend their
horizon to the distant territory of
Gongola State in the north-east, as part of
their effort to get back on course in
Nigeria. Difficult of access from Lagos and
Kaduna, it has good potential for work.
Tim Aluko has been to Yola the state
capital twice even though his plane had to
be diverted to Maiduguri on both occasions
due to bad weather in Yola. On the latter
occasion he did the 439 kilometre road
journey between Maidurguri and Yola in a
taxi that took 434 hours at night! That,
of course, was nothing compared with
Mike Shalders’ 822 kilometres each way
by road from Kaduna to Yola and back in
two days a week later. Tim’s comment?
“Mike is a younger man!”.
—

JOHN AND JIM
During the BCB mission to China in
April 1980 the State Capital Construction
Commission in Peking proposed the
secondment of 1 8 Chinese engineers!
architects/planners to British consultants
for a period of six months. The object
would be for the individuals to study the
organisation and operation of consultancy
services in the United Kingdom, with the
long-term intention of instituting a
similar profession in China.
In the event, 15 engineers and 3 architects
(one female) arrived at the Chinese
Embassy in London on Sunday, 4th
January 1981, and the next day, following
a reception at BCB, they were deployed
amongst 15 member firms. SWK are hosts
to two engineers: Zhong Jiahuan who
graduated from Shanghai Tongji University
in 1955 and Zheng Shengqing who
graduated from Xian Engineering Institute
in 1960.
The SWK programme for John and Jim, as
their landlady in Tadley immediately
christened them, includes various
management topics taken from the
guidelines issued by the Chinese Embassy
in January. The two Chinese spend most
of their time reading (with the aid of
dictionaries) but have regular tutorials with
Roger Whiting, Richard Parker, Peter
Rutter and others. Maurice Johnson is
their godfather.
The book work is being broken up with
site visits. Next week John and Jim go to
Glasgow to study the urban transport
scene and then during the first week of
June they will be touring the North of
England to see examples of SWK-designed
motorways, bridges, coast defences and
commercial and educational buildings. In
addition, several day trips are planned to,
for example, the Royal Opera House
extension, Dungeness nuclear power
station and Heathrow airport. Social plans
for weekends include visits to the Houses
of Parliament, Oxford colleges, Stonehenge,
Bath, Greenwich and The Dell. Western
classical music is appreciated by John and
Jim, so some concerts will have to be
fitted into the programme. Morris Hopkins
is the fixtures secretary.

—

-

C
UP EAST, DOWN WEST
SWK numbers worldwide at the
beginning of 1981 totalled 1175,
compared with 1138 two years
earlier. This is a growth rate of about
1½% per annum. However, the growth
rate was ten times this figure in Hong
Kong where numbers increased from
401 to 521, including 145 graduate,
but not chartered, engineers and 140
technicians.
In the United Kingdom SWK have
decreased from 410 to 343, the rate
of 8% per annum being about the
same in both England and Scotland.
likewise, with one exception, SWK

staff in African countries have
declined in numbers. The total for
Nigeria, Ghana, Malawi, Kenya and
Botswana was 295 in January 1979
and is now 235. The exception is
libya where numbers have more than
doubled to reach 65 because of all
those now engaged on supervision of
road construction in the desert.
At the new year Scott Houghton’s
numbers were 18, including 11 in
Hong Kong, not counted in SWK’s
1175. The total administrative and
clerical staff throughout the world has
remained constant for the past two
years at about 240, or one person in
every five nowadays.
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